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 Foreword 
 
The mandate for the Energy and Environmental technology sector in Innovation Norway is to help 
develop Norwegian renewable energy and Cleantech companies.  This is done by assisting the 
companies in Norway through business development and reducing risk in new projects by 
providing funding. In addition Innovation Norway’s large network of offices abroad is actively used 
to promote and assist the companies identify partners and customers in various countries abroad.  
The Energy and Environmental technology sector works to promote environmental friendly 
innovative technologies and services in all industries, as everybody need to take the 
environmental impact from their activities into account (Offshore Oil and Gas, Maritime industry, 
Marine industry to name but a few large sectors). We are also focusing on clean water solutions 
and waste management. 
Within Energy we have a special focus on offshore wind and ocean energy, metallurgy within the 
solar industry, and smart use of ICT within the electrical grid (smart grids).  
As Asia is a very fast growing emerging market for clean solutions we work close with our local 
offices in Beijing, Japan and Korea to investigate market opportunities for Norwegian companies 
and assist mature companies to enter these markets. This report aims to lower the threshold for 
Norwegian companies wishing to enter the dynamic North East Asian Market. 
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Sector Head 
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 Korea 
Preface 
South Korea is one of largest energy consumers in the world and this pattern of energy 
consumption will be continued because country’s economy development led by large energy 
consuming industries.  
With poor indigenous natural energy resources, Korea imports almost entire energies (crude oil, 
natural gas, coal and nuclear power). In order to increase nation’s energy security and sustainable 
green growth for the future, South Korean government is making various efforts in undertaking 
aggressive R&D investments and deployment policies in New and Renewable Energy (NRE) sector 
having a goal of supplying 11 percent of total primary energy supply with NRE by 2030. 
This report (part one) provides an overview of Korea’s primary energy and some of renewable 
energies to show a wide range of activities on national initiatives, projects, research & 
developments with relevant key players.  Other parts of renewable energies (PV and smart grid) 
will be released in the second half of this year.  However this report is not designed to give in-
depth information on company level, but it will give Norwegian readers general market 
opportunity in South Korea.  
 
1 Primary energy overview 
 
The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimated that South Korea was the world's 
tenth largest energy consumer in 2011, and with its lack of domestic reserves, Korea was one of 
the top energy importers in the world.  In 2011, the country was the second largest importer of 
liquefied natural gas (LNG), the third largest importer of coal, and the sixth largest importer of 
crude oil.  South Korea has no international oil or natural gas pipelines, and relies exclusively on 
tanker shipments of LNG and crude oil. 
Because of rapid economic growth propelled by the heavy and chemical industries, Korea’s energy 
consumption has sharply increased since the mid-1970s. Total Primary Energy Consumption was 
reached to 275.7 million toe1 in 2011, which was increased more than six-fold in 1980.  Energy 
consumption per capita also increased rapidly from 1.1 toe in 1980 to 5.1 toe in 2011. 
 
 
 
 
1 TOE: Ton of Oil Equivalent 
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 FIGURE 1: TREND OF PRIMARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION2 
 
                                          [Unit: 1,000 toe]                                                                                                                     
 
 
With poor indigenous natural energy resources, Korea relies on almost entire energy demand from 
imports.  In 2011, the dependency rate on imported energy, including nuclear energy, was 96.4 
percent.  The cost for imported energy amounted to USD 172.5 billion, which accounted for 32.9 
percent of total inbound shipments.  South Korea energy resources are very limited to low-quality 
anthracite and small amount of natural gas, which accounted for less than one percent of total 
primary energy supply. 
Demand for oil has been continuously growing during industrial development period since 1970s, 
except after the two oil crises of 1973 and 1979.  Oil accounted for the largest portion (38.2 
percent) of South Korea's primary energy supply in 2011.  Coal is also very import energy source 
accounting for 30 percent of total primary energy mix but the main use of domestic anthracite has 
been shifted dramatically from residential sector to power generation sector.  Gas was introduced 
in 1986 in the form of LNG imports and accounted for 17 percent of the primary energy supply.  
The Korean government will increase the use of nuclear power (currently 12 percent of total 
primary energy supply) as well as renewable energy for the future.  The government aims to 
supply 11 percent of total primary energy consumption with renewable energy in 2030. 
 
 
 
 
2 source: KEMCO, New & Renewable Energy Center, 2013 
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 FIGURE 2: PRIMARY ENERGY MIX IN 2011 
 
                                            [Unit: 1,000 toe, %] 
 
 
1.1 Oil 
 
South Korea's oil consumption rates have fluctuated alongside its economy.  Oil consumption grew 
at a rapid pace as did its economy in the 1990s, fell following the Asian Financial Crisis, and rose 
steadily in the last decade but dipping from the Global Financial Crisis in 2008.  South Korea 
consumed over 2.2 million barrels of oil per day (bbl/d) in 2011, making it the tenth largest 
consumer of crude oil in the world.   
However South Korea has a small amount of domestic potential oil reserves, but relies significantly 
on imports to meet its demand.  South Korea is highly dependent on the Middle East for its oil 
supply, and the region accounted for more than 85 percent of Korea's crude oil imports.  Saudi 
Arabia was the leading supplier, followed by Kuwait.  Utilizing imported crude oil South Korea 
maintains three of the ten largest crude oil refinery facilities in the world to export more than 1.1 
million bbl/d of refined products in 2011.   
The Korea National Oil Corporation (KNOC) is a state-owned oil company and the largest entity in 
the country's upstream sector with 3.2 million barrels of ultra-light crude domestic reserves. In 
addition, KNOC, through both acquisitions of overseas companies and investment with major 
international and national oil companies, maintains a daily foreign production of 219,000 bbl/d 
and 1.28 billion barrels of oil and gas reserves in 2011. 
Korea's downstream sector is home to several large international oil companies.  SK Innovation 
holds roughly 34 percent of the petroleum product market (excluding LPGs), followed by GS Caltex, 
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 S-Oil and Hyundai Oilbank.  These corporations have historically focused on refining, but some 
have put increasing emphasis on crude extraction projects in other countries.   
 
1.2 Natural gas 
 
South Korea also relies on imports to satisfy nearly all of its natural gas consumption, which has 
approximately doubled over the previous decade.  While the country has discovered proven 
reserves of 250 billion cubic feet (Bcf), domestic gas production is negligible and accounts for 1.2 
percent of total gas consumption.  South Korea does not have any international gas pipeline 
connections, and must therefore import all gas via LNG tankers.  As a result, although South Korea 
is not among the group of top gas-consuming nations, it is the second largest importer of LNG in 
the world after Japan. 
South Korea consumed 1.6 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of natural gas in 2011, which was an increase of 
more than 125 percent from 2001.  The city gas network, serving residential, commercial and 
industrial consumers, accounted for the majority (54 percent in 2011) of natural gas sales, while 
power generation companies made up nearly the entire remaining share. 
South Korea has four LNG regasification facilities, with a total capacity of 4.5 Tcf per year. Korea 
Gas Corporation (KOGAS) operates three of these facilities, accounting for about 95 percent of 
current capacity.  POSCO and Mitsubishi jointly own the only private regasification facility in Korea, 
located on the Southern Coast.  KOGAS purchases most of its LNG through long-term supply 
contracts from Qatar, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Oman, and uses spot cargos primarily to correct 
small market imbalances.  
Korea Gas Corporation (KOGAS) dominates South Korea's gas sector and the company is the 
largest single LNG importer in the world.  In spite of recent efforts to liberalize the LNG import 
market, KOGAS maintains an effective monopoly over the purchasing, import, and wholesale 
distribution of natural gas.   
 
1.3 Coal 
 
South Korea held only 139 million short tons (MMst) of recoverable coal reserves in 2008. 
Consumption reached 131 MMst of coal in 2011, while production was less than 3 MMst.  As a 
result, South Korea is the third largest importer of coal in the world, following Japan and China. 
Australia and Indonesia are major suppliers.  Coal consumption in South Korea increased by just 
fewer than 50 percent between 2005 and 2011, driven primarily by growing demand from the 
electric power sector.  The electric power sector uses more than half of coal consumption, while 
the industrial sector spends most of the remainder. 
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 1.4 Nuclear power 
 
South Korea has the sixth-highest nuclear generation capacity in the world.  Its first nuclear power 
plant was completed in 1978 under licensed production, and over the following three decades, 
South Korea directed significant resources towards developing its nuclear power industry.  Korea 
Hydro & Nuclear Power currently operates South Korea's four nuclear power stations, with 20 
individual reactors.  
The government plans to raise the share of nuclear power to 59 percent of the nation’s total 
energy mix by 2030.  The government had concluded nuclear power is the realistic alternative to 
support green growth of promoting economy and reducing carbon emissions.  To achieve the goal, 
the government had aimed to build a total of 40 nuclear power plants by 2030.  
Emerging as an international leader in nuclear technology, Korea is pursuing opportunities to 
export its technologies.  In December of 2009, the state-owned Korea Electric Power Corporation 
(KEPCO) won a USD 20 billion contract to build four 1,400 megawatt nuclear reactors in the United 
Arab Emirates, the first of which is expected to become operational by 2017. 
 
2 Electricity 
 
South Korea consumed total 455,070GWh of net electricity in 2011, which was increased by 63 
percent from 278,451GWh in 2002.  It is the 8th largest consumption per country in the world.  Of 
this total consumption, about 53.2 percent of electricity consumptions were industrial purpose, 
29.9 percent were commercial, and 16.9 percent were residential usage.   
Reviewing installation capacity, a total 81,806MW has been installed at the end of 2012, which 
was increased by 52 percent from 53,801MW in 2002.  It is the 13th largest capacity holding 
country in the world.  Of this amount, 30.7 percent came from coal power generation, 26.8 
percent from LNG, and 25.3 percent from nuclear power as major sources of electricity generation.  
Oil, hydro power and renewable energy accounted for 6.5, 5.7 and 5 percent respectively in terms 
of installation capacity in 2012  
Comparing total installation capacity (81,806MW) and total actual consumption (455,070GWh), 
the installation capacity should be increased more for safe and stable supply and demand.  As a 
result, an electricity reserved ratio has been sharply dropped to 9.8 percent in terms of installation 
capacity and 3.8 percent in terms of actual supply capacity in 2012.  On February 2013, a new long 
term plan on electricity supply and demand during 2013~2027 have been announced.  According 
to the plan: 
 
 Forecast on total electricity consumption: 455,070GWh (2011)  771,007GWh (2027) 
 Increase of total installation capacity: 81,806MW (2012)  139,815MW (2027) 
 Improvement on electricity reserved ratio: 9.8 percent (2012)  22 percent (2027)   
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 Besides increasing installation capacity and reserved ratio, the government plans other solutions.  
The first will be the deployment of an Electricity Storage System (ESS) in Korea up to 500MW 
capacity by 2015 and finally 2,000MW capacity by 2020.  Secondly the government will increase 
electricity price since Korean electricity price is the lowest among OCED countries.  At third 
renewable energy will be utilized more for the power generation up to 12 percent of total 
electricity generation or 20 percent of total installation capacity in 2027.  
Electricity in South Korea is provided by a state controlled Korea Electric Power Corporation 
(KEPCO), which is the only power purchaser and has a transmission and distribution monopoly.  
There are six publicly listed power generation companies (utilities), which were separated from 
KEPCO in 2001, but in which KEPCO still maintain a 100 percent stake. 
 
3 Renewable energies 
 
New and renewable energies include 13 categories in Korea.  New energies include the three 
sectors of fuel cells, coal liquefaction & gasification and hydrogen.  Renewable energies include 
the eight sectors of solar photovoltaic, solar thermal, bio, wind, hydro, ocean, waste, and 
geothermal. 
The first renewable energy policy was introduced in Korea in 1980 and the government started to 
give incentives including low interest loans and tax exemption to renewable energy generators. 
General subsidy program was established in 1994 and according to this promotion act Korean 
government subsidized renewable energy facilities installation costs.  Local renewable energy 
deployment program was started in 1995 and it required local governments to use a certain 
amount of renewable energy in public buildings and in remote area residents.  In 2004 all public 
buildings with more than 3,000 square meters required to use renewable energy as a portion of 
their energy consumption.  This act revised in 2011 and extended to the buildings with more than 
1,000 square meters area3.   
The first feed in tariffs law was passed in 2006 and government covered the price difference 
between renewable energy cost and electricity market price.  Feed in tariffs contracts duration 
was between 15 to 20 years from the first date of subsidization.  The renewable portfolio 
agreement (RPA) was implemented in 2006 and its main content was voluntary agreement 
between Korean government and large public utilities to invest USD 737 million in renewable 
energy technologies.  Also first Renewable portfolio standard (RPS) was introduced in second basic 
plan for renewable energy deployment in 2003 and in third basic plan for Renewable energy in 
2008.  The starting year was 2012 and this act obligated all electricity suppliers to produce a 
certain portion of electricity by renewable energy.   The RPS scheme will be explained more at 
Article 3.3 - political climate (change from FIT to RPS). 
 
3 source: Korea Energy Economics Institute, 2011 
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 3.1 Status of NRE deployment 
 
As of the end of 2011, NRE supplied totals 7,583 thousand toe, which comprises 2.75 percent of 
the total primary energy consumption, 275,688 thousand toe. 
 
FIGURE 3: NRE SHARE IN TOTAL PRIMARY ENERGY SUPPLY4 
 
                                               [Unit: 1,000 toe] 
 
Of the total supply of NRE, waste energy contributed the largest proportion with 67.54 percent, 
following by hydro power with 12.73 percent and bio with 12.70 percent, and others renewable 
energies covered 7.02 percent of total NRE supply in 2011.   
 
FIGURE 4: NRE SUPPLY / ELECTRICITY SUPPLY5 
4 source: KEMCO, New & Renewable Energy Center, 2013 
5 source: KEMCO, New & Renewable Energy Center, 2013 
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NRE power generation has increased rapidly in particular, PV and wind area, thanks to the 
introduction of the FIT and RPS systems.  In terms of PV, power generation has increased nearly 30 
times to 917,198MWh in 2011 from 31,022MWh in 2006; and wind increased to 912,493MWh 
from 238,911MWh.  Fuel cells appeared as an electricity source in 2006 and as of 2010, their 
output was almost 44 times higher, marking 294,621MWh.     
 
3.2 Long term deployment plan  
 
In response to global trends, the Korean government came up with the 3rd Master Plan for New 
and Renewable Energy Technology Development and Deployment at the end of 2008.  With the 
goal of replacing 11% of primary energy with renewables by 2030, Korea has pursued various 
policies.   When we see the estimate for future NRE deployment from the 3rd Master Plan, waste 
and hydro are to turn downward while the increase rates of ocean energy, geothermal, solar 
thermal and wind energy are projected to be high.  A share of bio-energy will grow to 31.4% of 
total NRE supply and take the second position just behind 33.4 percent of waste energy.  Wind 
power is also very important role on the long term deployment plan. The wind will supply 12.6 % 
of total NRE supply in 2030 through offshore wind farm development. 
 
FIGURE 5: NRE DEPLOYMENT PROSPECTS BY 20306   
 
[Unit: 1,000 toe] 
 
 
 
6 source: KEMCO, New & Renewable Energy Center, 2013 
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 <Table 1.> NRE deployment prospects by 20307 
 
                                          [Unit : 1,000 toe,%] 
 2010 2015 2020 2030 
Annual  
Increase (%) 
Solar 
thermal 
40 
(0.5) 
63 
(0.5) 
342 
(2.0) 
1,882 
(5.7) 
20.2 
PV 
138 
(1.8) 
313 
(2.7) 
552 
(3.2) 
1,364 
(4.1) 
15.3 
Wind 
220 
(2.9) 
1,084 
(9.2) 
2,035 
(11.6) 
4,155 
(12.6) 
18.1 
Bio energy 
987 
(13.0) 
2,210 
(18.8) 
4,211 
(24.0) 
10,357 
(31.4) 
14.6 
Hydro 
972 
(12.8) 
1,071 
(9.1) 
1,165 
(6.6) 
1,447 
(4.4) 
1.9 
Geothermal 
43 
(0.6) 
280 
(2.4) 
544 
(3.1) 
1,261 
(3.8) 
25.5 
Ocean 
70 
(0.9) 
393 
(3.3) 
907 
(5.2) 
1,540 
(4.7) 
49.6 
Waste 
5,097 
(67.4) 
6,316 
(53.8) 
7,764 
(44.3) 
11,021 
(33.4) 
4.0 
Total 7,566 11,731 17,520 33,027 7.8 
Primary 
Energy 
(M toe) 
253 270 287 300 0.9 
Share 2.98% 4.33% 6.08% 11.0%  
(Ratio of occupancy) 
 
 
 
7 source: KEMCO, New & Renewable Energy Center, 2013 
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 3.3 Political climate (change from FIT to RPS)  
 
In 2012, a dramatic change in renewable energy policy had been introduced after much fierce 
discussion.  Feed-in-tariffs (FIT), which had been adopted in most European countries, were 
previously assessed on each renewable energy source, and the renewable energy generators were 
able to earn a premium in accordance with the price table promulgated by the government.  This 
usually represented the difference between the market price of the electricity and the power 
production cost using renewable sources.  From 2012, Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) has 
begun to be applied to major power generators.  Under the RPS scheme, a certain portion of their 
supply of electricity is to be generated by renewable energy.  The government replaced the FIT 
with RPS on the grounds that the FIT did not financial burden.  In the meantime, opponents have 
been concerned that such policy change would discourage investment into renewable energy, 
especially that involving small-scale power technology such as solar and wind energy due to 
uncertainty of market price and demand.  
The RPS applies to power generators with a capacity of 500MW or more.  Total 13 publicly-owned 
and privately-owned power generators are mandatory.  The RPS in Korea does not directly 
regulate retail suppliers but instead imposes obligations on power generators. This is because only 
one power retail distributor exists in the Korean market and most of the big power generators are 
still owned by the public sector.  The renewable portfolio to be supplied by target generators start 
from 2 percent of all power generated in 2012, increasingly by 0.5 percent each year up to 2016.  
Thereafter it will rise by 1 percent per annum until 2022, by which time the portfolio amount to 10 
percent. This ratio may be subject to adjustment based on a review of technology, performance 
and other circumstances by the government every three years. 
The RPS program has the solar carve-out provisions that are designed to promote PV technology 
for the first five years.  Such provisions require target generators to supply a certain amount of 
energy generated from PV facilities.  The amount gradually increases for a period of five years, 
beginning in 2012 and ending in 2016.  Furthermore, a target generator that has facility with the 
capacity of 5GW or more is required to purchase not less than 50 percent of solar energy from 
power generators other than target generators that have facilities with capacity of 5GW or more.  
This rule aims to promote small-scale PV energy generators, which expressed great concern that 
the RPS would seriously undermine any incentive to invest in PV power. 
The Korean RPS program also awards the Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) to a certified eligible 
facility to be used to demonstrate compliance with the RPS requirement.  The REC is issued by the 
Korean New and Renewable Energy Center (KNREC) of the Korean Energy Management 
Corporation (KEMCO), as designated by the government.  It documents one MWh of electricity 
generation from an eligible facility must apply for certification by KNREC.  The KNREC insists that 
the generator’s renewable energy facilities confirm to designate standards for any given 
renewable resource. Within one month from the date of application submission, the KNREC 
inspects, usually by an onsite visit, the facility in question to decide whether it meets certification 
standards.  Once certified, the generator is automatically registered with the new and renewable 
 17 
 energy RPS management system, which is created and operated by the KNREC for the issuance, 
trading and tracking of the RECs. 
The issuance of the RECs is determined by using a weighted basis, considering the actual electricity 
generated from renewable sources to electricity distributors. Licensed electricity distributors are 
Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO), the retailer, and Korea Power Exchange, the wholesaler. 
For PV energy, four weighted points (0.7, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.5) are assigned. These depend on whether 
the facility uses existing buildings or structures, which land the facility is located, or whether the 
capacity exceeds 30KW. For the rest of the energy sources, five weighted point exist from 0.25 to 
2.0 – the lowest of which is assigned to IGCC8 and off-gas, and the highest of which is assigned to 
offshore wind and tidal energy without embankment and fuel cells. 
 
<Table 2.> Multiplier (weight) 9 
 
Grouping Multiplier Eligible Resources 
Solar Energy 
0.7 Installation type Land Type Capacity 
1.0 
In case of not use 'Building 
and Existing Facilities' 
5 lands(Rice field, Dry field, Orchard, 
Pasture, Forest land) 1.2 
1.5 Other 
Excess 30kW 
Under 30kW 
General 
Renewable 
0.25 ■ IGCC              ■ By-Product gas 
0.5 ■ Waste            ■ LFG(Land Fill Gas) 
1.0 
■ Hydro            ■ Wind (on-shore) 
■ Bio-gas          ■ Bio-mass 
■ Tidal I (construction under having its tide embankment) 
■ RDF10 
1.5 
■ Off-shore Wind (connecting point length is under 5km) 
■ Bio-mass 
2.0 
■ Off-shore Wind (connecting point length is over 5km) 
■ Tidal II (newly construction its tide embankment) 
■ Fuel-cell 
8  Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) 
9 source: KEMCO, New & Renewable Energy Center, 2013 
10  Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) 
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 3.4 Overview on NRE R&Ds 
 
Total expenditure on national research and development (R&D) has been continuously increased 
since 2004 except Global Financial Crisis in 2009.  The expenditure composed with government 
and private funds was reached at USD 381 million in 2011 which was increased 24 percent from 
USD 307 million in 2010. 
Reviewing the fig 6, the expenditure was sharply increased in 2008 (The annual increase was 72 
percent from the previous year) because the government announced the 3rd Master Plan for New 
and Renewable Energy Technology Development and Deployment with largest investment on NRE 
research and development.  
 
FIGURE 6: TOTAL NRE R&D EXPENDITURE BY YEARS 
 
                [unit: Million USD] 
 
 
<Table 3.> Total NRE R&D expenditure by years11                  
 
                        [unit: Million USD] 
Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 SUM 
Government  49   66   97   101   163   171   200   203   1 049  
Private   26   35   64   77   144   114   107   178   747  
SUM  75   102   161   178   307   285   307   381   1 796  
 
 
11 Energy White Paper 2013, Korea Energy Management Corp 
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 FIGURE 7: COMPOSITION OF R&D EXPENDITURE BY SOURCES IN 201112 
 
Analyzing the total 
expenditure by sources in 
2011, a prioritized 
renewable energy sector 
was PV industry spending 
total USD 99 million, 
which accounted for 26 
percent of the total 
expenditure of the year.  
Main areas of PV R&D 
activities were related to 
the development of 
crystal silicon solar cells, 
silicon thin-films, Copper 
Indium Gallium Selenide 
(CIGS), and organic solar 
cells.  The second largest 
renewable energy sector was clean coal usage (USD 92 million, 24 percent), and wind energy (USD 
62 million, 16 percent) was ranked as the third prioritized NRE source of research and 
development.  Main fields of the wind R&Ds were on the development of system and field 
demonstration in 2011 but the activities in 2013 focus on developing generic offshore wind 
technologies to support Korea’s first offshore wind project at the South West.  Considering the 
long term target of renewable energy deployment by 2030, it is forecasted that the trend of R&D 
budget on clean coal usage technology will be gradually minimized whereas bio, wind, PV and fuel 
cell are projected to be high in the future.  
 
4 Offshore Wind Energy 
4.1 Overview on wind energy  
South Korea with a population of approximately fifty million is hilly and mountainous, with wide 
coastal plains in the west and south.  As a result of the terrain, the majority of the wind resource is 
either offshore or in the mountainous eastern region.  The potential amount of domestic wind 
energy resources is reported 466 million toe / year including both onshore and offshore. However 
available wind energy resource is estimated 50 million toe per year.  This could be calculated total 
12.4GW installation capacity in Korea (onshore 3.6GW and offshore 8.8GW). 
12 source: KEMCO, New & Renewable Energy Center, 2013 
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 Wind power installed capacity in Korea has comparatively been slowly increased in the past ten 
years mainly due to lack of the project viability under the feed in tariff scheme and partly due to 
the lack of public acceptance.  However the businessmen have recognized that the wind energy 
business will be viable and attractive to invest in the future.  At the end of 2012 an accumulated 
wind turbine installation was 448.35MW with 272 turbines13 in Korea. In terms of power 
generation it recorded 912,493MWh in 2012. 
 
FIGURE 8: WIND POWER DEPLOYMENT STATUS IN KOREA14 
 
 
Reviewing wind power deployment by regions in Korea, Gangwon-do (Gangwon province, North 
East) has the largest installation capacity of 179.19MW (103 units) and Jeju-do (Jeju Island at 
South) is the second largest region with 113.75MW (64 units). Gyeongsangbuk-do (North 
Gyeongsang province, Middle East) has 105.36MW (69 units) as the third largest region.  These 
three provinces account 89 percent of total wind installation in Korea.   Besides those provinces, 
there are small scale wind farms in Gyeonggi-do  (30.25MW, 16 units), Jeollabuk-do (9.9MW, 11 
units), Gyeongsangnam-do (6.9MW, 6 units) and Jeollanam-do (3.0MW 3 units).   
 
 
 
13 However the figures are updated 491.645MW with 295 turbines as of Feb. 2013. 
14 source: KEMCO, New & Renewable Energy Center, 2013 
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 <Table 4.> Wind farms status in Korea15 
No. Name of Project 
Date of 
commercial 
operation 
Total 
Capacity 
(kW) 
Unit 
Capacity 
(kW) 
No. 
of 
Units 
(EA) 
Site Location 
Turbine 
supplier 
1 Haengwon 
1998.02 
9,795 
600 2 
Jeju, Jeju-do 
Vestas 
1999.03 660 2 Vestas 
1999.03 225 1 Vestas 
2000.02 750 2 Vestas 
2001.05 660 2 Vestas 
2002.11 750 3 Vestas 
2003.04 660 3 Vestas 
2 Ulleungdo 1999.08 600 600 1 
Ulleung, 
Gyeongsangbuk-
do 
Vestas 
3 Pohang 2001.02 660 660 1 
Pohang, 
Gyeongsangbuk-
do 
Vestas 
4 Jeonbuk 
2002.11 
7,900 
750 2 
Gunsan, Jeollabuk-
do 
Vestas 
2003.09 750 2 Vestas 
2004.10 750 2 Vestas 
2007.11 850 4 Vestas 
5 Hangyeong 
2004.02 
21,000 
1,500 4 
Jeju, Jeju-do 
Vestas 
3,000 5 Vestas 
2007.12 
6 Daegwanryeong 2004.12 2,640 660 4 
Pyeongchang, 
Gangwon-do 
Vestas 
7 Maebongsan 
2004.12 
8,800 
850 2 
Taebaek, 
Gangwon-do 
Vestas 
2006.05 850 3 Vestas 
2006.10 850 3 Gamesa 
2011 2,000 1 Hyosung 
8 Yeongdeok 
2004.12 
39,600 
1,650 7 Yeongdeok, 
Gyeongsangbuk-
do 
Vestas 
2006.05 1,650 5 Vestas 
2006.10 1,650 12 Vestas 
15 Wind Power Installation, Korea Wind Energy Industry Association 
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 9 Gangwon 
2005.12 
98,000 
2,000 14 
Pyeongchang, 
Gangwon-do 
Vestas 
2006.07 2,000 10 Vestas 
2006.09 2,000 25 Vestas 
10 Sinchang 2006.03 1,700 850 2 Jeju, Jeju-do Vestas 
11 Yangyang 2006.06 3,000 1,500 2 
Yangyang, 
Gangwon-do 
Acciona 
12 Woljeong 2006.09 1,500 1,500 1 Jeju, Jeju-do Hanjin 
13 Daegi 2007.09 2,750 
750 1 Pyeongchang, 
Gangwon-do 
Hyosung 
2,000 1 
14 Gori 2008.09 750 750 1 Gijang, Busan City Unison 
15 Taegisan 2008.11 40,000 2,000 20 
Pyeongchang, 
Hoengseong, 
Gangwon-do 
Vestas 
16 Sinan 1 2008.12 3,000 1,000 3 
Sinan, Jeollanam-
do 
Mitsubishi 
17 Yeongyang 2008.12 61,500 1,500 41 
Yeongyang, 
Gyeongsangbuk-
do 
Acciona 
18 Seongsan 1 2009.03 12,000 2,000 6 Seogwipo, Jeju-do Vestas 
19 Seongsan 2 2010.09 8,000 2,000 4 Seogwipo, Jeju-do Vestas 
20 Hyunjung 2009.06 1,650 1,650 1 
Bangeojin, Ulsan 
City 
Hyundai(HHI) 
21 Saemangeum 2009.06 2,000 2,000 1 
Gunsan, Jeollabuk-
do 
Hyundai(HHI) 
22 Samdal 2009.09 33,000 3,000 11 Seogwipo, Jeju-do Vestas 
23 Nuaeseom 2009.12 2,250 750 3 
Anshan, Gyeonggi-
do 
Unison 
24 Yongdae 2010.03 4,500 750 6 Inje, Gangwon-do Unison 
25 Gimnyeong 2010.04 1,500 750 2 Jeju, Jeju-do Unison 
26 Wollyeong 2010.05 2,000 2,000 1 Hallim, Jeju-do Vestas 
27 Yeongwol 2010.07 2,250 750 3 
Yeongwol, 
Gangwon-do 
Unison 
28 
Shihwa-
Bangameori 
2010.11 3,000 1,500 2 
Sihwa, Gyeonggi-
do 
Hanjin 
29 Gyeongpo 2011.02 3,000 1,500 2 
Pohang, 
Gyeongsangbuk-
do 
STX 
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 30 Yeongheung 2011.07 22,000 
3,000 2 
Ongjin, Incheon 
City 
Doosan(DHI) 
2,500 4 Samsung(SHI) 
2,000 3 Unison 
31 Daemyoung GEC 2011.10 3,000 1,500 2 
Miryang, 
Gyeongsangnam-
do 
Hanjin 
32 Gyeongin 2011.10 3,000 1,500 2 
Gyeongin, 
Gyeonggi-do 
Hanjin 
33 Woljeong(Offshore) 
2012.02 
5,000 
3,000 1 
Jeju, Jeju-do 
Doosan(DHI) 
2012.05 2,000 1 STX 
34 Gasiri 2012.03 15,000 
1,500 7 
Gasiri, Jeju-do 
Hanjin 
750 3 Unison 
750 3 Hyosung 
35 Taebaek 2012.05 18,000 
2,000 4 Taebaek, 
Gangwon-do 
Hyundai(HHI) 
2,000 5 Hyosung 
36 Yeonggwang 2012 2,000 2,000 1 
Yeonggwang, 
Jeollanam-do 
DMS 
37 Gapado 2012.09 500 250 2 Gapado, Jeju-do Siva 
38 Gyeongju 2012.11 16,800 2,400 7 
Gyeongju, 
Gyeongsangbuk-
do 
Mitsubishi 
39 Yeonggwang-Jisan 2012.11 3,000 3,000 1 
Yeonggwang, 
Jeollanam-do 
Doosan(DHI) 
40 Changjuk 2012.12 16,000 2,000 8 
Taebaek, 
Gangwon-do 
Hyundai(HHI) 
41 Sinan 2 2013.01 9,000 3,000 3 
Sinan, Jeollanam-
do 
Doosan(DHI) 
  TOTAL 491,645 295 :::As of February,2013:::: 
 
Most of wind turbine generators (WTGs) had been imported from overseas suppliers in the past. 
Vestas WTGs have been installed total 225.1MW (120 units), NEG-Micon (currently Vestas) has 
supplied total 53.85MW (39 units) and Acciona WTGs have been installed total 64.5MW (43 units) 
in Korea.  Those three foreign WTGs account 77 percent of total wind power installation.  
However Korean WTGs have been widely installing in Korea since 2009 after successful field 
demonstrations. The installation capacity of domestic WTGs is total 100.4MW (65 units) which 
accounts for 22 percent of total wind power deployment in Korea but it is evident that Korea 
accelerates use of local wind turbines in the near future.  Regarding offshore application, Korean 
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 system suppliers are currently developing large offshore wind turbines 7MW system by Samsung 
Heavy Industries, 5.5MW system by Hyundai Heavy Industries and 5MW system by Hyosung.  
 
4.2 List of wind farm projects 
 
Another change of trend will be wind farm developers in Korea.  In the past the development of 
wind farms were initiated by local governments using Regional Deployment Subsidy Program. 
However the subsidy was reduced and a new policy tool (Renewable Portfolio Standard, RPS) was 
introduced in 2012.  The RPS promotes renewable power generation by obligating electricity 
market participants to deliver the required amount of electricity from renewable energies to 
promote and encourage renewable energies.  Therefore power generation companies play more 
active role on wind farm development to meet their obligation.  According to the information on 
Korea Institute of Energy Technology Evaluation and Planning (KETEP), a total 8,517MW of wind 
farms has been planned in Korea (onshore 1,357 MW and offshore 7,160MW). 
 
<Table 5.> Onshore wind farm development plan16 
 
Onshore wind farm Capacity (MW) Remarks (status) 
Yeongheung17 (The 2nd phase) 24 WTS suppliers selection (Oct., 2012) 
Whasoon18 20 Permission delayed. WTG  suppler selection 
Kyungju (The 2nd phase) 20 Wind farm design process 
Jeju Woljeong 24 Structure design process 
Windmill Power 12 Negotiation with WTG suppliers 
Yangsan 12 Planning stage 
Daegiri19 24 Wind condition investigation 
Millyang 50.6 Delay on contract on vital equipment 
Kimcheon 85 Planning stage 
Pyeongchang20 26 Permission process 
16 Source: KETEP, 2012  
17 Developed by Korea South-East Power. (Total 22MW were installed during the 1st phase.) 
18 Developed by Korea Western Power 
19 Developed by Korea East-West Power 
20 Developed by Korea Southern Power 
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 Mooju21 29.7 Permission process 
Jinan Jangsoo 30 Permission process 
Jeonnam 1GW22 1,000 Completed feasibility study 
SUM 1,357.3  
 
 
<Table 6.> Offshore wind farm development plan23 
 
Offshore wind farm Capacity (MW) Remarks (status) 
South West 2,500 Under investigation on wind condition.  
Process on permission 
Jeonnam  4GW24 4,000 Under investigation on wind condition 
Tamra25 30 Under construction (July 2012) 
Daejung26 200 On-going for 1st phase ( 84MW) 
21 Developed by Korea Southern Power 
22 Developed by POSCO Energy and 4 utility companies 
 
23 Source: Korea Institute of Energy Technology Evaluation and Planning (KETEP), 2012  
 
24 POSCO Energy and 4 utility companies agreed on the project in 2011.  Total offshore 4GW and onshore 1GW will be 
installed by 2030.  In 2012 the project team ordered a feasibility study to DNV and based on the result of the feasibility 
study the project team will make a decision on establishment of special purpose company for the 1st phase of the project 
(offshore 300MW capacity).  
 
25 A 30MW project is being developed by Tamra Offshore Wind Power Company (TOWPC) and due for completion 2013. 
Posco Power (64%) and Doosan Heavy Industry (36%) are major shareholders in TOWPC.  Construction started in July 
2012 and commercial operation will start in October 2013. Doosan Heavy Industries will supply its offshore 10 x 3MW 
turbines. The wind farm will be installed at very shallow water (about 4~9m depth) at 150~170m away from the Island. 
 
26 A 200MW Daejung project is being pursued by Korea Southern Power (KOSPO) and KOSPO entered into an agreement 
on co-development with Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI). As the 1st phase of the project SHI as a turnkey EPCI contractor 
plans to install 84MW (12x7MW turbines) including substructures into the site (2km away from Jeju Island and water 
depth is about 30m) by 2016. Samsung said that the foundation was not fixed yet but it was strongly considered as a 
jacket type. 
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 Hanlim27 150 Wind condition investigation. 
Permission process 
Hangwon28 60 Wind farm design process 
Saemangeum29 20 Wind farm design process 
Dongnam (Ulsan Jeongja30) 200 MOU. Feasibility study process 
Sum 7,160  
 
4.3 Government initiative on the South West 2.5GW project  
 
Despite of the above numbers of wind farm investment plan in the past, the progress of 
development were much delayed or even some cancelled due to project risk and lack of technical 
and economical back-up.  In order to facilitate industrial investment on Korea’s first commercial 
offshore wind farm development, in 2010 the government launched its mega offshore project to 
build a 2,500 MW wind farm that would cost over 10.2 trillion won (USD 9 billion). 
The three-phase project is scheduled to be completed by 2019 in the south western sea. Feasibility
 study was executed for several potential areas in the western sea by Korea Electric Power Researc
h Institute (KEPRI) and waters off the coast of southwestern Buan and Yeonggwang counties in Nor
th and South Jeolla Provinces were selected as the best potential area for building the mega offsho
re complex.  The wind speed on the area was reported as class III (6.9~7.5m/s) and water depth w
as within 20m.   
27 A 150MW Hanlim project is being developed by Korea Electric Power Corporation Engineering and Construction 
(KEPCO E&C) and Daelim. A meteorological mast (95m) had been installed at 2km away from the Juju Island in June 2012 
and it will gain wind data for a year. Water depth is forecasted about 25~35m with rocky seabed condition. Turbine and 
foundation design are not decided yet but KEPCO E&C considered a mono-file foundation. The foundation design and 
concept will be decided by KEPCO E&C while Daelim will carry out the offshore construction.  
 
28 The project will be developed with the consortium among Korea South-East Power, POSCO ICT and Doosan Heavy 
Industries. Total planned capacity is to install 60MW by June 2014.  
 
29 The project went through feasibility study in October 2009 and plan to start construction at the end of this year with 
an EPC contract. Main purpose of the project is to provide 20MW offshore wind farm to be utilized as offshore test bed 
for Korean large turbines.  
30 In April 2013, SK E&C and KEPCO E&C with Ulsan City entered into a MoU on developing total 200MW offshore wind 
farm 2.5Km off Ulsan City by 2017. Water depth is reported about 40m. Further feasibility study will be carried out for a 
year.  
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 FIGURE 9: SOUTH WEST 2.5GW SITE 
Also the site can be interconnected by 
subsea cables to existing national grid 
systems in Gohchang and Saemangeum 
substations. 
According to the development plan, the 
government and the developers will 
first build a test complex of a 100 MW 
capacity by 2014 in waters off the coast 
of southwestern Buan and Yeonggwang 
counties in North and South Jeolla 
Provinces.  Main purpose of the 1st 
phase is to establish offshore test bed, 
to obtain offshore wind farm design 
technology and finally to obtain track 
record for Korean system suppliers.  
Produced electricity will be connected to Gohchang (154KV, HVAC) substation which is located 
22km away from the site. 
For the second-phase construction, turbines with a 400MW capacity in total will be built by 2016. 
Through the 2nd phase, Korea aims to secure offshore wind farm operating technology and to 
verify potential on commercial offshore power generation.  Finally additional 2,000MW turbines 
will be added to the site to bring up total generation to 2,500 MWs by 2019.  The 3rd phase aims 
to construct large commercial sites and hopes to reduce installation cost through scale of 
economy.  The electricity during phase II and III will be connected to Saemangeum (345KV, HVDC) 
substation which is located 80km away from the sites. 
Korea Offshore Wind Power (WOWP), Special Purpose Company (SPC) for the project had been 
established by a capital investment from KEPCO and 6 power generation companies in December 
2012.  And GL Garrad Hassan signed a contract to deliver a project financing feasibility study.  
Regarding major components on turbine and substructure, these two core components will be 
procured based on free/private contracts to invite Korean suppliers during the 1st phase of project 
(100MW capacity).  The reason of such decision is to provide local suppliers with offshore track 
record.  As of April 2013 Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI), Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI), Hyosung 
and Doosan Heavy Industries (DHI) are on final negotiation with KOWP to supply their 3~7MW 
offshore wind turbine generators during the 1st phase.  According to the revised master schedule, 
construction will start on April 2014 and turbines will be installed by June 2015. 
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 <Table 7.> Turbine suppliers’ main specifications 
 
Description Samsung Hyundai Hyosung Doosan 
Rate power(MW) 7 5.5 5 3 
Gear Type Geared Geared Geared Geared 
Gear speed(RPM) 3 stage, 400 4 stage, 1265 3 stage, 1096 3 stage, 1460 
Generator type PMG PMG PMG PMG 
Turbine Class I A I B II B I A 
Frequency(Hz) 60 60 60 60 
Hub height(m) 110 100 100 80 
Rotor diameter(m) 171.2 140 139 91.3 
Cut-in speed(m/s) 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.0 
Cut-out speed(m/s) 25 25 25 25 
Rated speed(m/s) 13.5 13 11.3 12.5 
Weight31 (ton) 1,054 699 700 396 
Critical wind 
speed(m/s) 
62.5 62.5 53.13 70 
 
Substructures will be ordered to EPC suppliers at a turnkey base, and potential candidates are 
Daelim Industrial, GS E&C, POSCO E&C, Kolon Global and Daewoo E&C.  Grid connection and other 
facilities will be procured item by item based on open competition in principle.  KEPCO, an EPC 
contractor for grid connection, plans to use the output (result) of national research and 
development on the basic design of an offshore substation and a subsea cable layout carried out 
by Hyundai Heavy Industries and KEPCO.  
 
4.4 R&Ds on offshore wind technology  
 
A workshop on offshore wind research and development linked to the South West Sea 2.5GW 
offshore wind project was held in April 2013.  The below information is a summary including 
contact persons for your further contact.  Most of R&Ds support the current 2.5GW offshore 
project and it shows how much the Korean government focuses on the 1st offshore 2.5GW project 
31 Weight includes a tower. 
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 supporting the development of relevant offshore wind technologies.  The project budget is 
converted by an exchange rate 1,200 Korean won = US 1 dollar.  
 
4.4.1 R&Ds on farm operation and infrastructure 
 
<Table 8.> Demonstration study of west-south sea 2.5GW offshore wind farm development 
 
Period 2011.7 ~ 2014.6 (36 months) 
Budget USD 21.7M  
Organization Korea Electric Power Research Institute (KEPRI) 
Contact Dr. Joon Sin Lee (ljs@kepri.re.kr) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Wind resource assessment and optimized farm array:  
- Korea Institute for Energy Research 
- Dr. Moon Seok Jang (msjang@kier.re.kr) 
② Development of domestic cost model:  
- Nemo Partners Co. 
- Seok Ho Yoon (shyoon@nemopartners.com) 
③ Research on long-term environment monitoring technology:  
- Korea Institute of Ocean Science and Technology 
- Dr. Kwang Soo Lee (kslee@kiost.ac) 
④ Development of integrated SCADA system:  
- SM Instrument Co. 
- CEO Young Key Kim (youngkey@smins.co.kr) 
⑤ Domestic certification and development of performance evaluation techn
ology standard:  
- Korea Register of Shipping 
- Dr. Mann Eung Kim (mekim@krs.co.kr) 
⑥ Development of integrated operation surveillance and failure diagnosis al
gorithm:  
- Korea Research Institute for Machine and Materials 
- Dr. Sang Ryul Kim (srkim@kimm.re.kr) 
 
 
<Table 9.> Demo-site expansion for the wind power system performance evaluation 
 
Period 2012.11 ~ 2014.10 (24 months) 
Budget USD 6.1M  
Organization Jeju National University 
Contact Prof. Jong Chul Huh (jchuh@jejunu.ac.kr) 
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 <Table 10.> Survey of additional sites potential for the off-shore wind farms 
 
Period 2012.5 ~ 2013. 4 (12 months) 
Budget USD 0.15M  
Organization Gangwon National University 
Contact Prof. In Soo Paek (paek@kangwon.ac.kr) 
 
 
<Table 11.> Development of run-time prediction & control system for off-shore wind farm 
 
Period 2012.10 ~ 2016. 3 (42 months) 
Budget USD 5.7M  
Organization Samsung Heavy Industry 
Contact Tae Young Lee (tae.young.lee@samsung.com) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Development of wind farm prediction control system: 
- Korea Electronics Technology Institute (KETI) 
- Dr. Koung Sun Ham (ksham@keti.re.kr) 
② Wind farm wake analysis power control:  
- Gangwon National Univ. 
- Prof. Youn Soo Nam (nys@kangwon.ac.kr) 
③ Modeling of turbine electricity characteristics:  
- Korea Univ. 
- Prof. Gil Soo Jang (gjang@korea.ac.kr) 
④ Design of wand farm layout, transforming station design:  
- Korea Jonghap Electricity Co. 
- Kyoung Sik Kim (kskimstar@hanmail.net) 
⑤  Design of operation monitoring simulator:  
- CMS Korea Co. 
- Byoung Hoon Chung, mnschung@naver.com)  
 
 
<Table 12.> Development of hybrid health prognostics platform to forecast faults in key mec
hanical and electrical components for optimal management of offshore wind turbines 
 
Period 2011.12 ~ 2014. 11 (36 months) 
Budget USD 1.4 M 
Organization Seoul National Univ. 
Contact Prof. B. D. Youn (bdyoun@snu.ac.kr) 
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 4.4.2 R&Ds on structure & installation 
 
<Table 13.> Development of off-shore wind substructure system for shallow sea water(<40m) 
 
Period 2011.7 ~ 2015. 6 (48 months) 
Budget USD 17M  
Organization Research Institute of Industrial Science and Technology (RIST) 
Contact Dr. Sung Woo IM (swim@rist.re.kr) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Development of substructure system:  
- RIST 
- Dr. Dae Yong Lee (daeyonglee@rist.re.kr) 
② Development of foundation ground supporting force acquirement techn
ology:  
- Korea Institute of Construction Technology (KICT) 
- Dr. Chang Ho Choi (chchoi@kict.re.kr) 
③ Development of substructure manufacturing technology:  
- SungJin Geotec 
- Tae Woo Kong (twkong@sgtkor.com) 
④ Development of sea water proof steel utilization technology:  
- POSCO 
- Hong Chul Jeong (jeonghc@posco.com) 
⑤ Development of substructure performance evaluation:  
- Daewoo E&C 
- You Seok Kim (youseok.kim@daewooenc.com) 
⑥ Development of marine noise and vibration reduction technology:  
- GS E&C 
- Jong Heon Park (parkjh1@gsconst.co.kr) 
⑦ Establishment of substructure design guideline:  
- Korea Maritime Univ. 
- Prof.  Kab Soo Kyung (kyungks@hhu.ac.kr) 
⑧ Development of substructure sustainability evaluation technology: 
- POSCO E&C 
- Tae Gyu Ham (hamtg@poscoen.com) 
⑨ High performance grout selection and operation technology:  
- Kolon Global Co. 
- Yang Kyun Kim (ykkim@kolon.com) 
⑩ Substructure design guideline:  
- Korean Register of Shipping 
- Hea Seop Jang (janghs@krs.co.kr)     
⑪ Economy analysis of substructure types:  
- Seil Jonghap Co. 
- Ha Sang Yoo (coolman70@hanmail.net) 
⑫ Development of substructure installation technology:  
- POSCO E&C 
- Kyung Soo Park (stealth@poscoenc.com)      
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<Table 14.>        Development of off-shore wind hybrid foundation system 
Period 2012.10 ~ 2016. 9 (48 months 
Budget USD 9.1M   
Organization Korea Institute of Construction Technology (KICT) 
Contact Dr. Yeon Joo Jeong (yjjeong@kict.re.kr) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
①  Installation logistics and safety evaluation:  
- Gentech Engineering 
- Han Sik Choi (chs3969@zentechpe.co.kr) 
② Development of rapid installation technology on sea:  
- Dong Myoung Eng. Co. 
- Young Nam Kim (jmgoo@dmec.co.kr) 
③ Development of fluid-structure-ground interaction analysis:  
-      GS E&C 
- Dr. Jong Heon park (parkjh1@gsconst.co.kr) 
④ Marine external forces multi loads effect analysis:  
- Hangman Tech. Co. 
- Ki Seok Yang (kisbk@hanmail.net) 
⑤ Foundation damage detection and monitoring technology:  
- Bitech Korea 
- Jong Woo Kim (kimsb@enbgroup.co.kr) 
⑥ Design of hybrid foundation supporting structure/foundation ground:  
- EPS Engineering 
- Jin Oh Choi (cjo730@naver.com) 
 
 
<Table 15.> Development of optimum leg shape and jack-up system for off-shore wind farm i
nstallation ship 
 
Period 2012.10 ~ 2015. 09 (36 months) 
Budget USD 8.1M  
Organization Samsung Heavy Industry 
Contact Ki Bok Jang (kibok.jang@samsung.com) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
①  Economy analysis of installation ship, operation manual:  
- CDS Industry Co. 
- Si Goo Yeo (sgyeo@cdshq.co.kr) 
② Development of proto jack-up unit:  
- Uoorim Gear Co. 
- Jong Ryul Jung (jrjung@woorimgear.com) 
③ Design and manufacturing of rack & chord for jacking test:  
- HSG Heavy Industry 
- Il Keun Hong (hong@hsghi.co.kr) 
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 ④ Design of jetting system:  
- Inha Univ. 
- Prof. Chul Hee Jo (chjo@inha.ac.kr) 
⑤ Design of spudcan:  
- Seoul National Univ. 
- Prof. Woo-Je Seong (wseong@snu.ac.kr) 
 
 
<Table 16.> Development of off-shore wind, reliability based structure design software consi
dering combined loads 
 
Period 2012.10 ~ 2016. 9 (48 months) 
Budget USD 1M   
Organization Pidotech Co. 
Contact Sang Joon Yoon (ysjyoon@pidotech.com) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
①  Construction of analysis libraries:  
- Samwon Milenia 
- Ji Hyun Lee (jhlee@cae.co.kr) 
② Process of combined loads analysis:  
- KAIST 
- Prof. Youn Seung Lee (yslee132@kaist.ac.kr) 
 
 
<Table 17.> Development of reliability analysis and design program for off-shore wind found
ation 
 
Period 2012.11 ~ 2015. 10 (36 months) 
Budget USD 1.5M  
Organization Hyein ENC Co. 
Contact Min Ho Sun (mhsun71@gmail.com) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Program development of off-shore wind tower and foundation 
- Korea Institute of Ocean Science & Technology (KIOST) 
- Dr. Gil Lim Yoon (glyoon@kiost.ac.)  
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 <Table 18.> Study of offshore wind farm installation vessel for domestic marine environment 
Period 2012.12 ~ 2013. 05 (6 months) 
Budget USD 0.1M  
Organization Samsung Heavy Industry 
Contact Kyung Hee Kim &Kevin.h.kim@samsung.com) 
 
4.4.3 R&Ds on grid Connection 
 
<Table 19.> Grid adaptive off-shore wind power system design and control technology devel
opment 
  
Period 2011.12 ~ 2015. 11 (48 months) 
Budget USD 14.8M  
Organization Korea Electric Power Corporation(KEPCO) 
Contact Chul Soo Seo (seouhv@kepco.co.kr) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Off-shore substation design:  
- Hyundai Heavy Industries  
- Sung Hyo Kwak (shkwak@hhi.co.kr) 
② Specification of submersible cable  system standard:  
- LS Cable 
- Jeong Nyun Kim (jnkim@lscns.com) 
③ Development of 5MW PMSG PCS:  
- Hyosung Co. 
- Jeong Ki Hong (jkhong@hyosung.com) 
④ Guideline for power system:  
- Korea Register of Shipping 
- Mi Young Kim (mykim@krs.co.kr) 
⑤ Development of off-shore wind power control system:  
- Korea Electrotechnology Research Institute (KERI) 
- Jin Hong Jeon (jhjeon@keri.re.kr) 
⑥ Advice for wind farm modeling:  
- KPX 
- Joon Young Zoo (zoo@kpx.co.kr) 
⑦ Economy analysis of off-shore sub-station:  
- Soongsil Univ. 
- Prof. Jae Chul Kim (jckim@ssc.ac.kr) 
⑧ Economy analysis of farm grid connection:  
- Gangwon Univ. 
- Prof. In Soo Bae (isbae@kangwon.ac.kr) 
⑨ Development of wind power simulation model:  
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 - MyungJi Univ.  
- Prof. Byung Moon Han (erichan@mju.ac.kr) 
⑩ Development of off-shore wind power control technology:  
- Chunbuk Univ. 
- Prof. Yong Chul Kang (yckang@jbnu.ac.kr) 
⑪ Development of power quality enhancement technology:  
- YonSei Univ. 
- Prof. Kyun Hur (khur@yonsei.ac.kr) 
 
 
<Table 20.> Development of fusion energy system and grid connection technology based on r
enewable energy 
 
Period 2012.10 ~ 2015. 9 (36months) 
Budget USD 24M  
Organization Korea Electricity Power Corporation 
Contact Dr. Il Kein Song (iksong@kepco.co.kr) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Supporting system for off-grid and micro grid:  
- Chunnam Technopark 
- Seong Won Jeong (swjeong@jntp.or.kr) 
② Development of off-grid EMS application:  
- Hongik Univ. 
- Young Hwan Chung (yhchun@hongik.ac.kr) 
③ Strategy for micro grid business model:  
- Korea Electrotechnology Research Institute (KERI) 
- Dr. Chang Ho Rhee (chrhee@keri.re.kr) 
 
<Table 21.> Development of off-shore wind 20MW voltage type HVDC connection technology 
 
Period 2012.11 ~ 2016. 10 (48 months) 
Budget USD 18M  
Organization Hyosung Co. 
Contact Jong Yun Choi (choris007@hyosung.com) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Development of DC capacitor:  
- Samhwa Condensor Co. 
- Il Soo Seo (isseo@samhwa.com) 
② Development of voltage type HVDC analysis model:  
- SoongSil Univ. 
- Prof. Jae Chul Kim (jckim@ssu.ac.kr) 
③ HVDC demonstration site operation:  
- Jeju Univ. 
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 - Il Hwan Kim (ehkim@jejunu.ac.kr) 
④ Development of analysis tool for unit sub-station acceptance limit: 
- Chunbuk Univ. 
- Prof. Yong Chul Kang (yckang@jbnu.ac.kr) 
 
4.4.4 R&Ds on components 
 
<Table 22.> Development of over 6MW off-shore wind turbine blade 
 
Period 2012.11 ~ 2015. 10 (36 months) 
Budget USD 1.2M 
Organization Korea Institute of Energy Research (KIER) 
Contact Dr. Hyung Kee Shin (hkeewind@kier.re.kr) 
 
 
<Table 23.> Development of large size yaw system for off-shore wind power system 
 
Period 2011.8 ~ 2014. 7 (36 months) 
Budget USD 3.1M  
Organization Haesung Co. 
Contact Hyun Gook Lee 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Design and manufacturing of 5MW yaw bearing:  
- Shinil Precision Co. 
- In Seop Kong 
 
 
<Table 24.> Development of high reliability wind power train 
   
Period 2009.6 ~ 2013. 5 (48 months) 
Budget USD 8.6M 
Organization Doosan Mottrol 
Contact Yu Jong Cho (yujong.cho@doosan.com) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Development and demonstration of wind power train  system:  
- Doosan Heavy Industry Co. 
- Jeong Il Kim (jeongil.kim@doosan.com) 
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 ② Manufacturing of power train components:  
- Woorim Gear Co. 
- Jong Ryul Jung (jrjung@woorimgear.com) 
③ Development of power train CMS:  
- Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) 
- Dr. Yo Ha Hwang (yoha@kist.re.kr) 
④ Material domestic production and heat treatment control:  
- Korea Institute of Materials Science (KIMS) 
- Dr. Chang Yong Cho (cyj20@kims.re.kr) 
 
 
<Table 25.> Development of off-shore wind 3.4kv, 7MW high voltage power converter 
 
Period 2012.6 ~ 2015. 11 (42 months) 
Budget USD 8.3M  
Organization Samsung Heavy Industry  
Contact Han Kyun Kim 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Development of grid and generator filter:  
- Plaspo Co., Oh Jeong Kwan 
② Analysis of cooling system and anti-vibration:  
- EMSO Co., Sung Soo Kim 
③ Development of power stack and gate driver:  
- Korea Electronics Technology Institute (KETI), Jun Hyuk Choi 
④ Establishment of high-efficiency operation optimization:  
- Sungkyunkwan Univ., Prof. Chung Hyun Won 
⑤ 7MW power converter control technology:  
- KESRI,  Dr. Seung Il Moon 
⑥ Analysis of power converter terminal filter characteristics and power qu
ality:  
- Kwangwoon Univ., Prof. Seoung Ki Jeong  
 
 
<Table 26.> Development of design and manufacturing  of 7MW light rotor shaft 
 
Period 2012.10~ 2015. 9 (36 months) 
Budget USD 3M 
Organization Taewoong Co. 
Contact Jin Mo Lee (jinmo.lee@taewoong.com) 
Sub-project ① Optimized design of large size, light rotor shaft:  
- Busan National Univ. 
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 & Contacts - Hyung Woo Lee (leehwoo@pusan.ac.kr) 
② Development of characteristics evaluation of large rotor shaft:  
- Korea Institute of Industrial Technology (KITECH) 
- Dr. Su  Keun Park (pskeun@kitech.re.kr) 
 
 
<Table 27.> Development of fatigue test technology for large wind turbine blade 
 
Period 2012.11~ 2015. 10 (36 months) 
Budget USD 1.1M 
Organization Korea Institute of Materials Science (KIMS) 
Contact Dr. Hak Gu Lee (hakgulee@kims.re.kr) 
 
 
<Table 28.> Development of low load large wind turbine blade 
 
Period 2009.12~ 2013. 11 (48 months) 
Budget USD 7M  
Organization Human Composites Co. 
Contact Seung Uoon Yang (yangsu@humancomposites.com) 
Sub-project 
& Contacts 
① Data base of material physical properties: GeumHo P&B 
② Manufacturing of master plug: Jungin Tech Co. 
③ Manufacturing of FRP mold: UnionTech Co. 
④ Demonstration test of proto system: Daewoo Heavy Industry Co. 
⑤ Design of high-efficiency blade: KARI (Korea Aerospace Research Institut
e) 
⑥ Analysis of aerofoil noise: KAIST 
⑦ Design of blade configuration: POSTECH 
⑧ Material test: KIMS (Korea Institute of Materials Science) 
 
4.5 Key players 
 
Relevant key players are classified by utility companies (table 29), turbine suppliers (table 30), EPC 
contractors (table 31), R&D institutes (table 32) and component suppliers (table 33).  More 
information could be available on the web sites. 
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 <Table 29.> Power generators 
 
Company Web  Remarks 
Korea Electric Power 
Corporation  
http://www.kepco.co.kr/ Transmission and distribution 
Korea South-East Power  http://www.kosep.co.kr/ Utility company 
Korea Midland Power  http://www.komipo.co.kr/ Utility company 
Korea Western Power  
http://www.westernpower.co.
kr/ 
Utility company 
Korea Southern Power http://www.kospo.co.kr/ Utility company 
Korea East-West Power http://www.ewp.co.kr/ Utility company 
Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power http://www.khnp.co.kr/ Utility company 
 
 
<Table 30.> Turbines suppliers 
 
Company Web Remarks 
Doosan Heavy Industries http://www.doosanheavy.com 3,000KW 
Daewoo Shipbuilding & 
Marine Engineering (DSME) 
http://www.dsme.co.kr/ 2,000KW, 3,000KW 
Samsung Heavy Industries http://www.shi.samsung.co.kr 2,500KW, 7,000KW 
Unison http://www.unison.co.kr/ 750KW, 2,000KW 
Hyundai Heavy Industries http://www.hhi.co.kr/ 1,650KW, 2,000KW, 5,500KW 
STX Heavy Industries http://www.stxhi.co.kr/ 2,000KW 
Hyosung http://www.hyosung.co.kr/ 750KW, 2,000KW, 5,000KW 
Hanjin Industry http://www.hanjinind.co.kr/ 100kW, 1,500KW 
Hyundai Rotem 
https://www.hyundai-
rotem.co.kr/ 
2,000KW 
 
 
<Table 31.> EPC contractors 
 
Company Web Remarks 
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 Daewoo E&C 
http://www.daewooenc.co.kr
/ 
Off-shore wind farm 
POSCO E&C http://www.poscoenc.com/ Off-shore wind farm 
Hyundai E&C  
http://www.hdec.kr/main/ind
ex.asp 
Off-shore wind farm 
Daelim Industrial 
http://eng.daelim.co.kr/main.
do 
Off-shore wind farm 
GS E&C http://www.gsconst.co.kr/ Off-shore wind farm 
Hanhwa E&C http://www.hanwhaenc.com/ Off-shore wind farm 
Kolon Global http://www.kolonglobal.com/ Off-shore wind farm 
 
 
<Table 32.> Relevant R&D institutes 
 
Company Web  Remarks 
Korea Energy Research 
Institute (KIER) 
http://www.kier-
wind.org/eng/index.html 
Wind resource assessment, 
wind turbine development 
and developing 
demonstration fields 
Korea Institute of 
Construction Technology 
(KICT) 
http://www.kict.re.kr/eng/ 
Offshore substructure 
development 
Korea Ocean Research & 
Development Institute 
(KORDI) 
http://eng.kordi.re.kr/kordi_e
ng/main/ 
Offshore related technology 
Research Institute of 
Industrial Science and 
Technology (RIST) 
http://www.rist.re.kr/ 
Offshore structure, 
hydrodynamics, mooring 
analysis, and motion control 
Korea Institute of Machinery 
& Materials (KIMM) 
http://www.kimm.re.kr/englis
h/index.php 
Hydrodynamic simulation 
technology 
Korea Institute of Material 
Science (KIMS) 
http://www.kims.re.kr/eng/ 
Test and certification on wind 
power components 
Korea Electric Power Research 
Institute (KEPRI) 
http://www.kepri.re.kr/ 
Off-shore wind farm research  
(2.5GW project) 
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<Table 33.> Components manufacturers 
 
Company Web  Main products 
Taewoong 
http://www.taewoong.com/e
ng/ Hot forging metal parts such 
as main shafts, tower flanges, 
and bearing rings. 
Pyongsan Metal http://www.psminc.co.kr/ 
Hyunjin Materials http://www.hjmco.co.kr/ 
Hyundai Heavy Industries http://www.hhi.co.kr/ 
Transformer, switchgear,  
Generator, control system,  
Hyosung Power & Industrial 
Systems 
http://www.hyosungpni.co.kr/ 
Iljin https://www.iljin.co.kr/ 
Dongkuk S&C http://www.dongkuksnc.co.kr 
Towers 
CS Wind http://www.cswindcorp.com/ 
Yooshin Engineering  
Corporation 
http://www.yooshin.co.kr/ Jacket foundation design 
Sungjin Geotech http://www.sgtkor.com/ Offshore jack-up  
LS Cables http://www.lscable.co.kr/ Cables 
KM Composites http://www.km-c.co.kr/ Blades 
MYSCO http://www.mysco.co.kr 
Flange, ring type forged  
product 
CDS Industries http://www.cdshq.co.kr/ Jack-up system 
Woorim Machinery Co. http://www.woorimgear.co.kr 
Wind power train, reduction 
gear 
HSG Heavy Industry http://www.hsghi.co.kr/ 
Off-shore structure, crane 
support, radar mast 
Samwon Millennia http://www.cae.co.kr/ 
Off-shore structure load  
Analysis & design 
Woojin Industrial System http://www.cae.co.kr/ Electric equipment 
Sangwon E&S http://www.swens.co.kr/ Wind tower 
KET Corporation http://www.ketcorp.co.kr/ Small wind system 
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 KT Submarine 
http://www.ktsubmarine.co.k
r 
Marine cable installation  
 
 
5 Tidal and wave energy 
Tidal power, also called tidal energy, is a form of hydropower that converts the energy of tides into 
useful forms of power - mainly electricity.  Although not yet widely used, tidal power has potential 
for future electricity generation because tides are more predictable than wind energy and solar 
power.  Tidal power can be classified into two generating methods: Tidal barrage and tidal current.  
Tidal barrages make use of the potential energy in the difference in height between high and low 
tides.  When using tidal barrages to generate power, the potential energy from a tide is seized 
through strategic placement of specialized dams.  It proposes that very long dams be built from 
coasts straight out into the sea or ocean, without enclosing an area.  Tidal phase differences are 
introduced across the dam, leading to a significant water-level differential in shallow coastal seas – 
featuring strong coast-parallel oscillating tidal currents such as found in the South Korea, UK and 
China. 
Tidal current generators make use of the kinetic energy of moving water to power turbines, in a 
similar way to wind turbines that use wind to power turbines.  Some tidal generators can be built 
into the structures of existing bridges, involving virtually no aesthetic problems. The difference 
between a tidal power and a tidal current power is that the latter has no dams and can be 
operated 24 hours a day and also one of the advantages of having tidal current power plants is 
they have less of an impact on marine ecosystems. 
In the South Korea, it was reported that Korea had total 14 GW of ocean energy resource potential 
- Wave power has its potential of 6.5 GW, tidal power has 6.5 GW and tidal current has 1 GW32.  
South Korea is recognized as one of good potential areas both for tidal barrier and tidal current for 
being harnessed on a large scale.  
5.1 Tidal barrier 
 
According to ‘Green Energy Industry Development Strategies’ prepared by the Ministry of 
Knowledge and Economy in September 2008, various agencies within South Korea were planning 
to build a total of six potential tidal power plants along its western coast (plus a seventh Haeju Bay 
in North Korean territory).  Innovation Norway had reported the potential projects in Korea 
through ‘Energy From Wind and Ocean - A North-East Asia Market Study in 2010’ but the most of 
projects except Sihwa Tidal Power Plant were delayed or temporary cancelled due to public 
resistance and negative environmental impact.  However the hard situation was dramatically 
changed in February 2013 when a new government introduced a long term electricity plan on 
32 Information on Ocean Energy RD&D Strategy published by KEMCO (November 2007) 
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 supply and demand during 2013~2027 because the two tidal projects (Garolim Bay and Ganghwa) 
were included on the long term supply plan.   
 
FIGURE 10: SOUTH KOREA’S PLANS FOR OCEAN ENERGY DEVELOPMENT33 
 
 
 
5.1.1 Sihwa Tidal Power Plant 
 
FIGURE 11: OUTLINE OF SIHWA TIDAL PLANT34 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
33 Image source: Nautilus Institute  
34 Image Source: Daewoo E&C 
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 <Table 34.> Outline of Sihwa tidal power plant 
 
Main tidal range 5.6 m 
Spring tidal range 7.8 m 
Barrage length 12.7 km 
Basin area 43 km2 
Generation method One-way during flood tide 
Installed capacity 254 MW (horizontal axial bulb units) 
Estimated annual output 553 GWh 
Construction cost USD 350 M 
 
The only tidal power plant built in Korea so far is Sihwa Tidal Power Plant (TPP) near Incheon, the 
smallest of the six proposed but nevertheless the highest-capacity tidal power plant in the world.  
Located 20 km south off Incheon, this project opened in August 2011.  Its capacity of 254MW 
surpassed the previous record-holder, the 240MW Rance TPP, in France, which opened in 1966.    
The Sihwa station features a sea wall that stores water at high tide, but it generates power only 
from incoming tides, while outgoing tides flow without driving the turbines.  As a body of water 
artificially isolated from the sea by a continuous sea wall, “Sihwa Lake” had suffered from poor 
water quality since 1994, but opening the wall to allow water to enter and leave the “lake” has 
provided greater circulation.   
The Sihwa station is registered as a Clean Development Mechanism project under the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and is expected to reduce 315,440 
metric tons of CO2 equivalents per year.  
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 5.1.2 Garolim Bay project 
 
FIGURE 12: OUTLINE OF GAROLIM BAY TIDAL POWER PROJECT35 
 
   
 
<Table 35.> Outline of Garolim Bay tidal power project 
 
Purpose Power generation  
Mean tidal range 4.7 m 
Spring tidal range 6.6 m 
Barrage length 2.0 km 
Basin area 45.5 km2 
Generation method One-way during ebb tide 
Installed capacity 520 MW (horizontal axial bulb / pit unit with step-up gear) 
Estimated annual output 880 GWh 
Construction cost USD 1,000 M 
 
The Garolim Bay project originated from Korea tidal power study executed by both Korea Ocean 
Research & Development Institute (KORDI) and Canadian Shawinigan in 1978.  After dealing 10 
potential sites in west coast of Korea, Garolim was proposed as the 1st place. 
The Garolim Bay Tidal Power Project was a 1 trillion Korean Won (about USD 1 billion) project of 
Korea Western Power Co., POSCO E&C, Daewoo E&C, and Lotte E&C to build a power generation 
plant with a capacity of 520MW.  It was proposed to build a 2km long concrete sea-wall at the 
mouth of the bay.  The Garolim project had been approved by the ministry and basic engineering 
35 Source & image: Tidal and Tidal Current Power Study in Korea issued by Coastal Engineering Research Department of 
KORDI (May 2006) 
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 also had been completed but the project was stopped due to negative impacts on the 
environmental issue during previous government led by President Lee Myung-bak.  Nevertheless 
new government clearly states that Garolim Bay Tidal Power plant is included on the list of new 
power plants to meet a long term electricity supply during 2013~2027 announced in February 
2013.  The project team will prepare a new evaluation report on environmental impact by June of 
this year to resume the project from October 2013.   
 
5.1.3 Ganghwa project  
 
FIGURE 13: GANGHWA TIDAL POWER PROJECT36 
 
   
 
<Table 36.> Outline of Ganghwa tidal power project37 
 
Mean tidal range 5.572 m 
Spring tidal range 7.648 m 
Basin area 79.4km2 
Generation method One-way during ebb tide 
Installed capacity 812.8 MW  
Estimated annual output 1,556 GWh 
Construction cost USD 1,500 M  
 
Further north of Sihwa plant, the Ganghwa TPP was planned by a partnership between Incheon 
City and Korea Midland Power (KOMIPO).  Ganghwa TPP would be one of the key factors in the 
36 Image source: Ganghwa County 
37 Source: Status and forecast on tidal energy development’, Feb. 2012, Coastal Engineering Research Department of 
KORDI 
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 “Incheon City Low-Carbon Green Growth Plan,” released in December 2009.  A project developer 
was KOMIPO and Daewoo E&C was responsible for its construction.  The Ganghwa project 
involved the construction of a tidal bank linking four islands near Ganghwa Island stretching for 
7,795 meters and the installation of 32 power generators to generate 812MW by 2015.  Later the 
planned capacity was cut in half (420MW) because of local opposition and environmental impact 
evaluation.  Due to prolonged delay of the project, KOMIPO had voluntarily withdrawn the project 
in 2012.   
However this project has been revitalized in February 2013 when the new long term plan on 
electricity supply includes the project as planned sources of electricity supply.  So far there is no 
news on the project resume but it is forecasted that KOMIPO may re-start the project anyway not 
only to meet national supply plan but also to meet its own obligation on Renewable Portfolio 
Standards (RPS). 
  
5.2 Tidal current  
 
Having strong current on the west coast with up to one meter tidal range in Korea, there are a few 
suitable and applicable locations for TCP (Tidal Current Power) application in Korea.  Not only the 
west coast, but also the south west regions having narrow channels between islands creating fast 
ocean stream are suitable for TCP.   However TCP is still early stage of development in Korea and 
there is no commercial plant yet.  A few institutes or companies have been working for the sector.  
 
FIGURE 14: ULDOLMOK STRAIT 
Uldolmok strait is located at Korean 
Southern Sea and famous for fast current 
flow.  In 2003, KORDI has installed a 
100kW of VAT (Vertical Axis Turbine) 
device at Uldolmok for a research 
purpose.  In May 2009, KORDI replaced it 
to a new 1MW of VAT (Vertical Axis 
Turbine) device the same site and it went 
through two years of performance test.   
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 FIGURE 15: 100KW VAT PILOT38 (LEFT) AND 1MW VAT PLANT (RIGHT)  
 
 
 
From industrial ends, a 100kW of Floating Tidal Current Turbine was developed by Ocean Space 
through three year of government sponsored research and development project during 
2006~2009 but field test was not carried out due to public resistance from local community.  
Hyundai Heavy Industry is currently developing a 1MW of HAT (Horizontal Axis Turbine) device and 
Renetec, operating an 110kW of HAT pilot at Changjuk, plans to build 400MW commercial plants 
in Changjuk by 2018 with Voith Hydro and POSCO E&C.   
As of today a total 1,260MW of tidal current power plants are being considered at five places but 
they are still in the early stage of development with conducting feasibility study. 
   
<Table 37.> Plan on tidal current plants39 
 
Site 
Capacity 
(MW) 
Participation Remarks 
Ganghwa 
(Deokjeok-do) 
200 
Korea South-East Power 
POSCO E&C 
Incheon City 
Construction start  
in 2015 (Plan) 
Jeonnam (Sinan) 260 
Korea South-East Power 
POSCO E&C 
Feasibility study 
Jeonnam 
(Changjuk) 
150 
Korea East-West Power 
POSCO E&C 
Voith Hydro 
Feasibility study 
Jeonnam 250 Korea East-West Power Feasibility study 
38 Source & image: Tidal and Tidal Current Power Study in Korea issued by Coastal Engineering Research Department of 
KORDI (May 2006) 
39 Source: KEMCO, New & Renewable Energy Center, 2013 
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 (Maenggol) POSCO E&C 
Voith Hydro 
Jeonnam 
(Changjuk ) 
400 
RENETEC 
Voith Hydro 
POSCO E&C  
110kW test 
SUM 1,260   
 
5.3 Wave  
 
South Korea carried out small numbers of research projects in the past.  A 60KW floating 
Oscillating Water Column (OWC) type wave converter named Jujeon No.1 was installed at Ulsan 
coastline in 2001, a 150kW floating type Backward Bent Duct Buoy (BBDS) for light signal was also 
developed in 2006, and a 250kW spiral overtopping wave converter was demonstrated in 2010.  
All those research and developments were led by Korea Ocean Research Development Institute 
(KORDI) which was renamed as Korea Institute of Ocean Science Technology (KIOST) last year.     
 
FIGURE 16: 60KW OWC (LEFT) AND 150KW FLOATING BBDS (RIGHT) 
 
 
 
FIGURE 17: 250KW SPIRAL OVERTOPPING WAVE CONVERTER 
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 More recently Korea Institute of Ocean Science Technology (KIOST) has developed and installed a 
500KW OWC type wave power system near Juju coast line in 2012 funded by a Ministry of Land, 
Transport and Maritime Affairs.  Another wave power system will be installed at Jeju Navy base 
wave breaker in the future but type of power generator and capacity are not identified.  
 
FIGURE 18: 500KW OWC WAVE POWER SYSTEM (LEFT) & NAVY BASE WAVE BREAKER BIRD VIEW (RIGHT) 
 
 
 
5.4 Key players 
 
There are a few key players on tidal and wave energy in Korea.  A leading institute is Korea 
Institute of Ocean Science Technology (KIOST) for technology development and several EPC 
contractors such as GS E&C, Daewoo E&C, and POSCO E&C are looking for potential projects.  
Hyundai Heavy Industries and Ocean Space are turbine developers and Renetec is working for 
foreign Voith Hydro.  
 
<Table 38.> Key players for tidal and wave energies 
  
Sector Company  Web Main products 
Tidal barrier 
K-water  http://www.kwater.or.kr/ Tidal barrier utility 
GS E&C http://www.gsconst.co.kr/ EPC contractor 
Daewoo E&C http://www.daewooenc.co.kr/ EPC contractor 
Tidal current 
POSCO E&C http://www.poscoenc.com/ EPC contractor 
Hyundai Heavy 
Industries 
http://www.hhi.co.kr/ Turbine 
Ocean Space Co. http://www.oceanspace.com/ Turbine 
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 Renetec http://www.renetec.com/kr/ Turbine 
Korea Maritime Univ. http://www.hhu.ac.kr/ Research 
Inha Univ. http://www.inha.ac.kr/ Research 
KIOST40 (KORDI) http://www.kiost.ac/ Research 
Wave 
KIOST (KORDI) http://www.kiost.ac/ Research 
Korea Maritime Univ. http://www.hhu.ac.kr/ Research 
 
6 Summary and opportunities for Norwegian companies 
 
Energy policies in Korea have been focused on stable energy supply and demand in order to 
support high economic growth and improve the quality of life.  The energy supply policies were 
once focused on oil but soon they have switched to promote diversified energy sources.  South 
Korea concluded nuclear power was a realistic alternative energy to support green growth of 
promoting economy and reducing carbon emissions.  Korea will increase nation’s energy security 
to raise the share of nuclear power to 59 percent of the nation’s total energy mix by 2030.  
The Korean government is making various efforts in undertaking aggressive R&D investments and 
deployment policies in New and Renewable Energy (NRE) sector having a goal of supplying 11 
percent of total primary energy supply with NRE by 2030 from 2.75 percent level in 2011.  One of 
the actions taken by government is that the regulatory system has been revised to adopt the RPS 
(Renewable Portfolio Standard) scheme replaced with FIT (Feed-in tariffs).  The RPS promotes 
renewable power generation by obligating electricity market participants to deliver the required 
amount of electricity from renewable energies to promote and encourage renewable energies.  
Regarding wind power in Korea, the country’s geographic conditions make domestic wind energy 
projects difficult.  Korea has a small land and mass population.  On-land wind power comes up to 
its developing limitation due to the exhaustion of favorable sites by continuous developing 
activities and the public complaints about noise and landscape problems.  Thus, offshore wind 
power is getting more intention these days. As of today, total 8,517MW of wind farms are planned 
in Korea (onshore 1,357 MW and offshore 7,160MW).    
The R&D trend on wind energy had been changed from system (turbine) development and field 
demonstration in the past to the development of various aspects of offshore wind technologies 
even including floating offshore wind.  Innovation Norway saw successful mutual collaboration 
between Korea and Norway in the field of research and development.  For examples, GS E&C and 
RIST worked with Norwegian partners developing offshore engineering, foundation design and 
development of corrosion protection system including its performance test.  Recently KEPCO is 
40 Korea Institute of Ocean Science Technology.  KORDI changed name to KIOST in 2012.  
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 looking for a partner to develop floating offshore wind technology in Korea including pilot 
construction.     
Generally speaking, Korea is moving forward to offshore wind farm development but the project is 
being delayed due to lack of experience. Dr. Rimtaig Lee, chairman of Korea Wind Energy Industry 
Association (KWEIA) states that Korea is actively seeking international cooperation with research 
institutions and companies with complementary technologies. The Norwegian experience in areas 
such as material and corrosion technologies, specialized vessel design, the floating type, deep sea 
applicable maritime structures, and marine operations are of special interest for us." Or it will be 
another idea to find mutual collaboration or consortium between Korean and Norwegian players 
toward global offshore wind projects.  For an example, Daelim Industrial has been participating at 
Taiwanese offshore tender with a Norwegian partner.  
Innovation Norway entered into a MOU with Korea Wind Energy Industry Association (KWEIA) to 
increase mutual collaboration on offshore wind in May 2012.  After the signing MOU, the first 
Korea-Norway cooperative seminar on offshore wind was held at Seoul and Korean offshore wind 
delegation had been to Norway in September.  Innovation Norway using various human resources 
at home and region (North East Asia) introduced Norwegian experience on floating offshore wind 
toward a relevant workshop and research institutes.   
Innovation Norway would like recommend you to consider participating Korea Energy 
Show/Renewable Energy Korea 2013 during Oct. 16~19, 2013 at Seoul if you looked for a relevant 
event to introduce your company and technology toward Korean stake-holders.  Innovation 
Norway plans to organize a national pavilion and a seminar focused on Norwegian offshore wind 
technology during the Renewable Energy Korea 2013.  
With having the world largest tidal (barrier) power plant (254MW capacity) at Sihwa, South Korea 
will build at least two more tidal barrier power plants at Ganghwa (812~420MW capacity) and 
Garolim Bay (520MW capacity).  However the two projects should overcome challenging public 
acceptance on environmental impact.  Also a total 1,260MW of tidal current power plants are 
being considered at five places but they are still in the early stage of development with conducting 
feasibility study.  Relevant contacts on Korea’s tidal projects are a few leading engineering & 
construction (E&C) companies with their partner utility companies involved in the projects.     
Wave energy is very early stage of technology development on small scale of devices led by Korea 
Institute of Ocean Science Technology (KIOST).  Since there is no commercial plan yet, only R&D 
collaboration with KIOST is recommendable with Norwegian players in the field of wave energy.  
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 Japan 
1 Executive Summary 
Before the earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disasters on March 11, 2011, the Japanese energy 
policy was focusing on three main challenges: 
1. Securing fuel and stable electricity supply to maintain the prosperity level and growth of 
the world’s third largest economy.  
2. Fulfilling Japans commitments for greenhouse gas emission reductions.  
3. Supporting a “green growth” industry on energy and environmental technologies for the 
global market. 
The electricity system was, and still is, organized in a top-down traditional architecture based 
around 9 regional and vertically integrated electricity utilities. The utilities, supported by the 
government (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry – METI) and the Keidanren (Japan Business 
Federation) controlled the entire electricity value chain including new generation, transmission 
distribution, tariffs and infrastructure investments.  The fuel mix was about 2/3 fossil and 1/3 
nuclear, but with a clear strategy to increase the nuclear share to about 50%. Renewable energy – 
excluding already developed hydro power (9% of the mix) – was deliberately kept below 1%. 
After the “March-11” triple accident of earthquake, tsunami and the Fukushima nuclear disaster, 
Japan is facing a paradigm shift in its energy policy and energy system structure: 
 The nuclear-based energy supply situation has been shifted towards– currently – LNG, 
and with renewable energy policy over time. 
 The government is proposing an restructuring of it’s electricity supply system based 
around liberalization of retail and independent power producers and unbundling of the 
incumbent utilities. 
Substantial governmental funding combined with a very favorable Feed-In-Tariff should ideally 
create one of the best global markets for renewable energy. Within solar/PV, due to its short time 
to market, this has materialized, while other technologies such as offshore wind and geothermal 
are still to materialize in commercial scale. This is due to specific Japanese hurdles including public 
acceptance, complex rules and regulations and lack of proven technology. 
Opportunities for Norwegian companies and service providers could arise within maritime energy 
technology – especially centered around “marine operations”, and on experience and knowledge 
transfer from Norway’s electricity restructuring process. Norway’s 40 year experience on offshore 
oil and gas exploration and 20 year experience in deregulated electricity markets is recognized in 
Japan and offers a basis for business, research and academic relations with Japan.   
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 2 The Japanese energy situation before and after “March-11” 
Japan has in modern time experienced two paradigm shifts in its energy policy; the oil crisis of the 
70’s and the current reaction to the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe. Fig 1: below illustrates the 
history since the 70s, where the policy of the Japanese government was to promote efforts to 
ensure a stable supply of imported resources while reducing the rate of dependency on external 
resources (through diversification of the generation mix and energy conservation). The energy 
policy of Japan, a country with limited natural resources, is based on the best mix of the 3 “E”: 
“energy security,”“economic efficiency” and “environmental preservation.”  
 
FIG 1:  ENERGY POLICY HISTORY OF JAPAN UNTIL MARCH 11, 2011 (SOURCE: METI) 
 
 
 
September 2009 saw a political regime shift from the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) – who had 
been in position almost continuously since the war, to the opposition party Democratic Party of 
Japan (DPJ).  The DPJ Hatoyama administration introduced rather aggressive targets for 25% GHG 
reduction compared to 1990. To reach this target, the 2009 revision of the Basic Energy Plan 
projected more than 70% of electricity produced by 2030 through a heavy dependence on nuclear 
power (from 26% of the energy mix in 2007 to 53% by 2030); and an substantial increase in 
renewable energy (RE). The RE target, including already developed hydro power, was 21% by 2030 
from 9% in 2009. Fossil fuelled power would be reduced from 66% to 26% by 2030. Before the oil 
crises, oil supplied more than 70% of Japan’s energy needs.  Then after the oil crises, Japan tried to 
reduce its dependence on oil through the introduction of natural gas, nuclear power and overseas 
coal, and its dependence was reduced to 44% in 2007. 
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 The “nuclear village”, including the power utilities, large engineering companies and a majority of 
METI bureaucrats and politicians, imagined a future based on nuclear energy, where new 
renewable had very little attention. The utilities argued that to ensure stable supply, no more than 
1% of the energy mix should come from non-dispatchable energy such as solar and wind. 
Furthermore, the oligopolistic structure of the 9 leading utilities should be maintained, 
characterized by investment priority on sufficient peaking capacity rather than inter-regional 
transmission.  Although the electricity market opening of 2002 opened up for independent power 
suppliers; partly liberalization of wholesale customer segment and introduction of the JEPX – 
Japan Electric Power Exchange, the electricity system in Japan is in large controlled by the utilities 
and METI. 
 
FIG 2:  JAPAN’S NUCLEAR VILLAGE 
 
 
The triple catastrophe on March 11, 2011 – especially the Fukushima nuclear accident – called for 
a paradigm shift in the energy situation in Japan. The DPJ government very quickly responded to 
massive public uproar towards TEPCO in particular and the “nuclear village” in general, and over a 
period of 6 months all nuclear stations in Japan was shut down. The government’s policy was to 
abolish all new buildings and plans, and decommission reactors at the end of their lifetime.  
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 The Noda government’s new national energy strategy of September 2012 is based on “innovative 
energy and environmental strategy” with three pillars: reversal of the primer nuclear strategy; 
smarter consumption (energy saving) and renewable energy. The new LDP government, although 
with a more pro-nuclear position, seem to support this energy strategy. 
2.1.1 Reversal of the nuclear energy strategy. 
In the aftermath of the Fukushima accident, then Prime Minister Naoto Kan announced that Japan 
would have to “rebuild its energy policy from scratch.” Kan scrapped the government’s plans to 
boost the share of nuclear power in Japan’s electricity supply to 50% by 2030, and his successor, 
Yoshihiko Noda, pledged to reduce nuclear dependence to zero by the 2030s—a position 
incorporated in the 2012 election manifesto of the Democratic Party of Japan.  
 
FIG 3:  FUEL MIX BEFORE AND AFTER MARCH 11, 2011 (SOURCE: FEPCJ AND METI)  
 
 
 
However, the economic effects of idling the nuclear reactors has been severe for Japan and 
disastrous for the public utilities due to the additional costs of imported fossile fuel – mainly LNG 
to compensate for the missing nuclear energy. Japanese utilities and trading companies were 
forced into financially unfavorable contracts with the average prices of $17 per mmBTU compared 
to US spot prices around $2-$3 perMBTU.  Combined with a 25% increase import to 87.3 million 
tons LNG in 2012, is costing Japan additional around $100 million extra for electricity production 
per day. For mainly political reasons the utilities were not able to raise retail tariff to compensate 
for this extra costs41 until very recently. LNG imports reached ¥6 trillion in 2012, compared with 
¥3.5 trillion in 2010. Japan also suffered its first annual trade deficit in 31 years in 2011. Combined 
with huge incurring costs of maintaining the idling nuclear reactors without any electricity sales, 
41 Although the utilities are privat/publically traded companies, any tariff hike has to be approved by METI 
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 led to significant net losses for all utilities.  The leading utility, TEPCO, all utilities had results in the 
red in 2011 and 201242.  
In December 2012 DPJ suffered a crushing defeat in the general election to LDP, and the new 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe was quick to question DPJ’s strict anti-nuclear stance. LDP’s current 
(May 2013) policy is a “multifaceted” energy policy that would gradually reduce dependence on 
nuclear power while boosting the share occupied by renewable energy. Under item 4, “Nuclear 
and Energy Policy,” the document explains the coalition policy as follows. 
“We will follow the judgment of the Nuclear Regulation Authority, which places top priority 
on public safety in accordance with international standards, in determining whether 
operations can be resumed at individual nuclear power plants. At the same time, we will 
reduce reliance on nuclear energy as much as possible through such policies as accelerated 
conversion to renewable energy and energy-efficient fossil-fuel power generation.” 
Abe ties restart of idling nuclear reactors to his economic recovery and revitalization strategy, and 
announced in March43 a plan for restart of reactors subject to new and strict safety regulations. As 
of May 2013, only two of 52 reactors are under operation, with projections but no clear plan for 
restart of 20+ more reactors over the next few years. The fate of existing projects and new 
building plans are furthermore not finally determined.  
Scholars such as Paul Scalise of Tokyo University argues that there are several reasons to conclude 
that there will not be a notable shift away from nuclear power any time soon: (1) the victory of 
several pronuclear governors who were re-elected after the Fukushima accidents; (2) the Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), Keidanren and many of Japan’s businesses favor the re-
start of reactors; and (3) and Abe administrations more  pragmatist approach in dealing with 
nuclear power generation. Also, contrary to common view, the Fukushima accident had minimal 
impact on most countries nuclear policy (except Germany, Italy and Switzerland).  Nuclear 
engineering companies such as Hitachi, Mitsubishi and Toshiba continues their business activity 
globally. Examples this spring include General-Electric-Hitachi’s new reactor design for Dominion 
Virginia Power plant44 and the $22billion contract between Mitsubishi Heavy, Itochu to build 
Turkey’s second nuclear station this May45. Furthermore, Japan and India is resuming their talks on 
technology and knowledge transfer on nuclear energy46. 
While the public debate over the future role of nuclear power continues, it is fair to say that, since 
the nuclear accident of March 2011, Japan’s energy policy has moved in the direction of increased 
diversity and dwindling reliance on nuclear power. 
42 http://e.nikkei.com/e/ac/tnks/Nni20130419D19JF843.htm  
43www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2013/03/26/national/abe-ties-nuke-plant-restarts-to-rebuilding/   
44 www.newsadvance.com/work_it_lynchburg/news/article_6f856bec-ae52-11e2-940a-0019bb30f31a.html  
45 www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-22398356  
46 http://e.nikkei.com/e/ac/tnks/Nni20130519D1905F01.htm  
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 2.1.2 Energy saving and smart systems 
The target for national energy saving is 10% reduction by 2020; e.g. 110TWh reduction from a 
total of about 1,100 TWh annual electricity consumption, and reduction of 72 billion liter oil from 
390 billion liter oil by 2020. In addition, there are strong focus on “smarter” energy use through 
smart meters, home energy management systems (HEMS), business energy management systems 
(BEMS) and by introducing energy markets to encourage so-called demand side response 
(consumers responds to fluctuating/high electricity spot prices).  
Large infrastructure and power plant projects are normally done by the utilities and the 
large engineering companies (Mitsubishi, Hitachi, Toshiba etc.) through rather opaque 
tendering processes. Publically funded projects are subject to public tender, but only in 
Japanese and with special language and management requirements making it very difficult 
for non-Japanese entities to be selected. However, there are some very interesting and 
positive recent developments. Tokyo Electric – TEPCO - has a plan to deploy smart meters 
to their residential and small-scale commercial customer over the next years. The project 
includes procurement of 17 million smart meters and comprehensive systems for data 
collection, communication and data management plus installation and operation services.  
The traditional way would be for TEPCO to allocate this huge project between their 
supplier network (Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi probably sharing the “cake”), but since 
TEPCO went bankrupt and put under government administration, the tender process has 
been public, transparent and inclusive for international participation. The tender 
documents have been in English, and the IBM was selected as the tender and bid manager 
for Tepco. Although Toshiba / Landis-Gyr won the first contract on part of the system, 
many international bidders were active47. 
The other leading utilities such as Kansai Electric Power (KEPCO) and Chubu Electric Power are 
expected to also procure and implement smart meters in the millions. This is expected to create a 
huge market for software and hardware vendors in the smart-grid business globally. The TEPCO 
smart meter project alone is said to create a market of 300 billion JPY ($3 billion).  
Other technology innovations for energy saving and energy efficiency include best-in-class energy 
conserving household appliances (lightning based on LED, air-condition, electronic equipment) and 
use of hydrogen and fuel cells for transport and domestic electricity and heat generation. The 
target for introduction of home use fuel cells are 1.4 million in 2020, and 5.3 million in 203048. This 
ties in to the launch of next generation Fuel Cell cars from the leading car manufactures Toyota, 
Nissan, Honda expected from 2014/2015.  
2.1.3 Renewable energy 
Japan has long been characterized as a nation poor in energy resources, but reports issued by the 
Ministry of the Environment and other agencies since the Fukushima accident have highlighted 
47 e.nikkei.com/e/fr/tnks/Nni20130501D0105N02.htm  
48 Source: Eurotechnology report: Renewable Energy in Japan. www.eurotechnology.com/store/j_renewable   
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 Japan’s rich potential in the area of renewable energy and 
stressed that the cost differential between such energy 
sources on the one hand and conventional thermoelectric 
power plants and nuclear reactors on the other is rapidly 
shrinking. 
Outfacing of nuclear energy; public investment in and 
incentives for renewable energy; public takeover of the 
private (stock traded) utilities and restructuring of the 
electricity market is now on the agenda and fundamental 
changes will be introduced over the next decade.  Another 
driver for renewable energy in Japan is its very high degree of 
dependence of imported basic fuels. Not only does the massive surge in e.g. LNG and coal import 
represent a substantial part of the counties total spending, but there are also substantial risk 
associated with fluctuating market prices and political instabilities in e.g. Middle East. 
Despite the very low current utilization rate, - just around 10% of total generation - Japan has 
substantial potential for renewable energy.  
About 50% of the hydro-power has been developed, but there may be an untapped potential for 
micro-hydro from rise-paddy irrigation systems. Deployment of solar and PV plant has seen an 
explosive growth since the Feed-in-Tariff system was effectuated summer 2012, ranging from 
“single-housetop” level to mega-solar projects. 
Wind energy has on the medium term the largest effect potential. Most current projects are land-
based, but the government and industry regards offshore wind – especially floating offshore wind 
– as the largest 
potential over time. 
Japan being on the 
“ring of fire” has 
among the largest 
geothermal energy 
resources in the world, 
but very little of this 
has been exploited. 
There is also a 
substantial potential 
for bio-mass – both 
land-based and marine. 
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 FIG 4:  POTENTIAL FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY IN JAPAN. SOURCE MOE, METI, MAFF. 
 
 
 
FIG 5:  INVESTMENT IN R&D FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY (SOURCE IEA).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.4 Public incentives for renewable energy. 
The Japanese government effectuated in July 2012 the arguably world’s most favorable Feed-In-
Tariff system to reach its ambitions long-term renewable energy targets of 80TWh/70GW by 2020 
(excluding hydro power).   
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 FIG 6:  STRUCTURE OF FEED-IN-TARIFF49 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG 7:  LEVEL OF FEED-IN-TARIFF (SOURCE: METI)50 
 
 
 
The government announced on May 6th to maintain the other FIT levels, and to introduce an 
increased FIT for offshore wind. Although the actual FIT level was not disclosed, expectations are 
in the 1.5 – 2 times multiplier from the current 23.10JPY/KWh level51. 
49 http://www.meti.go.jp/english/policy/energy_environment/renewable/pdf/summary201207.pdf  
50 http://www.meti.go.jp/english/policy/energy_environment/renewable/pdf/summary201207.pdf  
51 http://e.nikkei.com/e/ac/TNKS/Nni20130505D0505F04.htm?NS-query=feed%20in%20tariff  
37,80yen 
------ 
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 The effect of the FIT on renewable energy investment has so far exceeded the expectation solar 
projects, but underperformed for the other energy sources. Investment on non-residential solar 
was $2.3 billion in 2012, expected to double this year. Bloomberg New Energy Finance forecasts 
that commercial and utility-scale projects 
will boost solar installations to a range of 
6.1 - 9.4 GW in 2013, exceeding an earlier 
forecast of 3.2 - 4 GW52. This has actually 
prompted the government to reduce the 
FIT for solar with 10%, effective from 
April 1st this year. 
When the government introduced the 
FIT, the short-term target was to reach 
2,500 MW new renewable energy 
capacity within one year (by April 2013). 
METI announced in May 2013 that by end 
of February the installed capacity was at 
1,662 MW – or 66% of the target. 
 
2.1.5 Hurdles and challenges to deployment of renewable energy in Japan 
The amount and distribution of installed capacity suggests that compared to PV, wind, hydro and 
geothermal are facing serious hurdles to short-term deployment in Japan53. 
The biggest hurdles to more widespread use of renewable energy are the difficulty of providing a 
steady supply of solar- and wind-produced electricity, which fluctuate depending on weather 
conditions, and the challenge of transmitting power from areas suited to power generation to 
major centers of consumption. Surmounting these hurdles will require a flexible approach that 
challenges the traditional assumptions of Japan’s electric power sector.  
The main problem is that regulations restrict the use of Japan’s connecting lines. By opening up 
these lines, we should be able to solve many of the transmission issues accompanying the use of 
renewable energy. 
 Resistance from the establishment. The regional utilities (TEPCO, KEPCO etc.) has not been 
supportive of renewable energy, neither their own nor independent power providers. The 
main reasons are worries about stability and reliability of supply; increased cost related to 
connection and transmission, and that the policy was focusing on the nuclear path.  
 Resistance from local stake holders sharing the same resource areas as large renewable 
energy parks. Onsen (hot spring) owners are resisting geothermal parks (the best 
geothermal sources are also in national parks); farmers resisting solar and land-based wind 
52 www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-03-11/japan-s-cut-for-solar-power-price-retains-boom-incentive.html 
53 www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2013/0416_01.html 
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 projects and fishermen resisting offshore wind parks. Land/ocean right ownership is very 
strong in Japan, and there is also a high level of risk awareness and conservatism among 
the aging farmer and fishermen population.  
 Poor infrastructure. The electricity grid structure is based on large centralized power plans 
(nuclear, thermal) within each utility region with very poor interregional transmission 
capacity, prohibiting transmission of power from the renewable energy sources in rural 
areas to the main cities. This is one of the main drivers for the government’s electricity 
system restructuring proposal.  
 Cost and regulatory restrictions. The legal and regulatory regime for renewable energy, 
including environmental and safety assessments, is among the strictest in the world, 
adding substantially to the deployment cost for renewable energy.  Industry is pushing for 
more streamlined and globally harmonized regulations and codes, but still the costs for 
e.g. solar plants and transmission projects are 50 – 100% more expensive to construct and 
operate than in e.g US and west Europe. The very high FIT is supposed to compensate for 
these high costs, but there is a clear need to align codes and regulations with international 
standards. 
According to Tomas Kåberger, executive chair of Japan Renewable Energy Foundation, energy 
market observers have questioned why Japan needs such generous feed-in tariffs to spark clean-
power growth. “Even with that FIT, there’s very little wind power still in Japan,” Kåberger said in an 
interview with ReCharge on May 17, 2013. “What are the homemade Japanese costs that make 
wind power and other renewables much more expensive to use in Japan than in other parts of the 
world? Japanese power companies run generation plants and control the electricity grid, giving 
them a grip on the channel of delivery between private investors in renewables and their 
customers. It is a significant problem that this is driving up the cost of electricity and harming 
Japan’s overall international competitiveness. Not only is that a risk for the success of investors in 
renewable electricity, but of course the power companies also use their right at present to deny 
new power plants to be built54”. 
2.1.6 Investment in transmission and distribution infrastructure  
The fragmented quality of Japan’s power grid is often cited as an obstacle to the kind of 
interregional flow of electric power needed for widespread deployment of wind power, solar 
power, and other forms of renewable energy. The regional monopoly structure of Japan, 
characterized by localized “commitment of supply” and no competition between the utilities, has 
led to a priority of investment in local generation capacity rather than in interconnection. High 
capacity interties has been constructed to transport power from large (nuclear) power cites in e.g. 
Tohoku to the load centers of e.g. Tokyo.  
Japan’s cross-regional interconnection capacity varies by region; 128% of installed generation 
capacity in the Chugoku district, 70% in Kansai, 67% in Hokuriku, and 28% in Tohoku. Tokyo area’s 
interconnections amount to only 9% of installed generation, and Hokkaido’s only 6%. These 
54 http://www.rechargenews.com/solar/asia_australia/article1327008.ece 
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 figures indicate that western Japan is quite adequately equipped for interregional movement of 
electric power, but the challenges remains of connecting the huge renewable energy potentials in 
Hokkaido and Kyushu with the rest of the grid. 
 
FIG 8:  GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION CAPCITY FOR THE 9 REGIONS (SOURCE: METI)  
 
 
 
The push for large wind parks in e.g. Hokkaido, Tohoku and Kyushu has prompted ANRE (Agency of 
Natural Resources and Energy under METI) to take initiative for large scale grid development both 
regional and inter-regional/national. The estimated grid upgrade investment costs over the next 
10 years are 310 Billion JPY for the regional grid and 1,170 billion JPY for the inter-regional grid, of 
which the ministry expects industry to contribute 50%. METI got 25 billion JPY in 2013 for 
strengthening the Hokkaido grid, while Tohoku extensions will be started in 2014.  
Masanori Son, owner of the IT giant Softbank, estimates that a 2000km Japanese subsea HVDC 
“backbone grid” connecting the three main islands of Japan will cost in the order of 20 billion US$, 
or 500 MUS$ annual over 40 year depreciation. This amounts to only 0.3% of TEPCO’s annual total 
revenue!  
More visionary ideas include subsea 
transmission to Korea, China and Russia – at 
the tune of 3,800 km subsea HVDC, and the 
grand vision of an Asian super grid.   
The motivation for such grand ideas from 
business tycoons like Son-san is, in addition to 
enhancing the security of electricity supply in 
each region and country, also for trading 
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 companies to arbitrage on the price differences between the various countries. The figure to the 
right shows that Japan has the highest end-user electricity prices in Asia, and would benefit on 
import of discounted prices from e.g. China and Korea55.  
 
3 Wind energy 
Japan introduced a RPS (Renewable energy Portfolio Standard) scheme in 2003 with a total target 
of 12.2TWh new renewable energy by 2010 – just over 1.35% of total energy production. The 
years up until the RPS was terminated in 2010 saw a moderate installment of land-based wind 
projects – mainly small-scale and single unit installations. Out of 479 wind operators in Japan, 393 
have installed less than 6 generators. According to METI, Japan’s unique wind conditions due to its 
mountainous topology creates upward turbulence that negatively effects the efficiency of roof 
mounted turbines and to damages on large scale turbines. Many businesses became unprofitable 
due to high unexpected maintenance costs56. 
 
FIG 9:  TRENDS OF WIND ENERGY INSTALLATION. (SOURCE: JWPA) 
  
 
 
The wind power installation status as of Jan. 2013 is: 
• 2,614 MW installed capacity  
• 1,887 turbines 
• 87 MW installed capacity in 2012 / 47 turbines 
• Generation output 4,500 GWh in 2012 – 0.5% of the national energy demand. 
55 Source: Presentation by Masanori Son, JREF/Softbank, Tokyo Oct. 2011. 
56 ww.meti.go.jp/english/policy/energy_environment/renewable  
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 The new FIT started in July 2012 with a level of 23.10JPY/KWh for land-based wind (57,75JPY/KWh 
for small scale, <20kW units), but due to minimum 1 year environmental assessment and 
concession period, there are currently no new plans commissioned under the new FIT regime.  
METI announced  
The key is concentrated geographical location. Furthermore, METI recognized that deregulation 
and system organization are required for nationwide deployment of wind energy. 
The country had just 2.5GW of wind capacity at the end of 2011, and the new FIT has done little to 
boost the onshore sector, which is hampered by a shortage of suitable land, a lack of transmission 
capacity to remote areas and a burdensome environmental-impact-assessment law. Until Jan. 
2013, application for about 550 MW new wind generation onshore, and no applications for 
commercial offshore facilities.  
The government and industry agrees that the real large wind energy potential lies offshore. 
Conscious of a shrinking order book among its shipbuilders, several ministries, including METI, 
MoE (Ministry of Environment) and MLIT (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation who 
controls the maritime industry) has given strong backing to major new floating wind projects. 
MoE published in April 2011 (one year before the FIT was introduced) the following assessment of 
the wind potential in Japan: 
 
 
 
The assumptions were a FIT on 15-20JPY/KWh and a subsidy of 1/3 of the project cost. More 
recent studies based on the actual FIT and subsidies, suggest an feasible potential of about 140 
GW offshore wind energy.  
The best wind conditions are around Hokkaido, off the coast of Tohoku and south of Kyushu as 
illustrated by the wind map below. Combined with depth requirements of >200 meters for floating 
offshore wind, and a maximum limits of 30km from shore, gives the locational feasibility map to 
the lower right.  
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 FIG 10:  WIND SPEED AND WATER DEPTH MAP OF OFFSHORE JAPAN. (SOURCE: NEDO) 
 
 
 Challenges for offshore wind in Japan 3.1
Offshore wind is a new industry in Japan, and is facing a number of challenges where the solution 
may include international collaboration. 
The Japan Wind Power Association identifies some of the critical hurdles for deployment of 
offshore wind: 
 
FIG 11:  REGULATORY BOTTLENECKS FOR WIND IN JAPAN. (SOURCE: JREF). 
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Due to severe weather such as 
typhoons and lightning storms, 
Japan has seen a number of wind 
mill collapses. The most severe was 
in Miyako Island, Okinawa, in 2003, 
where all 7 wind turbines installed 
was damaged by a typhoon. This has 
prompted the government and 
industry to propose a more severe 
safety code for Japanese windmills 
than f. eks. the code and safety 
standards fronted through global 
Joint Industry projects headed by 
DNV Kema.   
Prof. Chuichi Arakawa from University of Tokyo presented pictures of the Miyako disaster at the 
9th Deep Sea Offshore Wind R&D Seminar, 19-20 January 2012, Trondheim, Norway57.  
 
 Major stake holders in offshore wind energy in Japan 3.2
Although the market in Japan is still small, some of Japanese companies show its presence in the 
international market.     
The following gives an overview of the main stake holders within offshore wind energy: 
Wind developers and power utilities   
TEPCO Engaged in the Chosi bottom fixed project. Will be receiver of energy from 
many projects. 
http://www.tepco.c
o.jp/en/index-e.html 
J-Power Largest non-utility energy producer in Japan. Engaged in several projects, such 
as the Hibikinada offshore project.  
http://www.jpower.
co.jp/english/index.h
tml 
Eurus Energy Largest wind power developer in Japan - projects in US, Europe (including 
Høgjæren vindpark in Norway). Currently only focus on on-shore wind. 
http://www.eurus-
energy.com/en/inde
x.html 
Komatsuzaki Small, private company with large plans for bottom-fixed projects outside 
Ibaraki. 
http://komatsuzaki.c
o.jp/ 
Marubeni Trading house and energy project developer. Project manager for the Forward 
project and developer of the Ibaraki project. 
 
 
57 http://www.sintef.no/deepwind_2012  
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 Wind turbine manufacturers    
Mitsubishi 
Heavy 
Industries 
 Mitsubishi's 2.4MW turbine has been the first offshore turbine installed off 
Japan's coast on October 2012.  
SeaAngle 7 MW prototype: MHI has kicked off test operations of hydraulic 
drive train technology, full-scale prototype will be tested at Hunterston 
onshore test field in Ayrshire (UK) in June 2013. Mitsubishi is struggling to find 
local suppliers for blades and towers in the UK.  
Working on a 10MW model. 
http://www.mhi.co.j
p/en/products/detai
l/products.html 
Japan Steel 
Works 
2MW direct drive permanent magnet gearless wind turbine.  http://www.jsw.co.jp/
en/product/ecology/wi
nd/wind_02_en.html 
Hitachi Hitachi Ltd acquired Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd wind division in April 2012. The 
HTW 2.0-80 turbine is based on FHI turbine Subaru 80-2.0. 
Concept development for 5MW. 
http://www.hitachi.co
m/environment/showc
ase/solution/energy/w
ind_velocity.html 
 
Engineering companies / contractors   
Kajima General contractor. http://www.kajima.com/english/welco
me.html 
Ohbayashi General contractor. http://www.obayashi.co.jp/english/index.h
tml 
Shimizu General contractor. http://www.shimz.co.jp/english/index.html 
Penta Ocean Construction General contractor. http://www.penta-
ocean.co.jp/english/index.html 
Toda General contractor. http://www.toda.co.jp/english/index.html 
Nippon Steel & Sumikin Engineering General contractor. http://www.eng.nssmc.com/english/ 
Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding Ship builder. http://www.mes.co.jp/english/ 
Japan Marine United Ship builder. http://www.jmuc.co.jp/en/ 
Hitachi Zosen Engineering / general 
contractor 
http://www.hitachizosen.co.jp/english/ind
ex.html 
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 Other: Associations, Universities, Research Institute, Meteorological 
company 
Itochu Techno Solutions  http://www.ctc-g.co.jp/en/ 
Fuyo Ocean Development & 
Engineering 
 http://www.fuyokaiyo.co.jp/ 
E & E Solutions  http://www.eesol.co.jp/en/ 
Kokusai Kogyo  http://www.kkc.co.jp/index.html 
Japan Weather Association  http://www.jwa.or.jp/english/ 
Port and Airport Research 
Institute 
 http://www.pari.go.jp/en/ 
Tokyo University Profs. Arakawa, Kinoshita,  Ishihara http://windeng.t.u-
tokyo.ac.jp/ishihara/e/ 
Kyoto University Prof. Utsunomiya http://www.users.iimc.kyoto-
u.ac.jp/~z59291/1.home.htm 
Nagoya University Prof. Yasuda (social acceptance)  
Japan Wind Power Association Industry association http://www.jwpa.jp/ 
Japan Wind Energy Association Academia and research association http://www.jwea.or.jp/ 
 
The figure below shows the name and location of the major stakeholders on development off wind 
technology. The focus is now leaning towards offshore wind, both bottom-fixed and floating.  
 
FIG 12:  LOCATION OF WIND MANUFACTURERS IN JAPAN. 
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  Offshore wind projects in Japan 3.3
The map below shows the ongoing offshore wind projects in Japan.  
The current projects are largely publically financed by either METI/NEDO or Ministry of 
Environment (MoE), with close involvement by leading university professors, research institutions 
and industry. Japanese industry is traditionally rather risk aversive, so industry funded projects will 
depend on the success of the current projects, especially with the relations with fishermen unions.  
However, industrial stakeholders like turbine manufacturers (MHI, Hitachi, Japan Steel) and 
shipbuilders (MES, HITZ, SSK) have plans for large scale wind projects and some are making 
international alliances.  
In a Norwegian context, Hitachi Zosen is leading an industry consortium with several floating and 
bottom-fixed wind project plans, and has made an agreement with Statoil to evaluate the Hywind 
technology for Japanese waters.  
 
FIG 13:  OVERVIEW OF OFFSHORE WIND PROJECTS IN JAPAN AS OF MAY 201358 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
58 Yoshinori Ueda, Japan Wind Power Association, Presentation Feb. 2013. 
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 Offshore wind 
projects 
Partners Technology Budget Timeline 
Chosi 
Funded by NEDO 
MHI (turbine) 
TEPCO 
Turbine 2.4 MW.  
Gravity based bottom 
fixed.  
 
$40 million 
(2013)  
 
Installation in 2013 
Hibikinada 
Funded by NEDO 
JSW (turbine) 
J-power 
Turbine 2.0 MW.  
Hybrid jacket 
foundation..  
Goto Island - demo 
Funded by MoE 
FHI Subaru (turbine) Turbine 100 kW 
SPAR: concrete/steel 
 Operation aug 2012 
Goto Island - fullscale 
Funded by MoE 
Hitachi Turbine 2.0MW 
SPAR: concrete/steel 
$16 million 
(2013) 
2013/2014 
Sasebo demo 
Industry funding 
Sasebo Heavy 
Industry 
Turbine 
Spar (1/10 model) 
 2009 – now removed. 
Fukushima FOW 
Funded by METI 
Marubeni  
Tokyo University 
Mitsubishi Corp. 
Hitachi  
MHI 
IHI Marine) 
MES  
Nippon Steel 
Furukawa  
Shimizu 
Mizuho I&R 
2MW on 4 column 
semi-sub 
7MW on 3 column 
semisub 
7MW on advanced spar 
Substation on spar 
$130 million 
(2013/2014) – 
probably 
increase 
First phase 2014, next 
2014/2015 
Advanced wind turbine 
technology development 
 Develop 7MW offshore 
turbines 
$20 million 
(2013) 
Ongoing R&D 
Ibaraki Wind Farm  Marubeni 
Wind Power Energy 
Bottom fixed 
48 x 5MW unites 
Total 240 MW 
$1,200 million Concept stage – funding 
not secured.  
Planned for 2016. 
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3.3.1 Chosi and Hibikinada project 
The Chosi project is a 2.4 MW turbine (Mitsubishi Heavy Industy’s 
MWT92) on a gravity type foundation. In addition, a 100m high wind 
observation tower will be installed. The installation is 3km offshore 
from Chosi in Chiba prefecture, and can often be seen by inflight to 
Narita international airport.  
The Hibikinada project, in Fukuoka prefecture, Kyushu, includes an 
anemometer tower and a 2MW turbine (Japan Steel Work’s J82) on 
hybrid gravity foundation. The installations are about 1,4 km offshore.  
The two projects are funded by NEDO, with total costs of about $40 
million.  
3.3.2 Fukushima Floating Offshore Wind Farm Demonstration Project (Forward) 
The so-called Fukushima FOW project was announced by METI in autumn of 2012 as the “flagship 
project” both for the government’s efforts to revitalize the tsunami and nuclear accident affected 
areas in Fukushima, and its push for renewable ocean energy.  
Construction of Fukushima Floating Offshore Wind Farm Demonstration Project (Forward) will 
begin later this month, with electricity generation due to begin in September. 
A Power Purchase Agreement with Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) will contract for the 
Fukushima wind power generated by the project. Japanese engineers will be testing three 
different designs to see which works best in high wind and sea state conditions. 
Four offshore wind floating platforms will be installed off the Fukushima’s coast in 2013 and 2014. 
The first stage, which involves installation of a floating substation and a Hitachi 2MW downwind 
floating turbine carried by a compact semi-sub from MES – Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding. An 
electricity convertor station mounted on another floating platform will also be installed. It is not 
clear who will undertake construction, but Shimizu Corporation is a consortium member and one 
of Japan’s top five general construction contractors. 
The pilot plant will be located some 16-20km off the Fukushima coastline, in waters approximately 
120m in depth. Work is expected to cover an area approximately 3km x 4km. 
In phase two, two Mitsubishi Heavy Industry 7MW Sea Angle turbines are due to be installed by 
April 2014. One of the turbines will be carried by a v-shape semi-sub and the other by an advanced 
spur.  
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 The demonstration project will run for a four year period from FY2011 to FY 2015 financed by the 
government’s supplementary budget at 12.5 billion JPY ($125 million). The total project cost is 
estimated to $189 million. 
It has been reported substantial resistance from the fishermen unions in Fukushima area against 
the project, but an agreement was reached this April after a year of negotiations. Persuading 
fishermen to relinquish some of their legally protected fishing rights was a major step forward for 
the project, and the agreement include an important catch:  The agreement reached with 
fishermen includes a clause requiring the developers to abandon further commercialization and to 
remove all installed plant if any adverse impact on fishing is discovered between now and 2015. 
According to Prof. Takeshi Ishihara, one of the concept founders, the Forward site could eventually 
host more than a hundred turbines. Port facilities at Onahama in Iwaki, Fukushima will be 
upgraded for the Forward project. 
 
Forward consortium members include: 
 Marubeni Corporation: Project integration, Feasibility Study, Approval and Licensing, 
Environment, Fishery Industry, O&M 
 University of Tokyo – Prof. Takeshi Ishihara: Technical Adviser, Floating Observation, 
Technical Developing 
 Mitsubishi Corporation:  Feasibility Study, Approval and Licensing, Environment, 
Fishery Industry, O&M 
 Mitsubishi Heavy Industry, Ltd.:  Floating Wind Turbine 
 IHI Marine United Inc.: Floating Wind Turbine, Floating Body for substation 
 Mitsui Engineering & shipbuilding Co., Ltd: Floating Wind Turbine 
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  Nippon Steel Corporation: Steel supply 
 Hitachi, Ltd.: Floating Electric Power Substation 
 Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.: Undersea Cable 
 Shimuzu Corporation: Construction Technology 
 Mizuho Information & Research Institute, Inc: Documentation, Committee Operations 
3.3.3 Goto Island projects. 
The Goto Island demonstration project, organized by the Ministry 
of Environment (MOE), was effectuated during the summer of 
2012 by installing a 100kW wind turbine made by Fuji Heavy. It was 
originally installed by Japan’s New Energy and Industrial 
Technology Development Organization (NEDO) on Isena Island in 
Okinawa in 2002. The turbine has now been moved to a site 1km 
off Kabashima Island, in Nagasaki Prefecture, and installed on a 
spar-type floater in water 96-99 metres deep.  The turbine is the 
largest yet to be used on a floating project in Japan and the first to 
be connected to the grid. 
MOE plans to replace the small turbine with a Hitachi 2MW model during 2013 or 2014 before 
launching larger floating projects by 2016. It aims to reach up to 5.6GW by 203059. 60 
The site is 1km offshore at a water depth of 96 meters.   
3.3.4 Ibaraki wind 
This large-scale shallow-water wind farm project off the 
port of Kashima is driven by the local government of 
Ibaraki Prefecture. Scheduled to start in fiscal 2015, the 
project will involve the installation of 48 5,000kw wind 
turbines over a period of two years.  The developers have 
selected Marubeni Corporation and local firm Wind 
Power Energy to oversee the project. Marubeni acquired 
in 2012 the UK vessel company Seajacks International, 
and announced in May 2013 that it will establish a 
Seajacks subsidiary, spend about 20 billion yen on a new, 
specially designed vessel for installing wind turbines, and mobilize an initial staff of 50-60 Japanese 
engineers61.  
59 http://www.rechargenews.com/wind/article1297704.ece 
60 Picture ref: Prof. Tomoaki Utsunomiya, Kyoto University, ONS Seminar, Stavanger Aug. 2012. 
61 http://e.nikkei.com/e/ac/tnks/Nni20130517D1705A09.htm  
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  Other ocean energy initiatives. 3.4
The Japanese government actively promotes research and technology development of other 
ocean energy sources. NEDO (New Energy Development Organization under METI) estimates the 
technically feasible potential for various sources to: 
 Wave power: 19TWh/year. Sources mainly from the Pacific coast and around Okinawa 
islands. 
 Ocean current: 10TWh/year. The Kuroshio current is among the strongest in the world, 
but it’s actual location can vary tens of kilometers each year – making it unfeasible for 
permanent installation.   
 Tidal power: 6 TWh/year. Areas of relevance include the “Inland Sea” between Shikoku 
and western Honshu. 
 Ocean thermal energy: 156 THW/Year. Huge potential, but requires a substantial 
technological development to make it economically feasible. Lockheed Martin announced 
an 100MW OTEC plant in China in April 201362. 
  
FIG 14:   OCEAN ENERGY MAPS OF JAPAN. (SOURCE: NEDO) 
 
 
NEDO initiated in 2011 a 5 year program to develop and demonstrate a number of technologies 
for ocean energy. Industry partners include ship-builders (Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding, 
Hitachi Zosen), engineering companies (Mitsubishi Heavy, Kawasaki Heavy, IHI, Toshiba, Toa Corp.), 
Kobe Steel, and R&D/academia (Mitsui Global Strategy Inst., Mitsubishi Research Inst., Mizuho 
Information and Research Inst., Tokyo University, Saga University). The road map of their studies 
are show below: 
62  http://www.renewableenergyfocus.com/view/32019/lockheed-martin-and-reignwood-group-to-develop-ocean-
thermal-energy-conversion-power-plant/  
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 4 Restructuring of the electricity system in Japan. 
 Current situation 4.1
The 10 regional electric power companies used to undertake power generation, transmission and 
distribution.  In 1995, the Electricity Enterprises Law was amended, and since then the electricity 
market has been gradually liberalized.  Today, the scope of liberalization is expanded to all high-
voltage users whose demand exceeds 50 kW, covering more than 60% of the total demand of 
electric power.  However, the grid and the 10 regional electric power companies are not separated 
yet, and the trading volume of the electricity market represents mere 0.4% of the total sales of 
electric power. 
 
FIG 15:  THE CURRENT ELECTRICITY STRUCTURE OF JAPAN (SOURCE: ANRE) 
 
 
4.1.1 Electric system reform  
As part of the overall energy policy, the DPJ government established a “Electric power reform 
committee” to revise the existing, monopolized electricity supply and distribution system. Inspired 
by restructuring processes in e.g. Nordic countries, the government aims to make the electricity 
system more cost efficient, encourage better use of infrastructure and natural resources and 
facilitate renewable energy. The two main pillars in the reform are: 
 Introduction of competition in generation, distribution and sales of electricity. This implies 
completion of the stepwise liberalization of electricity retail started in 2003; promote and 
facilities IPP (Independent Power Producer) business; relaxation of fixed retail tariffs and 
introduction/vitalization of wholesale and ancillary services markets. 
 Fair access to the transmission grid. Since much of the high-voltage grid is currently owned 
by the utilities, introduction of an independent system operator is required. This SO will 
overlook free and transparent access to the grid by all participants at fair fees. It is 
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 furthermore planned to “unbundle” the incumbent utilities – i.e. separation of their 
generation, transmission and retail sales/distribution businesses.      
The committee delivered its 157 page report in April 2013, concluding with a road map for 
restructuring illustrated in the figure below.  
 
FIG 16:  THE ROADMAP FOR ENERGY SYSTEM RESTRUCTURING (SOURCE: ANRE) 
  
 
The reforms will be carried out in three phases from 2015 to around 2020. Legislation will be 
needed at each stage but the bill before parliament lays out the plans or so-called roadmap. 
The main points of the legislation are: 
 To launch a nationwide power grid operator in around 2015, with the authority to monitor 
power demand/supply, and to order energy companies to provide electricity to the grid 
when necessary to ensure stable supply. 
 To establish a new electricity regulator in around 2015 to maintain steady supply and keep 
competition fair. Currently, the trade and industry ministry oversees the sector. 
 To submit legislation next year for opening up the retail power business in the second 
stage of reform around 2016. Regional power utilities are the sole providers of power to 
households and other small-lot users in their service areas at the moment. The large-lot 
power business has been liberalized. 
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  To submit a bill in 2015 at the earliest, requiring regional monopolies to spin off 
transmission and distribution operations into separate subsidiaries in the third stage in 
around 2018-2020. 
 To abolish all price controls by around 2018-2020. 
 To review the timing of the complete liberalization of power bills if implementation is 
shown to undermine stability of supply, raise the risk of unfair competition or hurt the 
interests of users. 
The reform will be rolled out over the next 7-8 years, but the implications for the entire energy 
industry and associated stakeholders will be immense. This will open a huge market for advisory 
services, modeling and simulation solutions, software and hardware solutions etc. that hopefully 
the Japanese stakeholders sees benefit to open up for foreign companies.  
The Japanese company MI Consulting Group63 predicts a range of areas where international 
companies with solid experience within electricity market reforms should be able to find business 
opportunities: 
Generation and transmission system operation 
 The new construction of the large power plants will decrease, however the renewable 
energy will keep increasing in future. Because of full-scale liberalization of retail business, 
utilities will not be able to use the fully distributed cost method; the investment collection 
in the long term will not be guaranteed. In addition, it is anticipated that the Japanese 
electricity demand decreases in the future. Therefore it is assumed that constructions of 
large power plants by the electric utilities will decrease. However the investment for 
cheap base-load generation such as coal-fired power will be made to some extent because 
the gap of base power supply caused by reduction of nuclear generation. The support of 
the government to renewable energy will continue because supply of electric power 
becomes insufficient resulted from the cease of nuclear plants, and the government tries 
to increase energy self-sufficiency ratio and to reduce greenhouse gas emission. The 
investment in transmission facilities will increase because the importance of wide area 
operation of transmission will increase and renewable energy sources are unevenly 
distributed. In addition, with increase in renewable energy whose output is unstable, 
large-scale storages of electricity may increase. However we should consider that the 
decrease of nuclear power allows pumping-up hydraulic power plants to be used, resulting 
little investment in large-scale storages. 
Retail and Regional energy 
 A lot of electricity retail companies will appear. After expanding liberalization of the retail 
market to the residential sector, the number of the customers will increase by more than 
100 times, and the amount of sales per customer will decrease. Then it is assumed that 
many companies with different cost structure may enter retail market. The tariffs will 
become complicated, for example the tariff which reflects a real-time market price will 
63 http://www.micg.jp/en/index.html 
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 appear. Then new businesses will appear such as consulting service to advise the most 
suitable rate menu, sales of the HEMS-related apparatus which supports demand response 
and sales of home fuel cells. Regional energy development will increase. Because it is 
expected that the utmost support of the government and the local government will 
continue, a lot of projects mainly with using decentralized energy will appear. 
Markets 
 An electricity futures market will be revitalized. As the volume of physical electricity 
transactions increase, the needs of price hedge will emerge. As a result, an electricity 
futures market will grow. Then a large number of companies will participate, and some 
companies will start developing and selling new financial products. 
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5 Opportunities for Norwegian companies in the Japanese energy market. 
Japan is a highly developed technological society and has world leading companies in a wide range 
of energy and environmental technology segments. Companies like Mitsubishi Heavy/Mitsubishi 
Electric, Hitachi, Toshiba, Subaru, Nippon Steel, Chiyoda, Kyocera, Sharp are among the global 
market leaders across the entire value chain from power plants (solar, hydro, thermal, nuclear) 
through transmission and distribution components to end-user appliances and transport. These 
companies have a firm grip on the domestic market, making it very difficult for foreign companies 
to penetrate the Japanese domestic market. Global giants like ABB, General Electric, Vestas, IBM, 
Alstom have established business in Japan, but with small market shares and very often in joint 
ventures with Japanese companies.  
This being said, the paradigm shift of the Japanese energy sector is expected to somehow shake 
the establishment and open up for international businesses and research cooperation. Although 
the Japanese engineering, manufacturing and ICT industry will develop state-of-the art technology 
to cover domestic needs and also compete on the global arenas, on the short term there are 
expressed needs for knowledge and capacity building from international industry with more 
experiences. This is especially relevant in the area of electricity system restructuring and on 
offshore energy. Norway has 40 years’ experience on offshore operations, and 20 years on 
deregulated electricity markets, and should be well positioned to offer consultancy services and 
innovative technology.   
 Renewable energy sector 5.1
Japan is seeing a boom in the solar energy sector thanks to the high FIT introduced in summer of 
2012. Many foreign companies, including Norwegian companies like Elkem Solar, REC and Norsun 
continues their business in Japan.  
Within geothermal energy, the limiting factor in Japan has been access to geothermal sites since 
they often are in national parks and privately owned “onsen” (hot spring) areas.  Although there 
are moves to change the regulations for national parks, there are needs for technologies to 
circumvent these limitations, such as horizontal drilling. Norway  has leading technologies on 
directed drilling for oil and gas, but the rock conditions, drill hole sizes and the cost regimes are so 
different between oil/gas sector and geothermal that is unlikely that there is much cross-over 
technology of interest in Japan. On the other hand – more efficient energy conversion technology 
is highly relevant. One example is the Norwegian company Viking Heat Engine’s engine for 
converting low-temperature heat to electricity. Their “CraftEngine” is now being marketed in 
Japan for the geothermal market64.  
 Offshore wind energy. 5.2
The Japanese market for offshore wind is being predicted to be among the largest in the world, 
together with the North Sea, east cost of USA and China/Korea seas. Although there are no 
64 http://vdg.no/index.php?menuid=16  
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 commercial offshore wind farms yet, the government incentives through R&D&D funding and high 
FIT levels has led to an increasing number of offshore wind project initiations.  
As listed above, Japanese shipbuilders, engineering contractors and energy companies are moving 
in to this space with ambitions of not only supply the domestic markets, but become 
internationally competitive. However the Japanese industry lags some 3-4 years behind countries 
like UK, Denmark and some extent Norway on a operational experiences.  
The graph below illustrates areas where the experience and knowledge gap between Norway and 
Japan may offer business opportunities. 
 
 
 
 
 
Academic cooperation. 
Leading professors at Tokyo, Kyoto, Nagoya and Kyushu Universities are strong influencers and 
promoters for offshore wind towards government and industry. Many of them are seeing 
international cooperation as necessary for Japan to establish their own world-class industry. 
Examples of collaboration relations being established between Norway and Japan are: 
 Nagoya University, led by Prof. Yasuda, and Norcowe/University of Bergen/Statoil within 
the area of stakeholder management, public acceptance of ocean energy and meteorology. 
 Tokyo University, led by prof. Arakawa, and NTNU/Sintef on design and operation topics. 
Offshore R&D
University level
Stakeholder
management
Bottomfixed
foundations
Floating
foundations
Turbine
manufacturing
Drive train,
transmisson etc.
Marine cables,
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design &
manufacturing
Installation,
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  Tokyo University, IIS, led by Prof. Kinoshita and UiB, Norcowe/Nowitech etc. on general 
testing and technology development of ocean energy. Prof. Kinoshita is establishing a 
Asian Marine Energy Center built on model from EMEC in Shetland. Norwegian 
participation is welcomed.  
 AIST (National Institute of Advanced Science and Technology) has a long-lasting 
cooperation with NTNU/Sintef and IFE on energy and environmental technologies.  Wind 
energy – especially safety issues – will be one of the core research areas in AIST’s new 
research center in Koriyama, where international cooperation has high priority. 
 Kyoto University, led by Prof. Utsunomiya, has several times visited Norway to present 
their work on floating offshore wind concepts. 
Technology 
The Norwegian floating foundation technology 
has attracted significant attention in Japan. 
Statoil and Hitachi Zosen signed November 
2012 a cooperation agreement about offshore 
wind technology, based on the Hywind and 
Hywind-II concept65. Hitachi Zosen has started 
Research Activity of Business Development for 
offshore wind power with other 6 companies. 
Hitachi Zosen has the strong intention to 
accelerate the business development of 
offshore wind power, through the Cooperation 
Agreement with Statoil. 
On this picture, Statoil’s senior vice president for renewable energy, Siri Espedal Kindem and 
Director General Keji Sawada sign the agreement witnessed by the Norwegian Prime Minister Jens 
Stoltenberg in Tokyo on November 1st, 2012.  
The Norwegian companies Sway66 and Sway Turbine67 have also attracted significant interest in 
Japan for their technologies for both the tension-leg SPAR floater and their new 10MW turbine.  
On bottom-fixed foundation technology, the company Fred Olsen United is looking towards the 
Japanese wind market for their suction-type foundation and installation vessels.  
Other areas where Norwegian technology may have attraction in Japan is on drive-train and 
energy transmission; electrification and sub-sea cables; material technologies and corrosion 
protection; and on supply and maintenance vessels. 
 
 
65 http://www.hitachizosen.co.jp/english/news/2012/11/000826.html  
66 http://www.sway.no/ 
67 http://www.swayturbine.no/  
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 Marine operations 
The perhaps most relevant aspect for Japanese-Norwegian cooperation is on experience and 
knowledge transfer on marine operations. Although Japan has a very strong tradition for 
constructing large floating structures such as platforms, FPSO etc., few are deployed in Japanese 
waters. Norwegian experiences from 40 years oil and gas operations in the North Sea would be 
valuable for Japanese developers over the next years.  
Experience and technology relate to base design and operations; logistics during operation and 
maintenance; vessel design and operations and project management and risk assessment are 
areas where Norway has a strong position.  
Japan is now revising the building codes and safety standards for offshore wind, an area where 
DNV Kema has a strong position.  
Supporting areas such as meteorology and wind simulation/prediction are also areas where 
Norwegian companies such as Storm GEO have refined offerings towards the wind industry.  
 
 Electricity system sector 5.3
Given that the progress of electricity reform continues as planned, the government (METI) is facing 
a formidable challenge in designing and implementing the reforms, including new organizations 
(the regulator and the system operator);  new and enhanced markets (day-ahead, intraday and 
balancing markets) and the new regulations governing grid access and unbundling of utilities. 
The figure below, made by MI Consulting Group, illustrates the various business areas that will be 
influenced under the market reform and where Norwegian and other international consultants 
may be engaged68.  
  
68 http://www.micg.jp/en/index.html 
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 FIG 17:  BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FROM ENERGY MARKET RESTRUCTURING PROCESS IN JAPAN 
(SOURCE: MI CONSULTING)  
  
System and market design 
In conversations with the author of this report, Takuya Yamazaki, Director of Legislation at METI, 
states that the government will carefully study similar reforms in Europe and USA, and will be 
needing knowledge and experience transfer from abroad.  
The road map of ANRE indicates the main elements of a “European type” market model with some 
“US ISO-type” elements such as one nation-wide system operator. However, the report does not 
describe the details, and there is clearly need for international advice to “make this right the first 
time”. Signals from e.g. ANRE and the interest to establish relations with e.g. European TSOs and 
market operators strengthens this view.  
Business opportunities for advice and support the government (METI/ANRE) within 1-2 years 
(phase 1): 
 Establish an Independent Regulator that again will develop and comprehensive and robust 
new market model and market law/act.  
 Design and establish and Independent System Operator – most probably a hybrid between 
a centralized operator communicating with a number of utility controlled/owned 
Transmission System Operators.   
 Specify and tender the software and communication systems for system operation 
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  Later (2015-2020): process of full retail liberalization, abolishment of set tariffs, 
enhancement of the JEPX/introduction of an intraday market, introduction of a real-time 
market, unbundling of utilities. 
Market participants 
The power utilities will probably not move much with new ICT and hardware systems until the new 
electricity structures are defined and under implementation (2014-2016). However, the new 
renewables and government policy promoted massive investment in inter-regional transmission, 
which make open opportunities for software and hardware vendors. The opportunity on short 
term is to support the utilities with competence and knowledge capacity building. 
Expected software and hardware requirements over the next 7-10 years are driven by: 
 Focus on power savings, peak cutting, demand-side management; such as aggregate 
megawatt through energy management systems at commercial customers and provide 
services to utilities; optimize peak consumption at commercial facilities and provide energy 
consulting services; optimize use of distribute generation at customer site during peak 
demand periods and peak reduction through remote control of smart appliances, BEMS. 
 Emerging business in energy management services with new entrants 
 Full scale roll-out of smart meters by early 2020’s, starting with TEPCO 
 International standards and technologies promoted by the Government 
 Change of Generation Mix and Renewables (outfacing nuclear and aggressive FIT) 
As example, the Energy Fuji Kaizai estimates the market for energy management tools in Japan to 
be in the $1 billion / year in 202069. 
Norwegian Environmental Technology Center - NETC. 
Innovation Norway, in partnership with Statoil, Sintef and DNV KEMA, established in 2011 the 
Norwegian Environmental Technology Center70 – NETC – to promote and support Norwegian 
energy and environmental technologies to the Japanese and other Asian markets.  The focus areas 
are on renewable energy – especially ocean energy; clean transportation – hydrogen and LNG; 
energy system integration and energy markets. 
NETC has been engaged on academic and research collaboration activities towards leading 
Japanese universities on environmental technologies, such as Kyushu University/I2CNER on 
hydrogen research and deployment; Tokyo University for offshore wind; Nagoya University on 
ocean energy stakeholder management; AIST on material and energy technology; Kyoto University 
on renewable energy.  NETC has furthermore an extensive network towards Japanese government 
and industry that can be utilized for Norwegian companies with abilities and ambitions for the 
Japanese energy market. 
69 http://www.group.fuji-keizai.co.jp/e_006.html 
70 www.netc.no  
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 DNV KEMA Energy & Sustainability 
DNV KEMA -  one of the NETC partners – has leading positions globally 
on relevant areas such as offshore energy; energy Markets and 
Regulations; and on Electricity Transmission & Distribution. DNV has a 
strong presence in Japan and may serve as gateway into the Japanese 
market for other companies through advisory services71.  
DNV KEMA’s wind energy consulting and wind certification teams have been contributing to the 
successful growth of the global wind energy industry by providing a full range of services for 
developers, manufacturers, owners, and financiers investing in wind energy. DNV KEMA’s wind 
energy consulting services cover the entire life-cycle of wind projects and include wind resource 
assessment, wind project due diligence, development assistance, owner’s engineering, accredited 
testing and instrumentation, wind turbine engineering, marine advisory services, asset 
management, and health, safety & environment (HSE). Their accredited wind turbine and wind 
project certification teams perform independent verification to ensure designs are compliant to 
established industry standards and then issue certificates of compliance.  
 Governmental cooperation. 
On May 2011, the State Secretary Rikke Lind from Norwegian Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI) 
and Vice Minister Seiichi Ohkuchi from Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 
(MLIT) signed a “Memorandum of Cooperation in the Field of Maritime Technology and Industry”. 
Cooperative activities under this memorandum includes: 
 Exchange of views and information on policy and 
regulations in the field of maritime technology and 
industry, including the Arctic Circle related matter and 
those relation to the LNG fuel ship, Offshore Wind Turbine, 
Ship recycling, ocean development  and the promotion of 
environmentally friendly and energy efficient maritime 
technology and means of energy efficiency. ; 
 Cooperation in developing maritime technology and 
industry and in dissemination environmentally friendly 
maritime technology, on a global scale including through joint projects; 
 Cooperation in maritime technology and industry-related international organizations, 
including the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD); 
 Cooperation to seek market access for the two countries’ maritime industries. 
 
71 http://www.dnvkema.com/ 
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 China 
 
1 China-Norway Renewable Energy Collaboration Background 
As its new leaders seek to shift to more sustainable development, China must work with other 
countries and benefit from international energy technology collaboration. Norway has one of the 
most well-developed clean energy technology sectors in the world, given its position as a leading 
developer of hydro, tidal, solar, offshore wind and smart grid technologies. The purpose of this 
chapter is to identify broad areas of collaboration potential in each of these areas as well as 
specific companies that could be involved in collaboration efforts.  
China is the world’s largest consumer of energy and the world’s largest emitter of carbon 
dioxide.72 The nation faces immense challenges in supplying its growing economy with reliable 
energy while shifting to more sustainable and environmentally friendly development. The majority 
of China’s energy demands are currently met through coal combustion, which not only emits more 
carbon dioxide per unit of energy consumed, but also is the leading cause of severe air pollution 
experienced by nearly all major Chinese cities. Coal and other conventional energy resources also 
pose problems for China’s water supply—many areas with abundant coal reserves lack sufficient 
water resources to continue to increase output from this energy source. As a result of resource 
consumption, air emissions and water scarcity issues, China’s government has made diversifying 
energy sources a major national policy priority.  
In 2013, China’s incoming government has made it clear that these priorities will capture 
increasing attention from policy-makers as leaders seek to address public concerns about human 
health issues that are inextricably linked to China’s current industrial and energy sector practices. 
For over a decade, China has pursued renewable energy technology development. In the past five 
years, this effort has produced spectacular results as the nation has become the largest producer 
of solar PV wafers, cells and modules as well as the largest installer of wind turbines. China also 
has ambitious plans in areas ranging from nuclear to bio-energy to hydroelectric power. Though 
clearly some sectors have attracted more interest than others, China is pursuing a large number of 
technologies reflecting the diversity of this huge nation’s potential clean energy resources. 
Norway for its part boasts a large number of strengths that make it a great potential collaboration 
partner for China. First and foremost, Norway’s long record of excellence in hydropower 
technology and offshore oil and gas development gives the country a broad spectrum of knowhow 
applicable to hydro and offshore renewable energy development such as wind and tidal power. In 
addition, Norway’s technology sector has much to offer in the smart grid and grid operations 
space. And in solar, Norway’s long history of metallurgical industrial development has led the 
country to the top ranks of science and technology in low-cost manufacturing techniques for solar 
grade silicon—though the current overcapacity in this area has dampened activity recently. This 
report shows that there is ample opportunity for collaboration in all these areas. 
72 Adam Vaughan, “China burns half of coal consumption worldwide, figures show,” The Guardian, www.guardian.co.uk, 
Mar. 28, 2013. 
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 2 Energy supply and demand 
 Summary 2.1
 
FIG 1:  CHINA TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION, 2012 
 
 
Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy, June 2012; NDRC 
China relies on coal for around 70% of energy supply. The country now accounts for almost half of 
global coal consumption. By 2015, China could have over 1,000 GW of coal-fired power. Coal is 
largely responsible for the China’s air pollution problems and greenhouse gas emissions. 
China has become one of the world’s largest oil consuming countries and the second largest 
importer of oil after the U.S. China is now the world’s largest car market, and though the country 
has toughened fuel economy regulations the market for hybrids and electric cars has not taken off, 
despite incentives. 
Natural gas is at an early stage of development in China. Recently, attention has centered on the 
development of shale gas reserves, of which China has more than any other country. However, an 
under-developed pipeline infrastructure and lack of natural gas-fired generation capacity imply 
this sector will take time to develop. Currently, China must import over a fourth of its natural gas 
consumption, a fraction that will increase in coming years. 
Hydroelectric power is a rapidly rising source of electricity production in certain regions of 
southwest and central China. China has the largest dam in the world, the Three Gorges Dam, and 
there are plans for dozens more dams on various rivers that flow into Southeast Asia, creating 
tensions with neighbors. The hydroelectric power sector is discussed in greater detail in later 
chapters. 
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 There were over 12 GW of nuclear power stations operating in 2012, and China could reach 58 GW 
of nuclear power capacity by 2020. However, nuclear power will still account for around 4% of 
power generated. 
China has set aggressive targets for wind and solar capacity, and the country is already the largest 
wind power adopter and the largest manufacturer of solar panels. The wind and solar sectors are 
discussed in greater detail in later chapters. 
 Coal 2.2
China’s energy system currently relies mainly on coal, which accounts for roughly 70% of total 
energy consumption. Coal consumption has grown rapidly from 1.5 billion tons annually in 2000 to 
3.9 billion tons in 2011; China accounted for an astonishing 47% of world coal consumption in 
2011.73  
Coal dominates the electric power sector, accounting for 66% of electric generating capacity and 
73% of electricity production in 2012.74 The country has over 819 GW of thermal power stations at 
the end of 2012, almost all of which are coal-fired.75 China is expected to have at least 1,000 GW 
of coal-fired power stations by 2020, accounting for roughly two-thirds of installed capacity in that 
year—whereas other forecasts suggest China could cross 1,000 GW of coal far earlier, by 2016.76 
Though coal’s share of electricity generated should decline to 68% 2015, coal consumption for 
electric generation and other uses will still increase overall. 
China recognizes that reliance on low-cost coal carries a number of major short-term and long-
term problems. Many coal resources are located in regions with scarce water resources, 
exacerbating China’s water shortage issues given the volumes of water required to generate 
energy from coal.77 Coal combustion accounts for the largest share of urban air pollution: coal 
emissions spread across regions and create haze that covers whole provinces, depending on 
winds.78 In the capital, coal is the largest contributor to fine particulate matter (known as 
PM2.5).79 Nationally coal emissions account for most emissions of sulfur dioxide, and oxides of 
nitrogen (NOx).80 Various studies have shown the deadly effects of air pollution for public health, 
73 Adam Vaughan, “China burns half of coal consumption worldwide, figures show,” The Guardian, www.guardian.co.uk, 
Mar. 28, 2013. 
74 “我国中长期发电能力及电力需求发展预测 [China Mid- to Long-term Electric Energy and Electricity Demand 
Development Forecast],” National Energy Agency, www.nea.gov.cn, Feb. 22, 2013. 
75 “国家能源局发布 2012年全社会用电量 [NEA issues 2012 national energy usage data],” NEA, www.nea.gov.cn, Jan. 
14, 2013. 
76 Jude Clemente, “China Leads the Global Race to Cleaner Coal,” Power Magazine, www.powermag.com, Dec. 1, 2012; 
see also Adam Worthington, “China energy and power – Chinese energy and policy: Gridlocked,” Macquarie, July 12, 
2012. 
77 Wai-Shin Chan, et al., “No water, no power: Is there enough water to fuel China’s power expansion?” HSBC, 
September 2012. 
78 Jianlei Lang, et al., “A Monitoring and Modeling Study to Investigate Regional Transport and Characteristics of PM2.5 
Pollution,” Aerosol and Air Quality Research, article in press, aaqr.org, 2013. 
79 Lingda Yu, et al., “Characterization and Source Apportionment of PM2.5 in an Urban Environment in Beijing, Aerosol 
and Air Quality Research, 13: 574-583, aaqr.org, April 2013. 
80 Zhao Y. et al., "The effects of recent control policies on trends in emissions of anthropogenic atmospheric pollutants 
and CO2 in China," Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 487-508, 2013. 
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 with the World Health Organization in 2007 estimating 656,000 people die annually from air 
pollution in China, while a 2010 study in Lancet estimated 1.3 million die of air pollution-related 
causes.81 A 2012 study by Greenpeace and the Peking University School of Public Health estimated 
air pollution that year caused 8,572 premature deaths in four major Chinese cities.82 Coal is also 
the primary cause of China’s status as the world’s largest emitter of carbon dioxide. 
As coal production continues in China, carbon capture and storage (CCS), the emerging technology 
which offers the prospects of reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, becomes a key element 
in building cleaner energy use models in China.83 CCS in China has moved from an R&D effort to 
demonstration projects and will gradually move towards commercial-scale CCS projects. China first 
used CCS for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) in 2006 in Jilin province. China’s first commercial-scale 
CCS project in Inner Mongolia was led by Shenhua group in 2010 captured 40,000 tons of CO2 in its 
first 15 months of operations.84 Shenhua Group has a joint U.S.-China project to collect high-purity 
CO2 from a direct coal liquefaction facility in the Ordos Basin of Inner Mongolia.85 To further 
promote CCS, China intends to seek more international cooperation for learning international 
expertise in CCS technology, developing a comprehensive regulatory framework for CCS, as well as 
reducing cost.  
The Chinese government has attached high importance to CCS technical development. Several 
technical supporting policies identify CCS technology as a key technology for reducing China’s 
greenhouse gas emissions. China also has pursued a range of CCS R&D projects. China has also 
made significant progress in piloting and demonstrating CCS technology projects: In China 
currently thirteen CCS demonstration projects are in operation.86 Another six projects are planned, 
two of which are extensions of existing projects. Among those projects, seven projects use CO2 for 
EOR (40-1000 thousand tons of CO2/year) while three projects use CO2 for food or industrial 
purposes (3-120 thousand tons of CO2/year).87  
 Oil 2.3
In 2012 China consumed 502 million tons of oil, or 10.6 million barrels per day.88 China demand 
growth currently accounts for over half of worldwide demand growth for oil.89 China consumed 
only 4.8 million barrels per day (238 million tons per year) of oil in 2000, implying a compound 
81  Kevin Holden Platt, “Chinese Air Pollution Deadliest in World, Report Says,” National Geographic, 
www.nationalgeographic.com, July 9, 2007; “Environment problems pose health risk for China: Lancet,” The 
Independent, www.independent.co.uk, March 26, 2010. 
82 “Study on premature deaths reveals health impact of PM2.5 in China,” Greenpeace, www.greenpeace.org, Dec. 18, 
2012. 
83 Deborah Seligsohn, et al., “CCS in China: Toward an Environmental, Health, and Safety Regulatory Framework,” World 
Resources Institute, www. wri.org, Aug. 2010 
84 “China's 1st CCS project captures 40k tons of CO2,” China Daily, www. chinadaily.com, Aug. 7, 2012  
85 Julio Friedmann, et al., “Identifying Near-Term Opportunities for Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) in China,” 
www. nrdc.org, Oct.2009 
86 Mark Jaccard and Jianjun Tu, “Show Some Enthusiasm, But Not Too Much: Carbon Capture and Development 
Prospects in China,” Global Environmental Change, Volume 21, Page 402-412, Apr. 2011  
87 Ibid. 
88 Assumes 7.33 barrels per ton and constant imports versus 2011. 
89 “China: Country Analysis Brief,” U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, www.eia.gov, 
September 2012. 
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 annual growth rate of 6.4% between 2000 and 2012.90 In 2012 China imported roughly 56.6% of its 
oil needs—importing 5.7 million barrels per day, or 284 million tons per year—making China the 
world’s second largest oil importer after the U.S.91 China’s oil consumption could reach 700 million 
tons annually in 2020.92 
In 2011 China had 225 million vehicles, including 106 million cars, compared to just 1 million cars 
in 1990 and 12 million cars in 2004.93 In 2009 China passed the U.S. as the world’s largest car 
market. In 2011 China had vehicle sales of 18.5 million compared to 12.8 million in the U.S..94 
China has responded to this rapid growth in oil consumption by adopting strict fuel economy 
regulations,95 rapidly tightening standards for auto tailpipe emissions,96 promoting development 
of both conventional and cellulosic biofuels, and designating new energy vehicles as a Strategic 
Emerging Industry97 with policy targets and subsidies for purchases. However, Chinese car 
consumers focus heavily on automobiles as a symbol of wealth and power, while fuel efficiency 
and environmental consciousness have not caught on. In 2012 Toyota sold only one Prius vehicle. 
Other hybrid or electric vehicles, including those made in China, also sold far below expectations.98 
 Natural gas 2.4
Natural gas supplies are limited by both scarce conventional gas resources and under-developed 
gas infrastructure. However, gas is considered important to both improving air quality and 
diversifying energy supply. For these reasons, the National Energy Agency (NEA) expects the share 
of natural gas in China’s energy consumption mix to rise from just 4% in 2010 to 8% in 2015 and 
10% in 2020.99 Natural gas accounted for just 3.3% of electricity generation in 2012.100 
In 2012 China produced 107.7 billion cubic meters of gas, up 6.5% from the prior year. China 
imported 42.5 billion cubic meters of gas, up 31%. Consumption of 147.1 bcm rose 13% from the 
90 “China: Country Analysis Brief,” U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, www.eia.gov, 
September 2012. 
91 “《2012年国内外油气行业发展报告》发布 [‘2012 domestic and foreign oil and gas industry development report’ 
released],” China Securities Report, www.askci.com, Mar. 23, 2013. 
92 “2020年中国石油消费总量或将突破 7亿吨 [In 2020 China oil consumption will pass 700 million tons],” China 
Intelligence Net, www.askci.com, July 5, 2012. 
93 “Automobile sales in China,” Facts and Details, factsanddetails.com, accessed Feb. 28, 2013; Yves Engler and Bianca 
Mugyenyi, “China's cars on road to ruin?” People and the Planet, www.peopleandplanet.net, June 7, 2005. 
94  “Automobile sales in China,” Facts and Details, factsanddetails.com, accessed Feb. 28, 2013. 
95 “2012年中国汽车产业实施新政一览” [In 2012 China’s Auto Industry Will Implement a New Round of Policies], 
People Net, people.com.cn, Feb. 15, 2012. 
96 Chen Aizhu, “Beijing to slap tougher emissions standards on vehicles: Xinhua,” Reuters, www.reuters.com, Jan. 23, 
2013; Zhao Y. et al., "The effects of recent control policies on trends in emissions of anthropogenic atmospheric 
pollutants and CO2 in China," Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 487-508, 2013. 
97 “Decision on Accelerating the Cultivation and Development of Strategic Emerging Industry (SEI),” China State Council, 
October 10, 2010. 
98 Jonathan Watts, “China's love affair with the car shuns green vehicles,” The Guardian, www.guardian.co.uk, Aug. 24, 
2011. 
99 "十二五期间天然气占能源消费结构比重倍增至 8%--能源局” [Share of Natural Gas in China’s Energy Mix Expected 
to Double to 8% under the 12th Five-Year Plan: NEA], Reuters, June 21, 2010, www.reuters.com 
100 “我国中长期发电能力及电力需求发展预测 [China Mid- to Long-term Electric Energy and Electricity Demand 
Development Forecast],” National Energy Agency, www.nea.gov.cn, Feb. 22, 2013. 
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 prior year.101 China is believed to have extensive supplies of unconventional natural gas, especially 
shale gas: China has an estimated 34 trillion cubic meters of technically-recoverable shale gas 
reserves according to a 2011 U.S. Department of Energy estimate, more than any other country in 
the world.102 China is rushing to develop these resources, with a target of 6.5 bcm of shale gas 
production for 2015.103 A recent Chinese government forecast suggested China could raise total 
gas production to 300 bcm by 2030.104 Pipeline capacity is a major constraint, but construction is 
underway on a vast network of over 100,000 kilometers, to be completed by 2015, versus only 
35,000 kilometers in 2010.105 New agreements signed in 2013 with Russia could bring additional 
imports of gas to the Northeast and Northwest106, both of which would benefit given the need 
these regions have for flexible generation capacity to balance renewable energy production. 
 Nuclear 2.5
China had 12.5 GW of nuclear power as of October 2012, and will add 3.2 GW of new nuclear 
capacity in 2013.107 China’s plans for nuclear development were briefly put on hold following the 
2011 Fukishima meltdown in Japan, but progress on nuclear expansion subsequently returned to 
its prior pace and the country resumed work toward a target of 70 GW nuclear capacity by 
2020.108 The most recent forecast suggests China will have 42 GW of nuclear capacity in 2015109 
and 58 GW of nuclear by 2020, generating 4% of the country’s electricity.110  
101  “天然气价格改革  要慢走别猛跑  [Gas price reform will have to go slow, no mad dash],” China Daily, 
www.chinadaily.com.cn, Mar. 27, 2013. 
102 “World Shale Gas Resources: An Initial Assessment of 14 Regions Outside the United States,” U.S. Department of 
Energy, Energy Information Administration, www.eia.gov, August 2011. 
103 Chen Aizhu, “China's ragtag shale army a long way from revolution,” Reuters, www.reuters.com, Mar. 11, 2013. 
104 “我国中长期发电能力及电力需求发展预测 [China Mid- to Long-term Electric Energy and Electricity Demand 
Development Forecast],” National Energy Agency, www.nea.gov.cn, Feb. 22, 2013. 
105 “我国天然气管道规划长度 2015年将达 10万千米” [China’s Planned Natural Gas Pipeline Will Reach 100,000 km 
by 2015], Sinopec News Network, www.sinopecnews.com.cn, January 22, 2010. 
106 James Marson, “Russia and China Sign Major Natural Gas Supply Pact,” Wall Street Journal, Mar. 22, 2013. 
107 “China plans 20% growth in nuclear power output,” China Daily, www.chinadaily.com.cn, Mar. 12, 2013. 
108 Liu Yiyu, “China’s nuclear power projects continue,” China Daily, www.chinadaily.com.cn, May 26, 2011. 
109 “Official projects China’s 2015 nuclear power,” China Daily, www.chinadaily.com.cn, Nov. 29, 2012. 
110 “China plans 20% growth in nuclear power output,” China Daily, www.chinadaily.com.cn, Mar. 12, 2013. 
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  Electricity 2.6
For the last decade, China has become almost synonymous with growth—both for economic 
output and energy consumption. China is now the world’s second largest economy, but it is the 
largest consumer of energy and the largest emitter of carbon dioxide.  
 
FIG 2:  CHINA ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION, BILLION KWH, 1980-2012, FORECAST TO 2020 
 
 
Source: CEC, SERC 
Electricity demand growth has risen faster than economic growth in recent years, as industrial 
production and exports rise and Chinese people move to urban areas. Overall electricity demand 
rose by a factor of 3.6x from 2000 to 2012, a compound-annual growth rate of 11.4%.111 According 
to statistics from SERC and CEC, demand will grow by a further 70% between 2012 and 2020, a 
6.9% annual growth rate. Unlike in most Western countries, in China industrial demand accounts 
for the majority of electricity demand—industry accounted for 72% of consumption in 2012.112 
Though industrial electricity demand growth will likely slow, commercial and residential demand 
will account for larger shares of demand as China shifts towards a more service and consumer 
economic model. 
 
111 Calculation based on 2012 electricity consumption of 4959 TWh from “国家能源局发布 2012年全社会用电量 [NEA 
issues 2012 national energy usage data],” NEA, www.nea.gov.cn, Jan. 14, 2013; 2000 electricity consumption of 1347 
TWh from “2000-2008年中国全社会用电量增长情况 [2000-2008 China national electricity consumption growth],” 
Zhaoshang Securities, www.okokok.com.cn, Jan. 25, 2008.  
112 “国家能源局发布 2012年全社会用电量 [NEA issues 2012 national energy usage data],” NEA, www.nea.gov.cn, Jan. 
14, 2013. 
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 FIG 3:  CHINA ELECTRICITY GENERATED – FORECAST, GWH, 2011-2015 
 
 
Source:  SERC, NDRC 
 
FIG 4:  ESTIMATED ELECTRICITY GENERATION BY FUEL SOURCE, 2011 AND 2015 
 
 
Source:  Azure International, Macquarie 
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  Environmental goals 2.7
2013 marks a major leadership transition for China, and in the first few months of the year the 
state-run media have made it clear that the government intends to make environment a top 
priority—in other words, the quality of growth will be considered as well as the size of growth. The 
prior leadership team had established numerous policy goals related to environmental issues, 
including carbon emissions, energy intensity, clean water and clean air. 
In 2009 China’s State Council approved a commitment to reducing carbon intensity of GDP versus 
2005 levels by 40-45% by 2020.113 (Assuming average economic growth between 5% and 7%, this 
would imply a 30-50% increase in carbon emissions versus 2012.) The 12th Five-Year Plan on 
greenhouse gas emissions introduced energy and carbon reduction targets for each province and 
discussed including carbon reduction as a key performance indicator (KPI) for evaluating local 
officials.114 
 
FIG 5:  CARBON EMISSIONS OF MAJOR ECONOMIES, 2000-2010, FORECAST TO 2020, MILLION 
TONS 
 
 
Source: International Energy Agency  
 
The 12th Five-Year Plan also includes targets for energy intensity improvements over 2011-2015. 
During this period, China plans to achieve a 16% reduction in energy intensity, compared to a 19% 
reduction achieved in the prior five years.115 
China has included emissions targets for pollutants like NOX and SO2 in both the 11th Five-Year 
Plan (2006-2010) and the 12th Five Year Plan (2011-2015). In December 2012, emissions targets 
113 Li Xianzhi, “China announces targets on carbon emission cuts,” Xinhua, news.xinhuanet.com, Nov. 26, 2011. 
114 “‘十二五’控制温室气体排放工作方案” [12th Five-Year Plan Greenhouse Gas Emissions Working Document], State 
Council, January 13, 2012; “国务院关于加强环境保护重点工作的意见” [The views of State Council on strengthening 
the work of key environmental protection], NDRC, fgs.ndrc.gov.cn, Dec. 20, 2011. 
115 Henry Wu, “China’s 12th Five-Year Plan: A Healthy Push,” Nomura Research, Nov. 29, 2010. 
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 for these pollutants were tightened and new targets for major cities were included for PM2.5.116 
China will aim to cut SO2 emissions by 10%, NOX emissions by 7% and PM2.5 emissions in 13 major 
cities by 5%. Cutting emissions while expanding electricity output and industrial production 
requires continuing to implement new emissions control technology while more strictly enforcing 
laws already in place. 
In addition to these measures, China has made renewable energy technology a leading industry 
and devoted a large number of policies to its promotion. Not only have these policies helped 
establish a new, high-tech manufacturing industry in China for wind and solar, but they have 
slowly begun to transform China’s energy production.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
116 “China releases air pollution reduction plan, vows PM2.5 cut,” China Daily,  
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 3 Renewable energy 
 Status and deployment 3.1
 
FIG 6:  RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY GENERATION, 2005-2012, TWH 
 
 
Source: Statistics on China Renewables and Non-fossil Energy Utilization, China National Renewable Energy Centre 
3.1.1 Summary 
In 2000, China’s energy system consisted mainly of coal power, followed by a large amount of 
hydroelectric power located in Southwest and Central China. Today China’s energy mix is still 
dominated by coal, and to a lesser extent hydro, but all energy sources have seen rapid additions 
to both overall capacity and output. Renewable energy is now seen as a major element of the 
country’s overall energy strategy for both diversifying energy sources and generating clean energy. 
Hydro, wind, solar and biomass are all growing rapidly. Renewable energy is spurred by 
government targets, subsidies, low-cost loans from state-owned banks, and national industrial 
policies. These favorable policies have made China into a leading wind and solar developer and a 
leading manufacturer of wind turbines and solar PV worldwide. Major problems have attended 
this rise, however: China’s wind and solar manufacturing capability expanded more rapidly than 
demand, and some regions of China have experienced difficulties using all of the energy supplied 
by local wind and solar. In addition, rapid expansion of China’s hydroelectric power is expected to 
create controversy and resource disputes with China’s southern neighbors. 
3.1.2 Hydroelectricity 
Hydroelectricity is the largest source of renewable energy. China boasts some of the world’s 
largest hydroelectric dams, including the 18 GW Three Gorges Dam, the world’s largest. China has 
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 plans to develop essentially all of its major hydroelectric resources. China had 249 GW of hydro 
power in 2012, accounting for around 22% of total capacity.117 Of this figure, pumped hydro 
accounted for 20 GW of capacity.118 The country is targeting to add 74 GW of new hydro between 
2011 and 2015 while working on a further 120 GW of long-term projects,119 reaching 400 GW by 
2020.120 China is planning a 12-dam, 59-GW project on Jinsha River in Tibet, Yunnan and Sichuan, 
but projects in these regions have raised major diplomatic concerns with downstream countries.121 
China’s National Energy Administration estimates the country has 541 GW of technically 
exploitable hydroelectric resources, of which 402 GW could be developed economically to produce 
1,753 TWh annually.122 
China’s small hydro capacity is also the world’s largest, at 58.4 GW in 2010.123 In 2012, China had 
34.3 GW of distributed energy capacity, of which small hydro accounted for 26.7 GW (not all small 
hydro is considered distributed energy).124 China’s 12th Five-Year Plan for hydro calls for China to 
have 68 GW of small hydro by 2015.125 Distributed energy is also viewed as a way to improve rural 
incomes and supply irrigation. 
3.1.3 Wind 
China had 78 GW of wind power installed at the end of 2012,126 of which 63 GW was connected to 
the grid.127 China’s official target for 2015 is for at least 100 GW of grid-connected wind capacity. 
China’s 2015 wind target also specifies that China should have 5 GW of offshore wind installed by 
that date, and wind power should contribute at least 190 TWh of generation to the grid each 
year.128 The generation target should help ensure that wind development policy focuses more on 
efficient and effective energy generation than on investment in capital equipment. 
117 “国家能源局发布 2012年全社会用电量 [NEA issues 2012 national energy usage data],” NEA, www.nea.gov.cn, Jan. 
14, 2013. 
118 “我国中长期发电能力及电力需求发展预测 [China Mid- to Long-term Electric Energy and Electricity Demand 
Development Forecast],” National Energy Agency, www.nea.gov.cn, Feb. 22, 2013. 
119 “水电发展“十二五”规划全文 [Hydroelectricity development 12th Five-Year Plan: full text],” North Star Electricity 
Grid News Center, news.bjx.com.cn, Nov. 14, 2012. 
120 Rachel Beitarie, “Burst of New Dams in Southwest China Produces Power and Public Ire,” Circle of Blue, March 22, 
2011, www.circleofblue.org; David Stanway, “Analysis: China’s push for more hydropower tests limits,” 
Reuters,www.reuters.com, July 12, 2011. 
121 Brahma Chellaney, “China’s Hydro-Hegemony,” New York Times, www.nytimes.com, Feb. 7, 2013. 
122 “我国中长期发电能力及电力需求发展预测 [China Mid- to Long-term Electric Energy and Electricity Demand 
Development Forecast],” National Energy Agency, www.nea.gov.cn, Feb. 22, 2013. 
123 “水电发展“十二五”规划全文 [Hydroelectricity development 12th Five-Year Plan: full text],” North Star Electricity 
Grid News Center, news.bjx.com.cn, Nov. 14, 2012. 
124 “分布式能源 ‘破茧而出’ [Distributed energy ‘emerges from the cocoon’],” China Business Daily, Mar. 25, 2013. 
125 “水电发展“十二五”规划全文 [Hydroelectricity development 12th Five-Year Plan: full text],” North Star Electricity 
Grid News Center, news.bjx.com.cn, Nov. 14, 2012.  
126 Anders Hove and Sebastian Meyer, “China Wind Market Quarterly, 4Q 2012,” Greentech Media Research and Azure 
International, www.greentechmedia.com, February 2013. 
127 “国家能源局发布 2012年全社会用电量 [NEA issues 2012 national energy usage data],” NEA, www.nea.gov.cn, Jan. 
14, 2013. 
128 “国际合作推动中国可再生能源规模化发展 [International cooperation promoted the large scale development of 
Chinese renewable energy],” National Energy Administration (NEA), www.nea.gov.cn, November 17, 2011.  
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 In terms of installed capacity, China has more wind power than any other country, and accounted 
for over one-fourth of the 285 GW in wind capacity worldwide at the end of 2012. Though the U.S. 
added more capacity than China in 2012, China nevertheless accounted for 35-37% of the global 
wind installations in 2012.129 Azure projects China will add a further 70-80 GW by 2017, accounting 
for roughly one-third of worldwide installations during that period.130 
3.1.4 Solar 
China had 4.5-4.7 GW of solar PV installed at the end of 2012, accounting for just 14% of world 
installed capacity.131 In December 2012 China established a new 2013 installation target of 10 GW, 
which would more than triple the country’s total solar capacity.132 In January, the National Energy 
Agency announced an unofficial 2015 total solar capacity target of 35 GW, up from the prior target 
of at least 21 GW.133 The new 35 GW target includes 10 GW of distributed solar.134 China 
anticipates reaching at least 50 GW of solar by 2020.135 
In the last two years China has taken steps to boost domestic demand for solar, partly to resolve 
issues of overcapacity in the domestic solar manufacturing sector. In 2010, solar was generally 
seen as too expensive for the China market, and 95% of Chinese-made solar panels were for 
export,136 especially to Western European countries with attractive feed-in tariffs. As prices have 
come down, solar has become more competitive as an energy source. At the same time, price 
plunges have caused financial difficulties at solar manufacturers worldwide, including China. In 
2012 world solar demand was estimated at 20 GW, compared to 40 GW of world manufacturing 
capacity, of which 20 GW  was located in China.137 China’s new solar energy targets have been 
viewed in part as an effort to boost demand, but in the near term these measures are unlikely to 
be sufficient to resolve the overcapacity issue, and more insolvencies are anticipated.  
3.1.5 Bio-energy 
China's bio-energy production to end users experienced dramatic growth from 160 PJ in 2000 to 
more than 1500 PJ in 2010, and it is expected to further double during the 12th Five-Year Plan 
129 Based on Azure installation figures for China in 2012 of 15-17 GW and 45 GW in installations worldwide; see 
“Navigant Research Releases New BTM Wind Report: World Market Update 2012,” Navigant Research, 
www.navigantresearch.com, Mar. 26, 2013. 
130 Based on Azure forecasts for China wind additions. Navigant expects 241 GW in additions worldwide by 2017; see 
“Navigant Research Releases New BTM Wind Report: World Market Update 2012,” Navigant Research, 
www.navigantresearch.com, Mar. 26, 2013. 
131 “分布式能源 ‘破茧而出’ [Distributed energy ‘emerges from the cocoon’],” China Business Daily, Mar. 25, 2013; “中
国西部光伏电站大起底 [Western China PV Stations Top-to-Bottom],” PV-Tech Pro, February 2013. 
132 “2013年全国能源工作会议召开 刘铁男作报告 [2013 National Energy Agency Work Meeting Opens, Liu Tienan 
Delivers Report],” Money163, money.163.com, Jan. 8, 2013. 
133 “光伏发电目标再扩 14 GW [PV plant target expanded by 14 GW],” Sohu, business.sohu.com, Jan. 30, 2013. 
134 “单位个人自发电可卖给电网 国家电网重举促进分布式电源并网 [Individual units’ own power production can be 
injected into the grid; State Grid will promote distributed electricity interconnection],” China Daily, 
www.chinadaily.com.cn, Feb. 27, 2013. 
135 “China raises PV target by 67%,” Solar Tribune, www.solartribune.com, Feb. 4, 2013. 
136 “Factbox: How China promotes its green sector,” Reuters, www.reuters.com, Jan. 17, 2011. 
137 “Prospects for China's solar PV industry gloomy,” China.org, china.org.cn, Feb. 12, 2012. 
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 period (2011-2015). Bio-energy production accounted for around 0.6% of China's total energy 
consumption at 3.62 billion tons of standard coal equivalent in 2012.138 Power generation from 
biomass was about 38 TWh in 2012, contributing  to around half of the total bio-energy production, 
followed by biogas production of 16 billion m3, mostly through anaerobic digestion with 
household-scale systems.139 China is only now gradually scaling up the size of its biomass-fired 
power plants and seeks to introduce co-firing at more plants. Given the scale, cost and complexity 
of these plants, and the urgency to reduce emissions from the power sector in China, the 
government and large power firms will likely seek collaboration opportunities that can improve 
China’s technology. 
Despite this growth, China did not accomplish all of its 2010 targets. The major gap was in biogas 
production: installation of household-scale systems slowed due to market saturation among 
affluent rural families that could afford to install and use such systems, whereas poorer 
households rely on cheaper firewood.140 Solid biomass use also failed to meet targets. Although 
the ambitious targets set in the 11th Five-Year Plan and Medium to Long Term Development Plan 
on Renewable Energy (2007-2020) boosted the pace of installations, due to unclear follow-up 
implementation measures and difficulties in feedstock collection, most facilities were idle and the 
actual power or bio-fuel production volume was low.141  
Biogas is another area where China seeks technology from abroad, particularly for gas cleaning 
and gas upgrading. Currently China has some domestic gas upgrading technologies, but their high 
cost makes the market potentially appealing for foreign manufacturers. Flue-gas cleaning is 
widespread in Chinese factories but the quality is relatively low and operational issues suggest 
ample room for improvement. Improved gas cleaning could also benefit MSW plant operation. 
3.1.6 Smart grid, distributed energy and energy storage 
In 2009, the State Grid Corporation of China (State Grid) released an RMB 3.5 trillion investment 
plan called the strong and smart grid. The 11-year plan focuses on building high-voltage 
transmission, but includes RMB 384 billion for smart grid solutions, particularly user-sited 
equipment such as meters, dispatch equipment, and distribution substations.142 As a part of the 
plan, China has undertaken pilot projects and demonstration projects in a variety of high 
technology smart grid areas. A number of foreign technology providers have been able to establish 
cooperation partnerships to participate in smart grid development. Furthermore, China is leading 
in certain aspects of the grid-scale energy storage market, especially in the area of renewable 
integration. China’s Zhangbei project, which includes solar, wind and energy storage, is the largest 
138Wang, Wei, Statistics on China Renewables and Non-fossil Energy Utilization, China National Renewable Energy 
Centre, February. 2013 
139Ibid. 
140Wang, Hongliang, "海南农村沼气建设问题的思考," [Thoughts on biogas facility construction in the rural areas of 
Hainan], Oct. 23, 2008 
141"受困原料缺口,近九成生物柴油产能闲置" [Due to feedstock supply shortage, early 90% of bio-diesel production 
facility idle] March 30, 2012, www.money.msn.com.cn 
142 Randy Hancock et al, “China Greentech Report 2011,” China Greentech Initiative, www.chinagreentech.com, March 
2011. 
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 such hybrid plant in the world. 143 China’s development of smart grid and energy storage 
technology is discussed in greater detail in the chapter 8. 
 Political climate for renewable energy 3.2
Given the government’s reaffirmation of environmental protection and reduced air pollution in 
early 2013, paired with increases in targets for renewable energy over the past few months, the 
overall political climate for renewable energy remains favorable in China. The government’s 
overall objectives include: 
 Rapidly scaling up capacity and output for all major renewable electricity sources, 
including hydro, wind, solar and biomass. 
 Providing a domestic demand outlet for China’s wind and solar manufacturing sectors. 
 Improving the efficiency of new and existing renewable energy plants, and ensuring that 
electricity produced reaches the grid and is compensated appropriately. 
 Increasing the technological competitiveness of domestic manufacturers and developers, 
to enable these firms to continue to sell and invest abroad. 
 Streamlining and consolidating domestic renewable manufacturing industries. 
 Preventing sudden renewable industry financial instability that might lead to job losses, 
loan defaults and tax shortfalls in provinces with strong manufacturing bases. 
 Developing a world-leading smart grid infrastructure to improve overall sector efficiency 
and competitiveness while enabling distributed infrastructure and renewable energy 
integration. 
Meeting all of these goals will require a difficult balance of policies to ensure healthy industry 
expansion. The policies summarized in this section include targets, subsidized installations of 
equipment such as rooftop solar, feed-in tariffs and related policies, low-cost financing and overall 
high levels of state-sector investment in renewable energy, industry development policies and 
domestic content preferences. Industry challenges summarized here include over-development of 
wind and solar in certain regions, leading to curtailed energy output; interconnection delays for 
renewable plants; difficulties receiving payment for subsidies in certain regions;   
3.2.1 Government targets 
The preceding sections have discussed several areas of renewable energy targets, which remain a 
central element guiding the sector’s development. Briefly, near-term targets are as follows: 
 Wind: China will have at least 100 GW of grid-connected wind by 2015, including 5 GW 
offshore, producing 190 TWh annually; China had around 60-62 GW of grid-connected 
wind at the end of 2012. 
 Solar: China has an unofficial target of 35 GW of solar for 2015, including 10 GW of 
distributed solar, versus total installed capacity of 4.7 GW in 2012. 
143 Kevin Popper and Anders Hove, “China Grid Scale Energy Storage: 2012-2017,” Azure International and Greentech 
Media Research, www.greentechmedia.com, June 2012. 
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  Hydro: China has a target of adding 74 GW of hydro between 2011 and 2015, reaching 
roughly 275 GW total capacity. 
 Biomass: China has targets for biomass-to-electricity installed capacity of 13 GW by 2015. 
 
It’s important to note that China’s targets do not remain fixed over the five-year planning periods, 
but often change in response to industry developments. For clean energy, the government has 
frequently updated targets to reflect rising installations. In the case of solar, in the last 12 months 
the 2015 target has increased from 15 GW to 21 GW in June 2012,144 with the unofficial 
announcement from the NEA of a 35 GW target following closely on the issuance of a 10 GW 
target for 2013 new solar installations.145 
 
WIND AND SOLAR: INSTALLATIONS 2010-2012 VERSUS 2013 AND 2015 TARGETS 
 
 
Source: Azure International 
The chart above shows how current targets for the wind and solar sectors for 2013 and 2015 
would imply a linear development pattern for the wind sector (stable installation figures on an 
annual basis) while the solar sector would follow a more geometric growth pattern, with rising 
annual installations. 
Although there have been no new updates to China’s wind targets so far in 2013, the sector has 
also benefitted from increasingly aggressive targets. Just five years ago, China planned only 30 GW 
of wind capacity by 2020, a figure it has already surpassed. Indeed, China’s total installed capacity 
144 “China raises 2015 solar power installation target,” China Daily, Jun. 3, 2012. 
145 “China raises PV target by 67%,” Solar Tribune, www.solartribune.com, Feb. 4, 2013. 
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 has already exceeded the 2015 target established under the 11th Five-Year Plan, and the current 
12th Five-Year Plan has been updated twice. 
 
FIGURE: TIMELINE OF CHINA'S RISING WIND INSTALLATION TARGETS 
 
 
Source: Azure International 
3.2.2 Subsides: Feed-in tariffs 
National level feed-in tariffs subsidize power produced from qualified renewable energy 
technologies. China’s Renewable Energy Law requires grid operators to purchase all renewable 
energy at feed-in tariff rates, which are subsidized by the collection of a national surcharge on 
almost all electricity purchases. Wind, solar and biomass all benefit from such feed-in tariffs. 
Within each sector, feed-in tariffs can differ based on geography, technology and owner. 
For the wind sector, feed-in tariffs under national policy range from RMB 0.51/kWh and RMB 
0.61/kWh. The tariff amounts are determined by geography, with the windiest regions offering 
lower tariffs. A small number of cities and provinces have established higher tariffs, 146 and there is 
currently no offshore wind tariff. 
Similarly, solar feed-in tariffs vary by geography. As a result of falling solar PV prices, the National 
Development and Reform Commission recently reduced solar FITs in the sunniest regions. Tariffs 
now range from RMB 0.75/kWh to RMB 1.00/kWh. China is still developing a tariff structure for 
distributed solar PV.147 The most recent announcement has called for distributed PV projects to 
receive subsidies between RMB 0.2-0.6 kWh for self-consumed solar power, while receiving a 
subsidy of RMB 0.35/kWh plus the base electricity tariff of approximately RMB 0.4/kWh, a total of 
RMB 0.75/kWh for electricity sent into the grid.148 
 
146 “山东省物价局关于发挥价格杠杆作用促进经济发展方式加快转变的意见 [Shandong Price Bureau issues price 
levers to promote economic development and speed transformation],” Shandong Price Bureau, www.cnwpem.com , 
Aug. 6, 2011. 
147 “光伏分布式补贴力度或适度’宽松’微调 [Distributed PV subsidy levels ‘broadened’ and fine-tuned],” People’s Daily, 
energy.people.com.cn, Mar. 22, 2013. 
148 “电价补贴政策露端倪 分布式光伏发电市场望启动 [Solar price subsidy policy released, distributed solar PV market 
should take off],” Indaa, www.indaa.com.cn, May 15, 2013. 
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 FIGURE: WIND FEED-IN TARIFF FOR DIFFERENT REGIONS 
 
 
Source: NDRC 
 
 
FIGURE: 2013 SOLAR FEED-IN TARIFFS BY PROVINCE 
 
 
Source: NDRC 
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 For biomass, since 2006 China has had an RMB 0.25 per kWh FiT above the local price for coal 
power (at an average RMB 0.4 per kWh).149 Since 2010, agriculture and forestry biomass enjoy an 
RMB 0.75/kWh FIT.150 
3.2.3 Other subsidies 
Among renewable energy sources, solar is the most affected by policies to directly subsidize end-
user equipment purchases. The Golden Sun program was one of the first policies to subsidize 
distributed solar. Under Golden Sun, which began in 2009, building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) 
projects could initially receive RMB 20/W for BIPV systems and RMB 15/W for BAPV (building 
applied PV, or rooftop) systems. In 2012, the subsidy declined to RMB 7/W for BIPV and RMB 
5.5/W for BAPV. Qualified on-grid photovoltaic electricity generation projects including rooftop, 
BIPV, and ground mounted systems are entitled to receive a subsidy equal to 50% of the total 
investment of each project, including associated transmission infrastructure. Qualified off-grid 
independent projects in remote areas will be eligible for subsidies of up to 70% of the total 
investment. The Golden Sun program is currently expected to be phased out in 2013. 
Other major subsidies for renewable energy include reduced value-added taxes for wind (since 
2008). Certain waste-to-energy projects also benefit from VAT reductions,151 as does small 
hydropower.152  
3.2.4 Low-cost loans 
China’s energy sector is dominated by state-owned enterprises. In wind energy, most of the top 10 
wind developers are SOEs, and the same holds true for solar. Large hydro development is also 
dominated by SOEs. The state sector generally benefits from low-cost financing from China’s 
banking sector, with many loans issued as non-recourse based on a developer’s project pipeline, 
as opposed to project-specific lending. In addition, China’s policy bank, China Development Bank 
(CDB) specifically supports the renewable energy sector with its lending, according to some 
sources. For example, the U.S. Department of Energy estimated that CDB issued US$ 30 billion in 
credit lines to the solar sector in 2010.153 Provincial governments have also been keen to support 
local renewable energy manufacturers, in some cases stepping in with local development 
149 National People's Congress, "可再生能源法," [Renewable Energy Law], January 1, 2006; "可再生能源法(修正案)，" 
[Renewable Energy Law (Amendment)], April 1, 2010 
150National Development and Reform Commission, "关于完善农林生物质发电价格政策的通知," [Notice on Improving 
Agricultural and Forestry Biomass Power Generation Pricing Policy], July 18, 2010 
151 “Selected Tax Incentives in China’s Renewable Energy Sector,” China Briefing, www.china-briefing.com, June 15, 
2011. 
152 Zhang Peidong, et al, “Opportunities and challenges for renewable energy policy in China,” Renewable and 
Sustainable Energy Reviews 13, 2009, 439–449.  
153 Brian Wingfield and Justin Doom, “China-U.S. Trade Tensions Rise as Renewable Energy Sags,” Bloomberg, 
www.bloomberg.com, June 7, 2012. 
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 companies when bankruptcy loomed.154 Recently, to help streamline the solar sector, CDB has 
announced it would limit credit lines to the industry.155  
3.2.5 Strategic industrial policy 
Renewable energy has been officially a target of industrial development at the national level since 
1997, and more recently China included new energy on a list of seven Strategic Emerging 
Industries. China’s industrial policy is geared toward developing and localizing high technology 
manufacturing, as well as creating domestic markets. The energy sector is dominated by SOEs, 
which have domestic content rules on procurement and require specific approvals to import 
foreign technologies.156 In 2009, stimulus funds for energy were required to go mainly to domestic 
firms. Foreign firms are generally unable to win contracts to develop utility-scale renewable 
energy plants. Foreign investors have participated in just a handful of renewable energy projects in 
wind and solar, although feed-in tariff subsidies are in principle available to any company 
operating qualifying plants. Chinese wind manufacturers have also taken a majority of the 
domestic wind market in recent years.157  
3.2.6  Renewable energy curtailment 
The sunniest and windiest regions are located in China’s North and West, which are lightly 
populated relative to China’s coastal regions. In the three provinces of Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia 
and Gansu provinces, wind and solar developers suffer curtailment when local demand and 
transmission are insufficient to handle the power. The problem is getting worse: in 2012 curtailed 
wind energy doubled from the prior year.158 Curtailed power is currently not compensated, though 
the government may change this policy once measurement methods are in place.159 As a result of 
curtailment, wind developers have gradually shifted away from these regions, but the alternatives 
(such as coastal provinces) are also potential places for solar. In addition, regions with ample solar 
continue to promote large-scale solar facilities that dwarf local demand, causing concern that the 
solar industry will repeat the pattern experienced by wind.160 
3.2.7 Subsidy payment delays 
Subsidy payment delays that can take place in areas with too many renewable plants relative to 
local load. This is because feed-in tariffs are paid by provincial grid companies to plant operators 
154 Charlie Zhu, “China’s bailouts darken horizon for solar panel sector,” Reuters, Mar. 27, 2013. 
155 “Renewable energy a focus for China’s new leaders,” Sydney Morning Herald, www.snh.com, Mar. 20, 2013. 
156 Thomas Howell, “China’s Promotion of the Renewable Electric Power Equipment Industry,” Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP, 
March 2010. 
157 Anders Hove and Sebastian Meyer, “China Wind Market Quarterly, 4Q 2012,” Greentech Media Research and Azure 
International, www.greentechmedia.com, February 2013. 
158 “Stats: 2012 wind production rose, but curtailed wind energy doubled, worst in NE China,” Azure International, azure-
international.tumblr.com, Mar. 5, 2013. 
159 “电监会印发风电场弃风电量计算办法  [SERC issues wind curtailment measurement methodology],” State 
Electricity Regulatory Commission, www.serc.gov.cn, Jan. 18, 2013 
160 “Golmud anticipates 1 GW wind power project,” Wind Power Intelligence, www.windpowerintelligence.com, June 22, 
2012. 
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 out of funds collected through a surcharge on most electricity customers, but for provinces like 
Gansu there is insufficient local surcharge collection to cover costs, and the province must receive 
payment transfers from other grid companies. A rapid increase in solar installations in certain 
regions with ample wind capacity will worsen the problem, since solar is compensated at an even 
higher feed-in tariff. As a result of payment delays, state-owned developers have no choice but to 
pass along the delays to their suppliers.161 
3.2.8 Interconnection delays 
In contrast with other countries, Chinese renewable energy projects are often planned and 
constructed prior to completion of grid interconnection agreements. There has been a consistent 
gap between total installed renewable capacity and connected capacity, resulting in wasted 
energy. The problem may be worst in areas with over-developed wind. The problem remains 
serious, but unlike curtailment, a delayed interconnection is a one-time delay and does not last for 
years. In the past three years roughly 20-25% of installed wind capacity has yet to be connected. 
The solar sector will likely experience a similar path.162   
 Conclusion 3.3
Overall, China’s policies continue to be supportive of clean energy, and renewable energy 
specifically. In recent months China has raised targets for solar and reconfirmed plans for hydro, 
smart grid and distributed energy. Renewable energy faces a number of major challenges, 
including overcapacity in wind and solar manufacturing, grid integration, and payment of subsidies, 
but none of these issues should prevent continued growth in the sector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
161 Anders Hove and Sebastian Meyer, “China Wind Market Quarterly, 4Q 2012,” Greentech Media Research and Azure 
International, www.greentechmedia.com, February 2013. 
162 Anders Hove and Sebastian Meyer, “China Wind Market Quarterly, 4Q 2012,” Greentech Media Research and Azure 
International, www.greentechmedia.com, February 2013. 
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 LEADING OFFSHORE WIND NATIONS 
Source: Longyuan 
4 Offshore wind 
 Status 4.1
In 2012 global cumulative installed capacity of offshore   
wind power reached 5,410 MW, an increase of 31.4 % 
on the previous year. Of the 1,293 MW of newly 
installed capacity, the majority was added in Northern 
Europe, confirming the region’s lead in offshore wind 
installation. In China, an additional 127 MW capacity 
was added. This represented an almost doubling in 
capacity on the previous year, taking the national total 
to 389 MW. Of the 127 MW of offshore wind in 2012, 
113 MW was in inter-tidal projects (projects in shallow 
water, so far unique to China) and the remaining 14 
MW were near shore demonstration projects. The 
majority (67%) of the present Chinese offshore 
projects are inter-tidal projects163, accounting for a 
total of 261 MW. In 2012, China maintained its 
position in offshore wind development with a total of 
389.6 MW, ranking third in the world after the UK and 
Denmark. 
According to observations done by the Chinese Wind Energy Association (CWEA), China’s annual 
offshore wind energy generation potential is 11,000 TWh164, which would put it on a par with the 
potential of the North Sea. According to the fourth wind energy resource survey results by the 
China Meteorological Administration, the potential wind energy resources in China's coastal 
waters within the range of 5m to 25m deep is about 200 GW. There is increased incentive to 
develop offshore wind as coastal provinces must import up to 25% of their energy from 
surrounding provinces. Another aspect making the prospect of offshore wind more attractive is 
the lack of curtailment presently burdening the onshore projects in far-flung areas in the North. 
The phenomenal growth in the Chinese onshore wind energy market has outstripped the ability of 
the grid and system operators to manage it. Curtailment of electricity generation has become a 
new challenge for wind power projects. In 2011, more than 10 billion kWh of wind power was lost 
because the grid had no capacity to absorb it165. By establishing offshore wind farms close to the 
loading centers along the coast, grid problems will not feature as such a huge risk. On the other 
hand, taking the sector offshore gives rise to a whole range of new and novel challenges to the 
Chinese industry, representing a somewhat steep learning curve. 
163 Rudong Intertidal Offshore Wind Project phases I & II, totalling 100 MW and 50 MW respectively.  
Phase I: 3 MW Sinovel and 2.3 MW Siemens turbines. 
Phase II: 5 MW CSIC Haizhuang and 2.5 MW Goldwind turbines. 
 
164 CWEA: “An Emerging Offshore Wind Development Hotspot”, WWF-Norway 2010. 
165 China Wind Energy Outlook, 2012, www.gwec.net 
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   Projects 4.2
Despite the ambitious national targets of 5 GW by 2015 and 30 GW by 2030, China’s offshore 
development is still at modest levels. The main bottleneck is caused by lack of coordination 
between different government agencies relevant to marine development – i.e. the State Oceanic 
Administration and National Energy Administration in the case of offshore wind. Another 
challenge is related to pricing levels, which have been artificially low for the projects in the first 
concession round. Several developers have complained about the regulations guiding the 
tendering process so far, and changes are under way. In addition, technical issues need to be 
sorted out before any large-scale projects can be undertaken. Currently, only relatively small 
demonstration projects have been developed in order to test new technologies 166. As a 
consequence, several projects have been delayed, and the targets for 2015 are less likely to be 
met. 
In 2010 the first national concession round was held with several Chinese conglomerates 
competing for the four concession projects available. Altogether 12 companies – all SOEs – were 
shortlisted, and Longyuan (200 MW), Datang (300 MW), Luneng (200 MW) and CPIC (300 MW) 
eventually won the bidding. The winning bids were artificially low, ranging from RMB 0.63 KWh to 
0.74 KWh, approaching the highest benchmark FITs for onshore wind projects. Considering the 
high construction and maintenance costs for offshore projects, which are believed to be double 
those for onshore wind projects, wind developers have claimed that they have no way of making a 
profit. The four projects have since undergone a new round of environmental evaluation and cable 
routing along the coastal and intertidal areas in the Binhai, Sheyang, Dongtai and Dafeng counties 
in Jiangsu Province. Originally, the projects were granted project permission in the tender in 2010, 
but were consequently told that the sites of the projects had to be changed. The early stage work 
for the new projects sites has basically been completed. Following the delay, the second 
concession round, due to start in 2011, has been put on hold until further notice. 
 
1ST CONCESSION ROUND 
 
166 Global Wind Energy Outlook, 2012, www.gwec.net 
Source: Longyuan 
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 The goal of the concession bidding is to promote offshore WTG manufacturing and drive the 
development of offshore wind power in China by enabling economies of scale and the 
development of know-how. So far, two projects have been commissioned and are fully operational 
– Donghai Bridge outside Shanghai and the Rudong intertidal wind farm on the coast of Jiangsu. 
The latter is the first of its kind in the world, and the location has caused quite a few challenges for 
the electric design institutes and EPC contractors. China has a unique offshore development area – 
the Intertidal zone. In this zone turbine foundations are exposed during low tide and submerged in 
~5 m of water during high tide; methods and equipment used for construction in these areas are 
different from the European offshore wind industry. China will develop these areas first before 
moving on to more expensive and complex offshore projects.  
According to the present project pipeline, there are approximately 149 projects from the North to 
the South, including pilots, demonstration facilities and fully commissioned wind farms. It should 
be emphasized, however, that several of these projects are in an early planning stage, and that 
plans have a tendency to change frequently in China. The total capacity of these projects is 
estimated at 35 GW. Chinese utility company Longyuan estimates that 12 GW of capacity will be 
added – or at least started – by 2020. For a more detailed look at the regulatory process of project 
planning, please refer to the Appendix of the China section. 
 
INSTALLED CAPACITY AND PROJECT PIPELINE 2020167 
 
 
Source: Chinese Renewable Energy Industries Association (CREIA) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
167 The targets for Guangdong are for 2030. 
Hebei (2020) 
5 600 MW 
Shandong (2020) 
7 000 MW 
Jiangsu (2020) 
9 450 MW 
Zhejiang (2020) 
3700 MW 
Fujian (2020) 
1100 MW 
Guangdong (2030) 
10710 MW 
Shanghai 
1750 MW 
Source: Shanghai Investigation, Design & Research Institute (SIDRI) 
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 4.2.1 Donghai Bridge 100 MW Offshore Wind Farm                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
In 2006 Shanghai municipality organized a tender round for the Donghai Bridge offshore wind farm. 
A consortium of China Datang, Shanghai Green Energy Engineering, Guangdong Nuclear Power, 
China Power International Co., Ltd. bid for the project and won. This marked the first offshore 
wind power demonstration project in China. After winning, the consortium established the 
Donghai Wind Power Co., Ltd., to carry out the project’s construction preparation work.  
 
Source: Longyuan 
 
Shanghai Investigation, Design & Research Institute (SIDRI) took on the work of covering the entire 
construction process of the project, such as planning, investigation, design and consultation during 
the tendering stage. Sinovel delivered 34 of their SL 3000 3 MW turbines, while China 
Communications Construction Group, the Third Harbor Engineering Co., Ltd. undertook the 
foundation construction and installation of the turbines. The foundations used were multi high-
rise piles with concrete caps. A second stage will start later this year, adding another 100 MW.168 
4.2.2 Rudong 182 MW Inter-tidal Wind Farm 
The owner of the intertidal windfarm is China Longyuan Power Group Co., Ltd (CLYPG), whose 
total holdings of installed onshore wind power capacity now ranks 1st in the world (surpassing 
Iberdrola in 2012). The Project site locates in an inter-tidal zone out of the Huangang inshore sea 
wall of Rudong County, covering an area of about 15 km2 which is 3~7km away from the sea shore. 
In the project, Longyuan has focused on phased development, taking care of the easier issues first. 
The project has been done in two stages: first a trial stage (32 MW) and then a two-phased 
demonstration stage (100 and 50 MW). During the trial stage, Longyuan tested out several options 
on the supply side. For WTG, several technologies were installed, such as DFIG, direct-drive, 2-
blade SCD etc. Altogether 9 turbine from 8 manufacturers were tested – a complete list can be 
found in the table below. In addition, Hydrochina Huadong and Nantong Ocean Water Engineering 
Co., Ltd. (NOWE) delivered different foundation solutions, such as PHC platforms, steel structure 
piles and monopiles. Electrical infrastructure on-site was supplied by Jiangsu Zhongtian 
168 http://www.bloomberg.com  
Basic Info: 
• The first constructed offshore wind farm 
connected to the grid in China 
• 8~13km from the shoreline, 1 km 
outward of eastern side of Donghai 
• Mean water depth is 12 m 
• Site area 90m height multi-year average 
wind speed of 8.5m/s 
• Wind shear index was 0.09, less than the 
onshore coastal wind shear index (0.12 
to 0.14) 
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 Technology Co., Ltd. and NOWE, with the former also delivering the export cable. Dutch company 
IHC Hydrohammer B.V. supplied a hydraulic hammer for running tests on pile driving, and, German 
company Kommunalkredit Public Consulting GmbH gave advice on CDM qualification for both trial 
and demonstration stage. 
During the two-phased demonstration stage, turbine types included Siemens (2.3 MW), Sinovel (3 
MW) for Phase I. NOWE did the design and installation of foundations, whereas Jiangsu Electric 
Power Construction Corporation did the installation of the turbines. Goldwind (2.5 MW) turbines 
was used for Phase II. Jiangsu Longyuan Zhenhua Marine Engineering Co., Ltd did the installation 
work and Zhongtian Technology Co., Ltd. (ZTT) delivered the array cable. SGS China provided 
consultancy on tower construction. The project went into production September 28th 2012. The 
next logical step is scale development. Several customized equipment was developed for the 
project, such as specialized installation vessels and pile grippers169. 
 
Turbines at Rudong Intertidal 
Wind turbine Number Diameter (m) Phase Driving mode 
Envision 1.5 MW 2 83 Trial 
Gearbox+DIFG+Con 
verter 
United Power 1.5 MW 2 83 Trial 
Mingyang 1.5 MW 2 83 Trial 
CSIC Haizhuang 2 MW 2 93 Trial 
Shanghai Electric 2 MW 2 93 Trial 
SANY 2 MW 2 93 Trial 
Mingyang 2 113 Trial 
Mingyang 1 100 Trial   
Goldwind  1 101 Trial   
Sinovel 3 MW 17 113 Phase I Gearbox+DFIG+Converter 
Siemens 2.3 MW 21 101 Phase I Gearbox+ASG+Converter 
Goldwind 2.5 MW 20 109 Phase II PMSG+Converter 
Source: Longyuan 
4.2.3 Other projects 
In addition to Donghai Bridge and Rudong Intertidal wind farm, there are several smaller projects 
presently in operation. These projects are pilots and demonstration facilities for testing offshore 
WTGs, fixed and floating foundations, as well as other technologies. The existing capacity and the 
total project pipeline are estimated at 36 GW. It should be noted that these projects are at 
different stages of development, and so changes are likely to occur. The project pipeline listed 
below includes projects that are either in operation, under construction or approved. There is a lot 
more uncertainty surrounding projects at earlier stages of planning, which can be found been 
compiled in Appendix 2. 
169 Longyuan, www.4coffshore.com 
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 Offshore Wind Project Pipeline in China 
Project Size (MW) Developer(s) Location Status 
Dafeng (Shanghai Electric) 
Intertidal Demonstration 
Turbine 
2  China Power International New Energy Holding Ltd. Jiangsu In operation 
DDHI Composite Bucket 
Foundation Test Project 3  
DaoDa Heavy Industry Group Co. 
Ltd. Jiangsu In operation 
Donghai Bridge 100 MW 
offshore wind power 
demonstration project 
102  Shanghai Donghai Wind Power Generation Company Ltd. Shanghai In operation 
Guodian United Power 6MW 
Prototype 6  
Guodian United Power 
Technology Co., Ltd. (China 
Guodian Corporation) 
Shandong In operation 
Huaneng Rongcheng Power 
Prototype Demonstration 
Project 
6  Huaneng Renewables Corporation Ltd. (China Huaneng Group) Shandong In operation 
Jiangsu Rudong 150MW 
Offshore (Intertidal) 
Demonstration Wind Farm - 
extension 
50  
Jiangsu Longyuan Offshore Wind 
Power Co., Ltd. (China Longyuan 
Power Group Corporation Limited) 
Jiangsu In operation 
Jiangsu Rudong 150MW 
Offshore (Intertidal) 
Demonstration Wind Farm - 
phase I 
100  
Jiangsu Longyuan Offshore Wind 
Power Co., Ltd. (China Longyuan 
Power Group Corporation Limited) 
Jiangsu In operation 
Jiangsu Rudong 150MW 
Offshore (Intertidal) 
Demonstration Wind Farm - 
phase II 
50  
Jiangsu Longyuan Offshore Wind 
Power Co., Ltd. (China Longyuan 
Power Group Corporation Limited) 
Jiangsu In operation 
Longyuan Rudong Intertidal Trial 
Wind Farm 32  
Jiangsu Longyuan Offshore Wind 
Power Co., Ltd. (China Longyuan 
Power Group Corporation Limited) 
Jiangsu In operation 
Suizhong 36-1 Oil Field 2  China National Offshore Oil Corp. (CNOOC) Liaoning In operation 
Xiangshui Intertidal Pilot Project 
- Goldwind - GW 100/2500 3  
Yangtze New Energy Development 
Co., Ltd. (China Three Gorges 
Project Corporation) 
Jiangsu In operation 
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 Xiangshui Intertidal Pilot Project 
- Shanghai Electric - W2000M-
93-70 
2  
Yangtze New Energy Development 
Co., Ltd. (China Three Gorges 
Project Corporation) 
Jiangsu In operation 
Xiangshui Intertidal Pilot 
Project- Shanghai Electric - 
SEC2000 
2  
Yangtze New Energy Development 
Co., Ltd. (China Three Gorges 
Project Corporation) 
Jiangsu In operation 
Datang Laizhou Wind Farm 
Phase III 50  China Datang Corporation Shandong 
Under 
construction 
Donghai Bridge Offshore Wind 
Farm Phase II (Extension) 
project 
102  Shanghai East China Sea Wind Power Co., Ltd. Shanghai 
Under 
construction 
Guangdong Yudean - Xuwen 
offshore wind power 
demonstration project  
48  
Guangdong Xuwen Wind Power 
Generation Co., Ltd. (Guangdong 
Yuedian Group Co., Ltd.) 
Guangdong Under construction 
Huaneng Rongcheng Power 
Project 102  
Huaneng Renewables Corporation 
Ltd. (China Huaneng Group) Shandong 
Under 
construction 
Lingang offshore wind farm 
demonstration project (phase 1) 102  
Shanghai Lingang Wind Power 
(Huaneng New Energy Industrial 
Holdings Ltd.) 
Shanghai Under construction 
Longyuan Rudong Intertidal Trial 
Wind Farm -Extension 49  
China Longyuan Power Group Co., 
Ltd. (China Guodian Co.) Jiangsu 
Under 
construction 
Rudong Zhongshui ( intertidal ) 
100MW demonstration project - 
phase 1 
20  
China Hydropower Construction 
Group Energy Development Co., 
Ltd.  
Jiangsu Under construction 
Xiangshui Intertidal Pilot Project 
- Extension 6  
Yangtze New Energy Development 
Co., Ltd. (China Three Gorges 
Project Corporation) 
Jiangsu Under construction 
Beibu Gulf offshore wind power 
project 200  TBC Guangxi 
Consent 
authorized 
Binhai Offshore Concession 
Project 300  
CCCC Third Harbor Engineering 
(China Communications 
Construction Company Ltd.) 
Jiangsu Consent authorized 
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Daishan 4 offshore wind 
farm 
300  China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group Zhejiang 
Consent 
authorized 
CNOOC Weihai - phase I 102  China National Offshore Oil Co. (CNOOC) Shandong 
Consent 
authorized 
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 CNOOC Weihai - Roncheng - 
Northern Block 300  
China National Offshore Oil Co. 
(CNOOC) Shandong 
Consent 
authorized 
CPI Jiangsu Dafeng offshore 
wind farm demonstration 
project (200MW intertidal) 
200  China Power Investment Co. (CPIC) Jiangsu 
Consent 
authorized 
Dafeng Intertidal Concession 
Project 200  
Nantong Ocean Water 
Engineering Co., Ltd. 
Jiangsu Electric Power 
Construction Co. 
Jiangsu Consent authorized 
Dagang Intertidal 100  China Longyuan Power Group Co., Ltd. (China Guodian Co.) Tianjin 
Consent 
authorized 
Dongtai wind farm - phase 3 302  
Shenhua Guohua Energy 
Investment Co.,Ltd (Shenhua 
Group Corporation Limited) 
Jiangsu Consent authorized 
Fuqing Haitan Strait Intertidal 
wind farm 200  
Huadian Power International Co., 
Ltd. Fujian 
Consent 
authorized 
Guangdong Yudean Zhanjiang 
Wailuo Offshore wind farm 206  
Guangdong Xuwen Wind Power 
Generation Co., Ltd. (Guangdong 
Yuedian Group Co., Ltd.) 
Guangdong Consent authorized 
Hainan Lingao Offshore Pilot 
project 6  China Datang Co. Hainan 
Consent 
authorized 
HEC Offshore Wind Farm 100  Hong Kong Electric Company Ltd. Hong Kong Consent authorized 
Hong Kong Offshore Wind Farm 201  CLP Holdings Wind Prospect Hong Kong 
Consent 
authorized 
Huadian Yuhuan Offshore Wind 
Farm - Phase 1 100  
Huadian Power International Co., 
Ltd. Zhejiang 
Consent 
authorized 
Huaneng Dafeng Intertidal C4 
Wind Power Demonstration 
Project 
300  Huaneng New Energy Industrial Holdings Ltd. Jiangsu 
Consent 
authorized 
Jiangsu Dongtai Intertidal Zone 
Wind Farm Concession Project 202  
CCCC Third Harbor Engineering 
(China Communications 
Construction Company Ltd.) 
Jiangsu Consent authorized 
Laoting Yuetuo Island Offshore 
Windfarm 300MW 
Demonstration Project 
300  Guangdong Power Development Co., Ltd. (China Guodian Co.) Hebei 
Consent 
authorized 
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 Linhai Offshore Wind Farm 100  
New Energy Development Co., 
Ltd. (China Three Gorges Project 
Corporation) 
Linhai City Development & Reform 
Bureau 
Zhejiang Consent authorized 
Long Island County - Phase I 48  Sanrong Shandong Consent authorized 
Longyuan Putian Nanri Island 
50MW Pilot project 50  China Guodian Co. Fujian 
Consent 
authorized 
Nantong Haian Xiehe Windfarm 
-phase 1 24  China Wind Power Jiangsu 
Consent 
authorized 
National Offshore 
Demonstration Project Ningde - 
Ningde Xiapu A-District 200MW 
200  
Fujian Mindong Electric Power Co. 
China Energine 
Ningde Municipal People's 
Government 
China Technology Market 
Association (CTMA) 
Fujian Consent authorized 
Putian Pinghai bay offshore 
demonstration project phase 1 50  
Fujian Investment and 
Development Group Co., Ltd. Fujian 
Consent 
authorized 
Rudong Zhong Guang He 
offshore demonstration project 150  
China Guangdong Nuclear Power 
Group Jiangsu 
Consent 
authorized 
Rudong Zhongshui ( intertidal ) 
100MW demonstration project - 
phase 2 
80  
China Hydropower Construction 
Group Energy Development Co., 
Ltd.  
Jiangsu Consent authorized 
Sheyang Offshore Concession 
Project 300  
CCCC Third Harbor Engineering 
(China Communications 
Construction Company Ltd.) 
Jiangsu Consent authorized 
Tangshan Caofeidian Eco-City 
Project 48  
Huadian Power International Co., 
Ltd. Hebei 
Consent 
authorized 
Xiangshan 1# Offshore 
Windfarm -phase 2 250  
Xiangshan County 
China Guodian Co. Zhejiang 
Consent 
authorized 
Xiangshan Offshore 
Demonstration- phase 1 150  
Xiangshan County 
China Guodian Co. Zhejiang 
Consent 
authorized 
Xiangshan Offshore 
Demonstration- phase 2 250  
Xiangshan County 
China Guodian Co. Zhejiang 
Consent 
authorized 
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 Xiangshui Offshore 
Demonstation Project 200  
Yangtze New Energy Development 
Co., Ltd. (China Three Gorges 
Project Corporation) 
Jiangsu Consent authorized 
Zhangpu Liuao offshore wind 
farm demonstration project 
phase 1 
50  Datang Zhangzhou Wind Power Co., Ltd. Fujian 
Consent 
authorized 
Zhuhai Guishan Hai 
Demonstration Project 198  
South Sea Wind Power 
Development Co., Ltd. Guangdong 
Consent 
authorized 
Total 6 605        
Source: CREIA, Innovation Norway, www.4coffshore.com 
 
 Key Stakeholders 4.3
When developing offshore wind projects, Chinese companies are venturing into fairly new 
territory. China has a tradition of reaching targets ahead of time, as witnessed when the 2020-
targets for onshore wind capacity were reached in 2010 – ten years ahead of schedule. With 
offshore wind, however, a whole different set of technical challenges have emerged. Coupled with 
said pricing issues and unclear divisions of administrative authority between the National Energy 
Administration (NEA) and State Oceanic Administration (SOA), China is unlikely to reach the target 
of 5 GW installed capacity of offshore wind by 2015, as indicated by central stakeholders. The 
different companies in the Chinese value chain  
4.3.1 Developers & EPC contractors  
Wind farm development is by and large a monopolized market by Chinese SOEs. The top 5 state 
owned power companies and their subsidiaries are taking the majority of projects. Provincial and 
regional developers, which are government-owned and supported by their respective authorities, 
take the remaining market shares. The detailed project list above shows the degree of 
involvement from state-owned stakeholders in offshore wind projects. There are a few foreign 
developers actively operating projects in the Chinese wind market, but none of these are so far 
involved in offshore projects. 
There are opportunities for foreign developers to take part in Chinese offshore wind projects, but 
the regulations require local majority ownership. This is nothing new, however, as similar rules 
have been practiced in the offshore oil & gas sector in China for decades. Also, due to the poor 
incentive structure, the first projects have not been economically viable to commercial 
stakeholders. However, if the incentive structures change, future projects might be more 
attractive to foreign developers. 
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 OFFSHORE DEVELOPMENT, BREAKDOWN BY DEVELOPER CATEGORY, BY THE END 2012 
 
 
Source: Azure International 
 
Prior to the first round of concessions in 2010, the central government removed a regulation 
stipulating that the highest and lowest bid were to be eliminated from tender rounds. The 
regulation had been applied to onshore tender rounds, and had proven to be a simple yet efficient 
principle to secure better economy in projects. Removing the regulation for offshore tender 
rounds effectively changed the incentive structure. In the first concession round SOEs out-bid each 
other to get projects, which in turn would score them points with local and central governments 
looking to stimulate clean energy development. In retrospect, several Chinese developers have 
expressed discontent with the pricing and support framework for offshore wind projects, leading 
the government to consider revisions of the regulations. The Energy Research Institute (ERI) of the 
NDRC has emphasized the need to reform the power market to achieve market-based power 
pricing, which should reflect environmental externalities, the value of flexibility as well as 
integration costs.170 It remains to be seen how the government will approach these challenges in 
the time to come. As with the sector in general, the development of sound policies will be an 
iterative process. 
Several Chinese utilities are actively pursuing or positioning themselves to take part in future 
offshore wind projects in China. In addition, some of them are exploring project opportunities 
abroad. The motivation behind developing projects in China is both commercial and political. 
Developing clean energy is a central part of Chinese energy policy. In addition, renewable energy is 
regarded as an important future growth sector for China, and state-owned power companies are 
expected to play their part in the development. 
170 China Wind Energy Development Roadmap 2050 
Big 5
46%
SOE
36%
Private
10%
Unknown
8%
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 The initial projects in Chinese waters are all located in shallow areas – some in fact so shallow that 
the project sites constitute what is called the “intertidal zone“. In practical terms, that means that 
the turbines are submerged in water at certain times of day; at other times the turbines are 
completely or partly exposed. This has led to challenges in the installation and O&M processes, 
which the Chinese companies hope will serve them well in similar projects abroad. 
Based on the experiences from the first demonstration and prototype projects Chinese developers 
have gained valuable insight into offshore wind power. However, there have also been some hard-
bought experiences with regards to the complexity of projects and the technological challenges 
involved – in particular related to CAPEX versus OPEX, installation, electric infrastructure, grid 
integration, soil conditions, operation and maintenance etc. The list below covers utilities and 
developers, including EPC contractors. In some cases the actual EPC work might be done by a 
subsidiary controlled by the companies listed below. 
 
Offshore Wind Developers and EPC Contractors in China Website 
CCCC Third Harbor Engineering (China Communications 
Construction Company Ltd.) http://en.ccccltd.cn/ 
China Datang Co. http://www.china-cdt.com/en/ http://www.dtxny.com.cn/en/ 
China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group http://www.cgnpc.com.cn/en/ 
China Guodian Co. http://www.cgdc.com.cn/home.jhtml 
Sinohydro Group Ltd. http://www.sinohydro.com/ 
China Longyuan Power Group Co., Ltd. (China Guodian Co.) http://www.clypg.com.cn/en/ 
China National Offshore Oil Co. (CNOOC) http://en.cnooc.com.cn/ 
China Power Investment Co. (CPIC) http://eng.cpicorp.com.cn/ 
China Wind Power http://www.chinawindpower.com.hk/ 
Huadian Power International Co., Ltd. http://www.hdpi.com.cn/est/ 
Huaneng Renewables Corporation Ltd. (China Huaneng Group) http://www.chng.com.cn/ 
Mingyang Wind Power Industry Group Co., Ltd. http://ir.mywind.com.cn/ 
Yangtze New Energy Development Co., Ltd. (China Three Gorges 
Project Corporation) http://www.ctgpc.com/ 
Shenhua Guohua Energy Investment Co.,Ltd (Shenhua Group 
Corporation Limited) http://www.guohua.com.cn/jsp/index.jsp 
Jiangsu Hantong Group Co.,Ltd. (Nantong Ocean Water 
Conservancy Engineering Co.,Ltd.) http://www.cnhtgroup.com/index.asp 
Source: Innovation Norway 
4.3.2 Turbine manufacturers 
China still has an abundance of turbine manufacturers, more than 50 blade manufacturers, 100 
tower manufacturers and more than thousand manufacturers producing other components & 
parts for the industry. On the other hand, there are only around 10 turbine manufacturers than 
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 can deliver turbines to larger projects. Although a massive consolidation is underway due to 
tougher market conditions, there are still plenty of companies around. Acquisitions & mergers are 
likely to increase in the time to come. Acquisitions of foreign companies have also become more 
commonplace during the past decade.  
The leading Chinese turbine manufacturers have benefitted tremendously from the massive 
expansion of wind power in China, helping them advance up the list of the world’s largest WTG 
companies. Several of these companies have traditionally had limited innovation, relying instead 
on licensed designs and technologies. This has had a limiting effect on their abilities to exploit 
international markets due to licensing conflicts. Over the past few years this development has 
gradually changed. Today, more innovation is being done in-house, and in some cases technology 
companies are vertically integrated through acquisitions, as was the case with XEMC’s acquisition 
of Dutch company Darwind in 2009. In addition, turbine manufacturers are increasingly 
commissioning design companies to develop turbines where the intellectual property rights are 
transferred with the design. One such example is Mingyang’s new 6 MW offshore wind turbine, 
which has been developed by Aerodyn for Mingyang exclusively. 
The most important turbine manufacturers are located in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong, Hunan, 
and Chongqing, and, include names such as Goldwind, Guodian United Power, Mingyang, XEMC-
Darwind, CSIC Haizhuang, Shanghai Electric, Sanyi, Sinovel and a few others. There are also several 
joint-ventrures between foreign and Chinese companies in the wind power sector. Siemens and 
Shanghai Electric signed an agreement in 2012 where the latter would take a commanding share in 
a company targeting domestic and global offshore wind markets. General Electric and Harbin 
Electric joined forces in 2011 and REpower Systems AG and the Chinese steel- and machinery 
building company North Heavy Industry Corporation (NHIC) established a joint venture in 2006. 
These last two joint ventures have later been disolved. REpower decided to exit the market in 
2011 amidst accusations of protectionism. GE and Harbin decided to part ways earlier this year 
due to fundamental differences in commercial strategy. This underscores some of the challenges 
associated with joint venture operations in the Chinese market. 
Due to the significant competition in the domestic onshore market, most WTG manufacturers 
have development programmes for offshore wind turbines. In addition, they are looking to 
capture shares of growing international markets, where the competition is regarded as less fierce. 
Also, Chinese WTG manufacturers are increasingly getting involved on the project development 
side to secure sales of turbines to projects and to reep the benefits of cheaper wind turbines. To 
date, Chinese turbine manufacturers have delivered onshore turbines to all the major markets in 
the world. Offshore turbines, on the other hand, are still at an early stage of development, 
although turbines have now been installed at several destinations along the coast. Experiences 
from these projects have made manufacturers and project developers aware that CAPEX alone 
should not be decisive when selecting turbines for an offshore project. The high OPEX associated 
with frequent service intervals and extended periods of down-time have resulted in an increased 
focus on quality, operations and maintenance. Over the next few years, Chinese turbines are likely 
to be offered on the European market having been tested and certified at test sites in Europe. The 
table below outlines the development plans of some turbine manufacturers  as of 2013. 
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 Offshore Turbine Design Development Pipeline 
Company  Turbine Power Status Website 
Sinovel  SL3000 3.0 MW Available www.sinovel.com 
Sinovel  SL6000 6.0 MW Prototype   
Sinovel  Sinovel 10 MW 10.0 MW Concept   
United Power UP82-1500 1.5 MW Available www.gdupc.com.cn 
United Power UP6000-136 6.0 MW Prototype   
United Power Guodian 12MW 12.0 MW Concept   
Mingyang SCD 3MW 3.0 MW Available ir.mywind.com.cn 
Mingyang SCD 6MW 6.5 MW Prototype   
Goldwind  GW 3600 3.6 MW Available www.goldwindglobal.com 
Goldwind GW 6 MW 6.0 MW Prototype   
Goldwind GW 10 MW 10.0 MW Concept   
XEMC XEMC Z72-2000 2.0 MW Available www.xemc-darwind.com 
XEMC XE/DD115 5.0 MW Prototype   
Shanghai Electric SE 3.6/116 3.6 MW Available www.shanghai-electric.com 
Shanghai Electric SE 5MW 5.0 MW Prototype   
CSIC Haizhuang H102-2.0MW 2.0 MW Available en.hzwindpower.com 
CSIC Haizhuang CSIC Haizhuang-5.0MW 5.0 MW Prototype   
Dongfang Electric Dongfang 3 MW 3.0 MW Prototype www.dongfang.com.cn 
Dongfang Electric DEC DF140 5.5 5.5 MW Prototype   
Sany SE11030III-S 3.0 MW Available www.sanygroup.com 
Yinhe Windpower AV 929 3.5 MW Available www.yinhe-windpower.com 
Source: Innovation Norway 
4.3.3 Supporting industry 
Design institutes 
The electric design institutes have an important function in any offshore wind project, both with 
regards to project design and choice of technology. Typical projects involve power station design, 
electrical infrastructure and transmission systems. Two institutes have played a particularly 
important role in the initial stage of offshore wind power development in China. Shanghai 
Investigation, Development & Research Institute (SIDRI) has been responsible for the design of 
Donghai Bridge offshore wind farm outside Shanghai. Hydrochina Huadong, located in Hangzhou 
(Zhejiang Province), is one of several institutes under the Hydrochina umbrella, and has designed 
the Rudong intertidal wind farm in Jiangsu. There are, however, other strong contenders. With its 
massive development plans, Guangdong province has commissioned Guangdong Electric Power 
Design Institute (GEDI) to develop a large part of the planned projects in Guangdong’s 10+ GB 
pipeline. 
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 Source: Longyuan 
Donghai Bridge 
Apart from being involved in the process of planning and getting the projects approved, the design 
institutes also play an important part in the implementation of the project, taking on the role as an 
EPC contractor in many instances. This means that they are important decision makers with 
regards to the choice of technology for any given project, and as such, they are important 
stakeholders for foreign technology providers. A list of design institutes are listed below. 
Foundation design  
Chinese companies have started building capacity for offshore wind turbine foundation design 
based on their previous experience with offshore structures. Some have already started supplying 
wind turbine foundations internationally. 
The first two offshore projects installed in China used two different 
foundation designs due to different water depths. The Donghai project 
used a custom-made design consisting of multiple high-rise piles with a 
concrete cap, not commonly seen in the offshore wind industry, 
designed by Shanghai Investigation, Design & Research Institute. The 
foundations were installed by CCCC Third Harbor Engineering Co., Ltd. 
The Rudong Intertidal wind farm, however, used a mix of monopiles and 
multi-pile jacket foundations, which was manufactured and installed by 
Nantong Ocean Water Conservancy Engineering Co., Ltd. 
China’s seabed is quite different from the seabed at European sites, with clay and mud covering 
large areas making siting, grouting and cabling quite challenging. This requires special attention to 
the development of suitable foundations. Also, as the projects are gradually moving into deeper 
waters, there will be a growing need for alternative solutions with regards to foundations. Light-
weight jackets and gravity-based structures (GBS) are being researched by design institutes and 
others to meet new requirements. Some companies have also started to develop and deploy 
floating pilots – one such example is Goldwind.  
Installation vessels 
Due to the shallow depth and unique seabed conditions characterizing the early offshore wind 
projects in China, certain installation vessels have been customized to fit the requirements. In 
addition to the domestic market, Chinese yards are also positioning themselves to deliver vessels 
internationally. This is part of their expanded strategy of diversifying away from more traditional 
maritime segments such as bulk and container ships following the downward trend in these 
markets. COSCO Nantong Shipyard has manufactured several installation vessels for both Asian 
and European customers. Traditionally relying on foreign companies delivering designs, COSCO 
Nantong has developed their own concept, which is categorized as an ultra-large offshore wind 
installation platform project. The project was included in the 2012 National Key New Project Plan, 
which was originally initiated by the Ministry of Science & Technology to encourage independent 
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 innovation and to promote the development of new products.171 Other shipyards that have built 
offshore wind vessels are Yantai Raffles and Jiangsu Jiaolong Heavy Industry (JHI). Other Chinese 
companies, such as Sany Heavy Industries, are also developing machinery specifically targeted 
toward installing wind turbines in the intertidal zone. 
Electric Design Institutes 
Hydrochina Huadong         www.ecidi.com   
Shanghai Investigation, Design & Research Institute (SIDRI) en.sidri.com 
Guangdong Electric Power Design Institute (GEDI)   www.gedi.com.cn   
Shipyards & Workshops (vessels, foundations, towers) 
COSCO Nantong Shipyard       www.cosco-shipyard.com   
Yantai Raffles Shipyard Co., Ltd.       www.cimc-raffles.com 
Jiangsu Jiaolong Heavy Industry Group (JHI)     www.jiaolong.net   
Titan Wind (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.       www.titanmetal.com.cn 
CSSC Chengxi Shipyard Steel Construction Department   www.cxwindtower.com   
Shanghai Taisheng Wind Power Equipment Co.,Ltd.   www.shtsp.com 
Source: Azure International, Innovation Norway 
 Future strategy and potential cooperation 4.4
As wind power projects are moving offshore, Chinese companies are encountering entirely new 
challenges. With Norway’s long experience from the offshore and maritime sectors, we make a 
natural partner for Chinese companies in such ventures. Establishing a market in China usually 
means establishing a permanent presence. This means that companies in the offshore wind sector 
should be willing, able and ready to make a commitment of time and resources in order to 
succeed. For some companies it might also precipitate that they team up with similar companies 
with complementary technology. Approaching stakeholders of a certain size can be difficult for 
smaller technology companies. In addition, being able to offer turn-key solutions to Chinese 
companies within a specific segment of the value-chain will often be more attractive than 
engaging them separately. In such instances spending time on building strategies and consortia 
with other companies might be advisable. In China, one such organisation is the Norwegian Energy 
& Environment Consortium (www.neec.no), which is operating in the renewable energy sector 
amongst other. Establishing a wind cluster could be an efficient way of servicing the Chinese 
market. In Japan there are also business networks in the environmental technology sectors. 
By leveraging both Norway’s innovation and China’s ability to quickly mobilize and bring products 
to full scale production in a short period of time, the cluster should ideally represent the following 
characteristics:  
• Experience with large scale offshore wind development. 
• Innovative designs necessary for the development of the offshore wind industry. 
• Complementary offshore and marine industrial resources and capacities. 
• Opportunities for Chinese offshore wind companies to get access to the European market. 
171 www.shipbuildingtribune.com  
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 Based on conversations with Chines stakeholders, there are several areas where collaboration is 
welcome: 
• Areas of Norwegian strengths where there are Chinese needs include: wind farm planning, 
certification and construction; production planning and optimization; operation & 
maintenance; vessel and foundation design and engineering; energy systems, electric 
infrastructure and offshore cabling solutions; type certification etc. 
 
• Areas of Chinese strengths where there are potential Norwegian needs are: turbine design 
and assembly; fabrication (of foundations, vessels, blades, generators, gearboxes) and a 
substantial pool of engineering students etc.  
 
The opportunities can maybe best be illustrated by the figure below, which indicates strong points 
of the Norwegian and Chinese sectors respectively. 
 
 
Source: Innovation Norway 
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 5 Tidal, current and wave energy 
 Status 5.1
China has tidal reserves estimated at 110 GW, of which Zhejiang and Fujian provinces account for 
81%. Because of constraints on locations and project economics, China made little progress in tidal 
energy prior to 2010. This appears set to change. China plans to construct one or two MW-scale 
tidal power plants and several current power grid connection demonstration plants during 2011-
2015. 172 One such plant, located near Wenzhou, was announced in early 2013. Since the 
government has not yet established specific policies for tidal, current and wave energy, 
development in the sector has been slow. Existing tidal power stations have suffered from high 
operating and maintenance costs and power off-take tariffs. To encourage ocean renewable 
energy research, in 2010 China established the Ocean Renewable Special Funds. The funding 
amount for 2010 was RMB 200 million, used to support tidal, current and wave related projects.173 
China has ample tidal and wave resources along its coast. The largest energy values are 
concentrated in areas near Fujian, Zhejiang and Taiwan, which are relatively exposed to the Pacific 
Ocean’s tides. 
FIGURE: DISTRIBUTION OF TIDAL ENERGY RESOURCE OF CHINA'S COAST
 
Source: Wang 2011 
172  “可再生能源发展 '十二五 '规划  [Renewable Energy 12th Five-Year Plan],” National Energy Administration, 
www.nea.gov.cn, Aug. 8, 2012 
173 Ministry of Finance People’s Republic of China, www.mof.gov.cn, Jun. 13, 2010 
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 Tidal ranges are classified into four levels: Class I is when the tidal range (the height difference 
between high and low tide) is higher than 4 meters. Class II tidal ranges are between 2 meters and 
4 meters. Class III tides are between 1 meter and 2 meters. Class IV tidal ranges are lower than 1 
meter. As shown in the map, Zhejiang, Fujian and Liaoning coast have the best quality tidal 
resource. There are also locations in Shandong and Hainan with decent sized tidal resources. 
 
FIGURE: DISTRIBUTION OF WAVE ENERGY RESOURCE OF CHINA'S COAST 
 
 
 
Source: Wang 2011 
 
Most China's Class I and Class II174 wave resources are located along the coast of Zhejiang, Fujian, 
Guangdong and Taiwan, where annual mean wave height is higher than 0.7 meters. The 
theoretical annual wave power density along the coast of China is in the range of 2-7 kW/m2.175 
174 Wave resources are classified by annual mean wave height: Class I: H1/10 ≥ 1.3 meters; Class II: 0.7m ≤ H1/10  < 1.3m; 
Class III: 0.4m ≤ H1/10  < 0.7m; Class IV:  H1/10  < 0.4m. H1/10  indicates 10% of highest waves. 
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  Projects 5.2
In the late 1950s China constructed more than 40 small tidal power plants and power stations. 
Installed without using modern survey techniques and scientific designs, most of those plants and 
stations were built in sub-optimal places, using simple and low quality equipment. 176 Due to 
seawater corrosion and costly maintenance, almost all of these early plants have been closed 
down or abandoned.  
In the late 1970s, a number of larger tidal plants were built, including Jiangxia, Xingfuyang, 
Baishakou and Haishan. The maximum total installed capacity was about 6 MW. These tidal power 
stations were constructed during planned economy period, when China had limited electric 
generating infrastructure and needed locally-generated, small-scale power to resolve shortages. 
Today only the Jiangxia and Haishan stations are still generating power, and Haishan is in half-
operational status because of poor plant economics.177 Other stations have converted their 
locations to real estate or aquaculture uses. Before China’s power reform, power plant operators 
were not concerned with running at an economic loss, because such plants functioned as a part of 
the national grid company. Following reforms, given the lack of a feed-in tariff for tidal or wave 
power, low power tariffsfor electricity injected into the grid have been insufficient to sustain 
existing plants.  
 
TABLE: TIDAL PLANTS IN CHINA 
 
 
Source: Azure International, China Energy Report 
 
In early 2013, Wenzhou proposed a plan for a comprehensive ocean power development and 
utilization project. The Wenzhou tidal power plant is the most important element: the planned 
capacity is 400 MW, and total investment will reach up to RMB 33 billion.178 If the project goes 
forward, the Wenzhou tidal power plant would be the largest in the world. Pre-feasibility study 
175 "An overview of ocean renewable energy in China," Shujie Wang, Peng Yuan, Dong Li, Yuhe Jiao, College of 
Engineering, Ocean University of China, 2011 
176 "China Energy News," www.paper.people.com.cn, Apr.03, 2013 
177 "China Energy News," www.paper.people.com.cn, Apr. 3,2013 
178 "温州商报 [Wenzhou Reports]," Wenzhou Edition, www.wzed.66wz.com, Jan. 11,2013 
Xingfuyang 4.5 1.28 Single one-way Fujian 1989
Jiangxia 5.1 3.2 Single bidirectional Zhejiang 1980
Baishakou 2.1 0.64 Shandong 1978
Guozishan 2.5 0.14 Guangxi 1977
Liuhe 2.1 0.15 Jiangsu 1976
Haishan 4.9 0.15 Double base one-way Zhejiang 1975
Yuepu 3.6 0.15 Zhejiang 1971
Shashan 5.1 0.04 Single one-way Zhejiang 1961
PLANTS TIDAL RANGE (m) INSTALLED CAPACITY
(MW)
OPERATION TIMEPROVINCETYPE
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 has already started, but the project’s details have not been listed as approved by the National 
Energy Administration (NEA).  
Besides Wenzhou, three other locations have planned tidal power installations: Sanmen in 
Zhejiang province, plus Bachimen and Maluanwan in Fujian province. The Zhejiang Sanmen project 
proposal has been submitted to the NEA, whereas the other two are still conducting pre-feasibility 
studies.179  
 
TABLE: POTENTIAL TIDAL PLANTS IN CHINA 
 
Source: Azure International 
 
High capital cost is one of the main factors that impede tidal power development in China. The 
investment for tidal power station is RMB 40,000-50,000/kW.180  The Jiangxia tidal plant’s feed-in-
tariff is RMB 2.58/kWh, Sanmen has reported a feed-in-tariff of RMB 2.3/kWh; both tariffs are thus 
much higher than that of wind power or solar power. The NEA has raised the possibility of 
conducting concession bidding rounds for tidal power station, but the proposal has not been 
approved. (For wind and solar, concession rounds for initial projects have proceeded formally 
established regional or national feed-in tariffs.) In 2002, Guodian Longyuan assumed management 
of the Jiangxia tidal station and received an adjustment of the feed-in-tariff to RMB 2.58/kWh 
from roughly RMB 0.4/kWh.181 Jiangxia is narrowly profitable now, but without government-
established feed-in tariffs set at rates far above those established for other renewable sources, 
tidal power stations cannot currently operate economically in China.   
Wave power has thus far not been exploited in China. The Ocean Renewable Special Fund is 
currently supporting a variety of research in this field.  
 
 
 
 
 
179 "China Energy News," www.paper.people.com.cn, Apr. 3, 2013 
180 "China Energy News," www.paper.people.com.cn, Apr. 3, 2013 
181 "Guangming Online," www.gmw.cn, Apr. 3, 2013 
INVESTMENT
(million RMB)
Sanmen 20 680 Zhejiang NEA Recognized
Bachimen 36 530 Fujian Feasibility Study
Maluanwan 2.8 Fujian Feasibility Study
Wenzhou 400 33500 Zhejiang Feasibility Study
PLANTS PLANNED CAPACITY
(MW)
PROVINCE STATUS
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 TABLE: RESEARCH AREA SUPPORTED BY OCEAN RENEWABLE SPECIAL FUNDS 
 
 
Source: State Oceanic Administration (SOA), Ministry of Finance (MOF) 
 
 Key players 5.3
Because China’s tidal/current/wave power is at an early development stage, most China's players 
in this area are research units. Almost all research projects from universities are funded by Ocean 
Renewable Special Funds. 
  
TABLE: INSTITUTES AND COMPANIES FOCUS ON TIDAL/CURRENT/WAVE ENERGY RESEARCH 
 
 
Source: Third session of National Offshore Energy Study Working Group 
 
Zhejiang Fuchunjiang Hydropower Equipment Co., Ltd. is the only tidal turbine and generator units 
manufacturer in China. Zhejiang Fuchunjiang won the bid for the SIHWD tidal power station in 
South Korea—reportedly the largest tidal power station in the world—and provided 10 tidal 
turbine and generator units. Beginning in August 2011, all units had gone into operation.  
2012 500 kW Wave Energy Island Independent Power System
2012 1200 kW Tidal Energy Grid Connection Power System
2012 Tidal Power Station Expansion and Upgrade
2011 Wave Energy Novel Technology and Equipment Research
2011 Tidal Energy Novel Technology and Equipment Research
2011 Wave Energy Resources Exploration 
2011 Wave Energy and Tidal Energy Independent Power System Testing Technology
2010 10 MW-scale Tidal Power Sites Exploration, Planning and Feasibility Study
2010 Wave and Tidal Energy Dynamic Environment Simulation Test Technology Research
2010 Wave Energy and Tidal Energy Testing Sites Design
RESEARCH AREAYEAR
Huadong Engineering Corporation Offshore Wind Power R&D 
Centre of Hydrochina Huadong
Jiangxia Tidal Power Station 
design
Hangzhou
Ocean University of China Key Lab of Ocean Engineering
Ocean current permanent 
magnet direct drive power 
generation equipment; Ocean 
Wave Energy Converter (OWEC)
Qingdao
Dalian Maritime University Multi-section Floating Cylinder 
Wave Energy Device
Dalian
Harbin Engineering University Floating Tidal Power Station Des Harbin
Zhejiang University
The State Key Lab of Fluid Power 
Transmission and Control
Tidal/Current Energy 
Conversion Equipment Hangzhou 
LAB HQ LOCATIONINSTITUTE/COMPANY PROJECTS
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  Future strategy and potential cooperation 5.4
Tidal, wave and current technologies are also in an early stage of development in Norway. Among 
tidal and wave offshore energy, tidal is currently receiving the most attention in Norway due to 
the perception that tidal plants have fewer engineering challenges because the underwater 
environment is less challenging and less demanding than the surface or near-surface environment. 
Tidal power can also be highly predictable and therefore is easier to integrate with the electric 
power system. Norway’s strengths in developing near-offshore technologies are clearly related to 
the country’s extensive experience in both hydropower and offshore engineering for the oil and 
gas sector, which includes marine services, shipping, maintenance and operations, and subsea 
construction and equipment.  
Currently Norway’s efforts in tidal power are in the demonstration phase. Companies including 
Hammerfest Stroem and Flumill are developing prototypes. Essentially the technology for tidal 
power involves marinizing existing turbine technology similar to that used for wind power. 
Hammerfest Stroem’s 1 MW turbine has been operational in the Northern Scotland near Orkney 
since 2012, while Flumill is currently developing a 2 MW model to be operational in Northern 
Norway by 2012. Commercializing tidal generation will require further development of lighter, 
cheaper units as well as operational and maintenance regimes for the technology.  
Norway’s extensive experience in developing electrical equipment for challenging offshore 
environments, as well as seals and bearings for underwater environments, has been critical to 
developing the industry. Among equipment providers, SmartMotor, based in Trondheim, has used 
its experience developing permanent magnet motors for the offshore oil and gas sector to 
transition towards the tidal power sector. In addition, Norway’s shipping, marine services, and 
offshore construction industries mean that the tidal power area has a ready supply of 
professionals with knowhow in the field—not only benefiting existing companies with exposure to 
tidal, but also leading to new startups in the field. Because of the relatively high concentration of 
experience and knowhow in this area, there are also cross-collaborations between the oil and gas 
sector and offshore renewable such as wind and tidal. Statoil, for example, is focused on 
electrification of offshore oil and gas infrastructure in part using offshore renewable, which could 
lead to experience that could then be applied to supplying renewable energy to offshore oil and 
gas industries in other countries. 
Tidal power is at an early stage of development worldwide, meaning that many companies 
involved in the field are still quite small and are dependent upon a few regions with good tidal 
resources and policies that make demonstration projects attractive. Norwegian companies so far 
have focused on Norway, the U.K. and Japan, with thus far little interest in the nascent Chinese 
market. The small size of most Norwegian companies in this sector also makes it unlikely that they 
would seek or become targets for international collaboration in this area. Scientific and 
commercial collaboration in this field may await further catalysts, such as expressions of interest 
from Chinese officials and companies—possibly oil and gas players or offshore wind developers. 
Norwegian players are also waiting to see whether an attractive feed-in tariff or other subsidy 
regime will actually come to fruition in China.  
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 6 Solar photovoltaic (PV) 
 Status 6.1
Solar PV is set to grow rapidly over the next three years as China realizes its 2015 target of 
installing 35 GW, including 10 GW of distributed solar. 182  At the same time, China’s PV 
manufacturing sector is likely to continue to experience overcapacity and financial difficulty. 
Overall, the government’s policies are likely to encourage some industry consolidation and 
increased domestic demand, while continuing to support the industry overall, especially solar PV 
innovation.  
 Projects 6.2
At the end of 2012 roughly 51% of China’s installed solar capacity was located in the four sunny 
provinces of Gansu, Qinghai, Xinjiang and Ningxia.183 Not surprisingly, most projects are also 
planned for these regions: if all planned projects are ultimately completed, these provinces will 
still account for about half of China’s solar capacity. Beyond these four provinces, the more 
populated coastal provinces of Jiangsu and Liaoning have an ample development pipeline, as do 
Shanghai and Hebei (located near Beijing). These figures do not likely include all of the distributed 
solar pipeline, which tend to be smaller projects that escape notice in public media. 
 
FIGURE: PROVINCES WITH THE MOST ANNOUNCED SOLAR PROJECTS, MW 
 
Source: Azure International 
182 As noted above, both targets are unofficial. 
183 Data for this paragraph are from Azure International’s proprietary solar database. 
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 FIGURE: ANNOUNCED SOLAR PROJECTS BY GROUND-MOUNTED OR OTHER 
 
Source: Azure International 
 
Solar energy has been an area of international collaboration and China outbound investment for 
several years. Suntech, once the largest solar manufacturer and recently subject to a notable bond 
default, has collaborated for many years with the University of New South Wales in Australia on its 
line of Pluto crystalline silicon cells—the company’s founder Dr. Zhengrong Shi was a former 
UNSW scientist.184 Other Chinese companies have expanded their technical capabilities through 
acquisitions. In 2012, LDK Solar acquired Sunways, a struggling German solar manufacturer. In 
2011 LDK bought Solar Power Inc., a solar developer in the U.S.185  LDK previously bought 
crystalline silicon module manufacturer Best Solar in 2010.186 More recently, as solar companies 
have struggled with oversupply issues, solar acquisitions appear to have shifted to large power 
producers. In 2012, privately-owned Hanergy acquired thin-film solar company Solibro from Q-
Cells (itself later purchased by South Korean company Hanwha) as well as the troubled VC-funded 
U.S. thin-film solar manufacturer Miasole.187  
 
184 Shyam Mehta, “Efficiency Leaders in Crystalline Silicon PV,” Greentech Media, www.greentechmedia.com, July 27, 
2010. 
185 Chris Meehan, “LDK Solar purchases majority of Solar Power Inc.,” www.cleanenergyauthority.com, Jan. 11, 2011. 
186 “LDK Solar Acquires Best Solar's Crystalline Module Manufacturing Plant,” LDK Solar, www.ldksolar.com, Feb. 26, 
2010. 
187  Martin LaMonica, “Solar company Miasole Bought Cheap by China's Hanergy,” Technology Review, 
www.technologyreview.com, Oct. 1, 2012. 
80%
20%
Ground
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  Key players 6.3
China’s solar players include major companies in every stage of the value chain: silicon, cells, 
modules, panels, developers, power producers and service companies. Notwithstanding state 
support and rising solar installation targets to promote domestic consumption, upstream 
companies have struggled with market oversupply and many are now in parlous financial 
circumstances. The industry is likely entering a period of consolidation, especially among cell, 
module and panel makers. The victors are likely to be two or three of the strongest manufacturers 
along with the major power producers that could absorb existing solar companies. 
 
FIGURE: TOP 10 CHINA SOLAR MANUFACTURERS BY PRODUCTION CAPACITY AND TYPE, AS OF 2012 
 
Source: ENF, China Securities, company information 
Yingli Green Energy has recently emerged as the largest and strongest of the Chinese solar 
manufacturers, supplanting Wuxi Suntech. Most of the solar manufacturers have integrated wafer, 
cell and module production, though many continue to source portions of production from other 
firms. 
 Yingli Green 
Energy 2,450         2,450         2,450         Baoding, Heibei http://yinglisolar.com
Suntech          2,400          1,800          1,600 Wuxi, Jiangsu  http://suntech-power.com 
Trina Solar          2,400          2,400          1,200 Changzhou, Jiangsu  http://trinasolar.com 
Canadian Solar          1,400 Suzhou, Jiangsu  http://www.canadiansolar.com 
JinKo Solar 1,300         1,200         1,200         Shangrao, Jiangxi http://www.jinkosolar.com
JA Solar 2,000         2,800         1,000         Shanghai http://www.jasolar.com
 Hanwha 
SolarOne          1,500          1,300             800 Shanghai 
 http://www.hanwha-
solarone.com 
 China Sunergy 1,200         1,000         Nanjing http://www.chinasunergy.com
 GCL-Poly          8,000        65,000 Hong Kong  http://gcl-power.com 
 Hareon Solar 1,000         1,550         515            Jiangyin, Jiangsu http://hareonsolar.com
Manufacturer
Module 
capacity 
(MW)
Headquarters Web site
Cell 
capacity 
(MW)
Ingot/wafer 
capacity 
(MW)
Poly-silicon 
capacity 
(ton)
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 FIGURE: TOP 10 CHINA SOLAR MANUFACTURERS BY 2012 PRODUCTION CAPACITY AND TYPE, MW 
 
Source: ENF, China Securities, company information 
 
While the various solar manufacturing companies have differing levels of integration along the 
value chain, the top ten firms are remarkably similar in present output capacity, between 1,000 
and 3,000 MW in output capacity. GCL-Poly has a very large wafer capacity but a supply glut for 
poly-silicon means much of this capacity is unused. 
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 FIGURE: TOP 14 CHINA SOLAR DEVELOPMENT COMPANIES BY 2012 INSTALLED CAPACITY, MW 
 
Source: Azure International 
 
China’s major solar power developers are almost all either large state-owned enterprises, mainly 
in the energy sector, and large renewable energy players such as Longyuan and Suntech. The 
relative rankings of these players are likely to change substantially over the next two years as 
China’s solar build-out accelerates. 
 
FIGURE: CHINA’S BIG FIVE POWER PRODUCERS, POSSIBLE SOLAR ACQUIRERS 
 
Source: Chine Electricity Statistics Yearbook 2011 
 
The table above portrays the top five power producers, many of which are actively expanding their 
renewable energy portfolios through project development and technology company acquisitions. 
China’s large SOEs are prime acquirers given that such acquisitions help expand and diversify 
business lines and revenue streams while also helping achieve important national industrial policy 
- 200 400 600 800 
China Huaneng
Beijing Energy Investment
SDIC
Suntech
Huadian
Ningxia Electric
China Aerospace
Longyuan
CHNT
China Guangdong Nuclear
Guodian Power
Datang Group
China Energy Cons. & Env. Protection
China Power Investment Corp
 Power producer End 2010 installed capacity (MW) Headquarters
Huaneng 113,430 Beijing
Datang 105,890 Beijing
Huadian 90,190 Beijing
Guodian 95,310 Beijing
CEPIC 70,720 Beijing
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 goals. Large private power producers are also part of the game. Hanergy, a privately-held power 
firm with extensive hydro and wind production, has announced plans to build 6 GW of thin-film 
production, acquired Solibro and MiaSole, and has secured a US$ 4 billion credit facility from the 
China Development Bank for making investments abroad, including thin films.188   
Top Chinese solar manufacture companies are pursuing in a variety of novel technology research 
areas. Yingli’s PANDA module uses n-doped silicon; the PANDA module conversion efficiency has 
reached 16.5%. Suntech’s announced Pluto technology was initiated in 2009; the company 
released its HiPerforma series applied Pluto technology in the same year. However, HiPerforma 
series did not achieve market acceptance because of poor cost-effectiveness. Suntech has 
improved Pluto technology and enhanced the conversion efficiency to 20.3% in the lab, but 
considering the low demand, Suntech has not upgraded its HiPerforma line. 
 
FIGURE: CHINA SOLAR COMPANIES AND THEIR TECHNOLOGIES 
 
Source: Company websites 
188 Eric Wesoff, “MiaSole Sold to China’s Hanergy for $30 Million,” Greentech Media, www.greentechmedia.com, Sept. 
29, 2012; Wang Chen, “Blinded By Hanergy's Light,” Caixin, english.caixin.com, Dec. 4, 2012. 
MANUFACTURER TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION PARTNER
 Yingli Green 
Energy PANDA module
By using n-doped silicon instead of the industry's standard p-
type silicon, Yingli have created their best performing 
module family. PANDA series average cell efficiency on 
commercial production lines exceeds 19% with up to 16.5% 
module conversion efficiency.
Energy Research Center 
of Netherlands (ECN); 
Amtech Systems, Inc.
Suntech
Pluto technology 
(HiPerforma)
Suntech Pluto is based on PERL technology. Pluto technology 
is one of the few high efficiency technologies available in 
the market enabling mass production on both mono (~19%) 
and poly (~17%) silicon wafers.
University of New South 
Wales
 JA Solar
5-inch high-efficiency 
monocrystalline modules
JA Solar commenced mass production of its 5-inch high-
efficiency monocrystalline modules in Jan, 2013. The 72-cell 
modules produce a maximum power output of 215W and a 
mainstream power output of 210W. JA became the first PV 
manufacturer to achieve mainstream output of 210W in the 5-
inch monocrystalline format.
 China Sunergy PSAR
PSAR solar cell , using novel technology and slected raw 
material, improves light response effectively and result in 
higher conversion efficiency at low cost of ownership. 
Combined with the high quality wafer, new technology 
updated from conventional production process narrows the 
distribution of conversion efficiency and brings more 
advantages to the quality control.
Hanergy Thin-film
Hanergy is dedicated to producing high efficient thin-film 
solar modules with world leading technologies including 
amorphous silicon triple junction thin film solar technology, 
micromorph thin film solar technology and CIGS thin film 
solar technology. The acquisitions of Solibro and MiaSole 
have provided Hanergy with the most efficient CIGS 
technology in the world, achieving 15.5% efficiency with its 
CIGS modules.
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 FIGURE: MAJOR CHINESE ACADEMIC INSTITUTES CURRENTLY ACTIVE IN SOLAR TECHNOLOGY 
 
Source: Azure International 
 
 Future strategy and potential cooperation 6.4
Collaboration between Norway and China in PV depends strongly on the state of the world solar 
market. While Chinese solar demand is rising due to favorable policies, worldwide oversupply of 
PV cells, modules and panels continues, leading to expectations of industry consolidation and 
near-term reduced manufacturing output. Chinese consolidation has already taken place, and 
more is likely. In Norway as well, the solar manufacturing industry faces another difficult year. 
Despite the difficulties, Norway has a number of notable strengths in solar that could result in 
additional international collaboration opportunities. Norway’s historical excellence in metallurgy 
led early on to the development of high-grade silicon, aluminum and steel; subsequently, this led 
on to manufacturing of solar-grade silicon at REC and Elkem. This in turn created opportunities for 
downstream manufacturing of high-end silicon ingots and wafers, in particular by Norsun. 
Norwegian company Scatec has also participated in development of solar farms outside of 
Chinese Academy of 
Sciences (CAS)
 Key Laboratory for Renewable 
Energy | Beijing Key Laboratory 
for New Energy Materials and 
Devices 
 Solar cell materials and devices, III-V 
semi-conductor epitaxial materials and 
devices 
Beijing
Institute of Physics, CAS
Solar Energy Materials and 
Devices Group of Renewable 
Energy Laboratory
 Dye Sensitized Solar Cell; Quantum Dot 
Solar Cell; Colloidal Photonic Crystal; 
Photocatalytic Water Splitting 
Beijing
Institute of Solar Energy, 
Shanghai Jiaotong 
University
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 Norway, including recently in South Africa. Overall, the low cost of electricity in Norway and the 
relatively high labor cost pushed the industry towards a high level of manufacturing operational 
efficiencies.  
Overall, Norway’s clear advantage is a highly-developed and industrialized silicon research and 
manufacturing base. Ongoing innovative work in Norway on advanced silicon PV includes using 
computer modeling to predict and define silicon crystallization, development of new materials and 
coatings to improve silicon cell efficiencies, and continuing manufacturing automation 
improvements at all levels of the solar PV value chain. Sintef and IFE both have done extensive 
work in solar PV, including collaboration with visiting scientists and researchers from China. 
Overall, Norway’s large base of energy research, including materials, basic science and 
manufacturing, make the country an attractive long-term partner for collaboration with China’s 
vast solar industry.  
To be sure, the challenges facing the Norwegian solar industry remain immense. REC has closed 
silicon production facilities in Norway and shifted operations to Singapore, while other companies 
have shuttered. Remaining European solar players may be seeking investment or acquisition from 
more deep-pocketed Asian participants, such as Chinese power companies or infrastructure firms. 
The most notable Chinese cleantech acquisition in Scandinavia to date was the acquisition by 
China National Blue Star of Elkem’s silicon production in 2011. Acquisitions depend on a variety of 
factors, including technical capabilities, product synergies, and market access. Trade disputes over 
solar subsidies between China and Europe could hasten acquisitions or investments linked to 
European solar market access for Chinese manufacturers. 
At the technology level, the most logical starting point for cooperation and collaboration is the 
12th Five-Year Plan for the Chinese solar industry, which lays out priority areas for sector 
development.189 These research and development areas are as follows: 
 High purity silicon: the plan calls for breakthroughs in “purification, high-efficiency 
nitrogen recovery and purification, high-efficiency chemical vapor deposition, and … 
utilization of poly-silicon by-products.” The plan also calls for large-scale production to 
reduce energy consumption below 120 kWh/kg. The acquisition of Elkem appears aligned 
with this goal. 
 Silicon ingots/wafers: The plan calls for reducing silicon waste, increasing efficiency of 
silicon usage, developing quasi-single crystal technology and reducing cutting thickness to 
below 160 microns. 
 Crystalline silicon: The plan focuses on “low-reflectivity texturing technology, selective 
emitter technology, electrode alignment technology, plasma passivation technology, low-
temperature electrode technology, and full back junction technology.” 
 Thin-film cells: The plan lists a variety of R&D areas including: laminated and multi-
junction thin-film cells, reduced degradation, roll-to-roll production techniques for flexible 
silicon-based thin-film solar cells, copper indium gallium (di)selenide (CIGS) and organic 
189  “12th Five-Year Plan for the Solar Photovoltaic Industry,” translation by Wiley Rein LLP, 
www.americansolarmanufacturing.org, accessed April 12, 2013. 
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 thin-film cells, non-vacuum CIGS thin-film cells, magnetron sputtering cells, and vacuum 
co-evaporate cells. 
 High-concentration solar cells: Among other areas, the plan proposes to develop 500x 
concentrating solar systems, and PV cells that can reach 35% (non-concentrated) 
conversion efficiency (40% under concentrated conditions). 
 Building-integrated PV: The plan advocates “building materials that can be directly 
integrated into buildings, double-glass BIPV modules and insulating glass components that 
are applied to factory rooftops, agricultural greenhouses, and curtain walls.” 
 Specialized PV production equipment: The plan advocates localization of technologies 
including large-scale silicon ingot and module automation as well as chemical vapor 
deposition and other thin-film processes. 
 Ancillary materials: The plan promises to localize “production of crucibles, high-purity 
graphite, high-purity quartz sand, carbon-carbon composite materials, glass, ethylene-
vinyl acetate copolymer (EVA), backplane, electronic paste, and line cutting fluid.”  
Given the advanced state of Norway’s solar silicon development, and ongoing innovation in this 
area, solar PV appears to be a major area of potential collaboration with China. Scientific research 
collaboration through Norway’s research base, in connection with companies or research 
institutions in China, is promising, though Chinese firms may need additional incentives to support 
Norwegian research given they would not benefit from the same R&D tax incentives as Norwegian 
domestic firms. In addition, acquisitions and consolidation will no doubt continue to speed the 
integration of the world’s crystalline silicon PV solar industry, with Chinese solar manufacturing 
and development firms taking the lead. 
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 7 Hydro  
 Status 7.1
China’s hydro capacity has doubled over the past eight years and is poised to continue to grow at a 
rapid pace. The government intends to rely mainly on increased hydroelectric power generation to 
achieve its target of increasing renewable energy’s share of the country’s energy mix: wind, solar, 
biomass and wave/tidal/current power are still too small or intermittent to make a large 
contribution. Not only will China build new hydro capacity, but the government also has policies 
aimed at improving the sector’s efficiency and environmental impact. China’s hydro sector is 
deeply involved in international collaboration, especially in the developing world, and there are 
likely to be many opportunities for technology cooperation. 
 
CHINA HYDROELECTRIC POWER CAPACITY AND NEW ADDITIONS, 2006-2012, GW 
 
Statistics on China Renewables and Non-fossil Energy Utilization, China National Renewable Energy Centre 
 
China hydropower capacity has risen quickly as a result of policies introduced by the central 
government setting development targets, as noted previously. Between 2006 and 2012 national 
hydropower installed capacity almost doubled. 
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 CHINA HYDROELECTRICITY GENERATION AND GROWTH RATE, 2005-2012 
 
Statistics on China Renewables and Non-fossil Energy Utilization, China National Renewable Energy Centre 
 
Actual hydropower electricity production has grown more unevenly, due to varying rainfall 
patterns on an annual basis. Nevertheless, output has more than doubled between 2005 and 
2012, with a compound annual growth rate of over 11%. 
 Projects 7.2
The national government’s 12th Five Year Plan for hydro specifies regions slated for development 
over the next few years, and most of these regions are well along in terms of completing the plan’s 
targets. The largest number of hydro projects are concentrated along the Yangtze River, 
particularly in the Southwest in Sichuan, Yunnan, Chongqing and Hubei provinces. 
 
CHINESE 13 HYDROPOWER BASES: PROPORTION IN EACH REGION AND DEVELOPMENT PHASE 
 
Source: 12th Five Year Plan for Hydro, Azure International 
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 China has made a long-term hydropower development plan 1989-2020 and will establish thirteen 
hydropower zones in various river basins around the country. By the end of 2010, the progress of 
hydropower development has reached 27.7%. Most hydro resources are located in southwest of 
China, western hydropower development was comprehensively launched during the 11th Five-
Year Plan period. Up to 2015, western hydropower will account for 38% of new development. 
 
CHINA HYDRO CAPACITY BY PROVINCE, MW, 2011 AND FORECAST TO 2015 
 
Source: CEC 
 
As China’s 12th Five-Year Plan for hydro notes, “Through strengthening international cooperation, 
China has already established hydroelectric planning, construction and investment relationships 
with more than 80 countries, and hydroelectricity has become one of China’s most internationally 
competitive industries.”190 The plan also sets goals in several areas of development: 
 Small hydro: By 2015, China should have 68 GW of small hydro installed. 
 Upgrades: China should promote upgrades to older hydro plants to increase efficiency and 
overall generating capacity. The plan also calls for correcting design flaws, improving 
security and safety, reducing environmental impacts. 
190 “水电发展“十二五规划’ [Hydroelectricity Development 12th Five-Year Plan],” China City Low-Carbon Economy 
Network, www.cusdn.org.cn, Nov. 14, 2012. 
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  Optimizing new construction: New plant construction should take into account 
environmental goals while acknowledging the concept that “small rivers contain big 
habitats.” 
 Increase hydro development in rural areas currently lacking access to electricity. 
 Encouraging the development of pumped hydro: The 12th Five-Year Plan calls for total 
capacity by 2015 of 22 GW, and additional long-term development of 40 GW of 
capacity.191 
 Key players 7.3
China has a small number of major hydro turbine manufacturers; most also produce wind turbines 
and other generating units. Harbin Electric Machinery Company Limited's manufacturing capacity 
of hydro generating unit  has already reached 10,000 MW per year with maximum unit capacity of 
800 MW, making it the leading manufacturer in this area. Zhejiang Fuchunjiang Hydropower 
Equipment is focusing on hydro machinery production and is recognized within the hydropower 
field. 
 
MANUFACTURING CAPACITY OF HYDRO GENERATING UNITS, MW PER YEAR 
 
Source: Azure International, company website  
*Manufacturing capacity of all kinds of generating units 
 
191 “水电发展“十二五”规划全文 [Hydroelectricity development 12th Five-Year Plan: full text],” North Star Electricity 
Grid News Center, news.bjx.com.cn, Nov. 14, 2012. 
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 HYDRO EQUIPMENT PROVIDERS BY MAXIMUM UNIT CAPACITY, MW 
 
 
Source: Azure International, company websites  
 
Major Chinese hydropower developers are state owned enterprises. Private companies have thus 
far had difficulty entering this market. Sino Hydro Group has developed 65% of China's 
hydropower projects. Hanergy is a private company focused on hydropower, wind and solar 
development. Hanergy is the builder of the Jin'anqiao, Mujing, Huangtian, Wulanghe and Kunlong 
hydropower plants. 
 
FIGURE: MAJOR CHINESE HYDROPOWER DEVELOPERS 
 
 
Source: Azure International  
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FIGURE: MAJOR CHINESE ACADEMIC INSTITUTES CURRENTLY ACTIVE IN HYDRO TECHNOLOGY 
 
Source: Azure International 
 
 Future strategy and potential cooperation 7.4
Norway’s strengths: Norway has a long history of large-scale hydropower production, and its 
industry overall has achieved a high level of commercial and technology development. The vast 
majority of electricity demand in Norway is met by hydropower. Norway’s areas of strength 
include: 
 Operational efficiency: Due to relatively high skilled labor costs and the requirements of 
the country’s advanced wholesale power markets, Norwegian companies have extensive 
experience achieving efficiencies in operations and management. Norwegian companies 
like Norconsult and Powel offer consulting, software solutions and professional services in 
this area. 
 Pumped hydro: Energy storage is a strong area for Norway, especially since Norway’s 
pumped hydro acts in support of intermittent renewable energy supplied from Denmark 
and Germany. Norway’s pumped hydro technology and operational efficiencies are top-
notch, and Norway’s pumped hydro operators are able to respond effectively to market 
signals in ways Chinese pumped hydro players may find useful when a future wholesale 
power market develops in China. 
 Heavy equipment and construction: Norwegian industry has experience in virtually all 
aspects of hydropower, including construction of dams, tunnels and waterways, as well as 
manufacturing of hydropower turbines. Norwegian companies have been active outside of 
Norway building hydropower facilities in Africa, Asia and South America.  
 Small-scale hydro: In recent decades a number of smaller Norwegian companies have 
entered the small-scale hydro market, including generator manufacturers, equipment 
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 vendors, developers and construction service providers. Norwegian companies view small 
hydro as an attractive solution for expanding local power output in an environmentally-
friendly way. Norwegian companies have experimented with innovative materials for 
small hydro, such as aluminum dams. 
 Environmental services: Because of high standards for environmental protection, 
Norwegian companies have experience with environmental evaluation, including fish 
habitat preservation through fish ladders and fish traps, as well as ecologically determined 
water flow. Water filtration is also a potential area of high expertise. 
 
The collaboration potential between Norway and China in the field of hydropower is high. Chinese 
and Norwegian companies have worked together on dam construction in Asia for years. Statkraft 
owns and operates dams around the world, including in Asia. Norwegian experience in dam 
engineering, tunneling and waterway construction is perceived as the best in the world. As 
developing world countries and international financing organizations pay increased attention to 
the ecological impact of dams, Norwegian companies have the potential to bring additional 
environmental management experience to bear on these problems, in connection with Chinese or 
Asian counterparts. 
Several Norwegian government and academic organizations support hydropower collaboration. 
Government financing vehicles have participated in funding dam projects outside of Norway, 
sometimes in partnership with Chinese counterparts. In addition, Sintef has performed research 
on new hydro technology and environmentally-sensitive development of hydropower resources. 
Though large-scale hydropower collaboration and potential collaboration between Norway and 
China are both high, several obstacles are apparent. Hydropower in China is dominated by large 
SOEs, and China also has experience with every aspect of the large and small hydro value chains. 
Another major barrier to collaboration on newer areas such as small hydro is the size of 
Norwegian companies: many lack the experience and staff to go outside of Norway. Where 
Norway has strong technical capability but lacks scale, one possible outcome is acquisition: 
Chinese hydro companies are both large and well-financed. 
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 8 Energy systems & smart grid 
 Status 8.1
China’s smart grid development plan is one of the most comprehensive and capital intensive in the 
world. Suppliers looking to participate in China’s smart grid market will primarily deal with China’s 
two main transmission and distribution operators, the State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) and 
China Southern Power Grid Company (CSG), which respectively control roughly 80% and 20% of 
the nation’s T&D resources.192 Historically, State Grid has taken the lead in smart grid planning and 
development with CSG following suit.193 
Since State Grid first introduced its Strong and Smart Grid Development Plan in 2009, its stated 
investment levels and installation goals have been revised several times. These changes reflect 
new priorities and resistance from the central government on State Grid’s UHV transmission 
development plans.194 From 2009-2020, the total smart grid investment is expected to reach RMB 
3.8 trillion. According to a report released by State Grid in February 2013, during the 12th Five-
Year Period (2011-2015) State Grid will invest RMB 1.6 trillion into grid expansion and upgrades, 
with RMB 286 billion—approximately 18%—going toward smart grid projects.195 The smart grid 
investment will be evenly divided between transmission and distribution level projects. 50% of 
distribution level investment will go towards rural electrification projects.196 
State Grid’s Smart Grid development plans are divided into six segments:  
 Power Generation: Generation level work has focused on renewable energy integration.  
The China Electric Power Research Institute—the engineering research wing of State 
Grid—has developed several large-scale demonstration projects aimed at combining 
multiple sources of renewable generation, conventional generation and energy storage to 
counter variability and intermittency issues. By law, State Grid is not supposed to own or 
operate generation, so smart grid related generation investments make up less than 2% of 
overall planned investment. 
 Power Transmission: Extensive ultra-high voltage (UHV) construction is at the heart of 
State Grid’s long term development plans. The goal of this UHV development is to 
transport electricity produced in China’s sparsely populated Northern and Western 
regions, which contain over 70% of China’s energy resources, to load centers in Eastern 
China. Since 2010, there has been an extensive build out of large wind, power and solar 
192 “社会责任报告 2012,” China State Grid, www.sgcc.com.cn, Feb. 2013. 
193 CSG has not revealed its investment allocation plans at the same level of detail as SCGG.  While CSG generally follow 
SGCC’s lead, CSG utilizes a decentralized procurement process, emphasizes low-voltage grid development and is more 
open to foreign suppliers. 
194 State Grid’s UHV development plans have been stymied by technology challenges related to its 1000 kV AC 
technology and pushback from the central government, which is trying to limit State Grid’s monopoly and control 
spending.  The central government has only approved four 1000 kV AC line segments since 2008, forcing State Grid to 
delay its UHV installation targets. State Grid now plans to complete three horizontal and three vertical UHV line 
networks by 2017-two years later than the original goal. 
195 “社会责任报告 2012,” China State Grid, www.sgcc.com.cn, Feb. 2013. 
196 “国网十二五将投 1.6万亿建设智能电网,”Shanghai Securities News, www.cnstock.com, Sept. 29, 2011. 
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 power bases in Northern and Western China under the expectation that UHV transmission 
will follow shortly. By 2017, State Grid is expected to invest RMB 250 billion to build three 
vertical and three horizontal UHV alternating-current (AC) line networks to connect major 
load centers within the Eastern part of China.197 This will serve as a central conduit for 
power being supplied by over 20 800-kV DC lines connected to distant generation 
resources.   
 
CHINA’S THREE NORTH-SOUTH-THREE WEST-EAST UHV AC PLAN 
 
Source: Caixin 
 Power Transformation: During the 12th Five-Year period, State Grid will build 5,100 new 
and retrofit 1,000 existing substations.198 By 2015, State Grid plans to build 74 digital 
substations to complement its UHV AC system.199 
 Power Distribution: State Grid has historically underinvested in distribution infrastructure 
so upgrades are badly needed.200 State Grid is currently working in 23 municipalities to 
fully automate distribution level systems. These upgrades are designed to improve the 
197 “特高压直流工程：智能电网建设迫在眉睫,” Smart Grid Net, www.smartgrids.ofweek.com, Feb. 1, 2013. 
198 “CGTI Electric Power Infrastructure Opportunity Assessment: China’s Strong and Smart Grid Investment Plan Update,” 
China Greentech Initiative, Dec. 27 2011. 
199 “国家电网发布智能电网设备规划,” Shanghai Securities News, www.cnstock.com, Aug. 18, 2010. 
200 According to the China Greentech Initiative, between 2006 and 2010, total installed length of transmission lines at or 
above 220 kV reportedly increased by 58% and transmission line transformer capacity increased by 109%, however 
distribution installed length of lines at or below 110 kV increased by only 15% and distribution line transformers 
increased by 53%. 
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 reliability and voltage quality through the use of reclosers, automated feeder switches, 
capacitor banks and voltage regulators. Rural grids are a major focus of development as 
rural grid reliability and acceptable voltage rates are well below urban load centers’; State 
Grid’s 2012 rural reliability rate was 99.735% (average 23.2 hours outages per year) and 
acceptable voltage rate was 98.074% which can be compared to its urban reliability rate of 
99.941% (average 5.18 hours outages per year) and acceptable voltage rate 99.824%.201 
 
POWER RELIABILITY AND VOLTAGE QUALITY STATISTICS FOR SGCC AND CSG 
 
Source: CSGG and CSG 2012 CSR Reports 
 
 Power Consumption: 30% of State Grid’s declared smart grid investment will go towards 
the end-user segment investment. This investment will be divided between information 
transmission and collection, smart meter and electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure. 
State Grid plans to build an information collection system covering 100% of its grid 
domain. It will invest RMB 53.2 billion into communication networks, data collection and 
routing devices and smart electricity meters. The total number of installed meters is 
planned to reach 300 million by 2015.202 State Grid also plans to build 2,950 EV Charging 
Stations and 540,000 charging stands to support 800,000 EVs with a total investment of 
RMB 60 billion.203 
 Power Dispatch: The dispatch segment is considered the core smart grid technology.  By 
2015, 70% of regional and 40% of county level dispatch systems will be upgraded to 
include smart grid functionality at an estimated cost of RMB 16.6 billion.204 
Implementation of smart grid upgrades is divided across three phases from 2009-2020: the Pilot 
Phase, the Construction Phase and the Industrialization Phase.  Total investment by grid segment 
and implementation phase is given below. 
201 “社会责任报告 2012,” China State Grid, www.sgcc.com.cn, Feb. 2013 and  
202 Diarmaid Williams, “China to lead the world in Smart Grid with 300 million meters by 2015,” Power Engineering 
International, www.powerengineeringint.com, April 4, 2012. 
203 “State Grid Plans Buildout of EV Charging Facilities,” Reuters, www.reuters.com, Sept. 28, 2011. 
204 “智能电网相关概念股一览,”South Money, www.southmoney.com, May 29, 2012. 
Measure SGCC CSG
 Urban Reliability Rate (RS-1) 99.91% 99.92%
 Urban Acceptable Voltage Rate 99.50% 99.32%
 Rural Reliability Rate (RS-1) 99.64% 99.81%
 Rural Acceptable Voltage Rate 97.48% 96.42%
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 CHINA STATE GRID PLANNED INVESTMENT BY PHASE AND GRID SEGMENT (2009-2020), RMB BILLION 
 
Source: Azure International, China Greentech Initiative 
 
The Construction Phase, 2011-2015, is the largest and most capital intensive portion of State 
Grid’s development plan. A majority of investment is going towards consumption, or end-user, 
related upgrades.   
One of the most ambitious and interesting aspects of State Grid’s consumption level upgrade plans 
is its smart meter deployment strategy. State Grid is hoping to achieve 100% penetration by 2015 
and almost all the meters procured thus far have been low-bandwidth, low functionality, 
Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) meters.  In contrast to Automatic Meter Infrastructure (AMI) 
meters and networks, AMR networks transfer information in one direction from the meter to the 
grid, and provide little support for demand response applications. For this reason, technologies 
targeting dynamic energy management in response to grid signals will not be widely applicable 
until the next wave of meter upgrades, which may not take place until 2020.  
State Grid’s investment plans for the distribution segment will most likely have to expand due to 
increased emphasis on the development of distributed generation. For example, the State 
Council’s 12th Five-Year Energy Development Plan, which was released on January 2013, calls for 
10 GW of distributed PV out of 35 GW total.205 State Grid’s Strong and Smart Grid Plan calls for the 
integration of 8 GW total solar capacity. Additionally, in November 2012 State Grid reversed its 
stance prohibiting small-scale distributed generation systems from discharging into the grid and 
205 “能源发展“十二五”规划,” PRC State Council, www.gov.cn, Jan. 1, 2013. 
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 even waived some interconnection fees to speed up the process.206 Roof-top solutions can now 
discharge into the grid. Without a subsidy in place, they will probably receive the local coal-fired 
power plant tariff of around RMB 0.4/kWh; as noted earlier, additional distributed PV subsidies 
are under discussion. To handle increased penetrations of distributed renewable energy, State 
Grid will need to accelerate its distribution automation plans.  
 Projects 8.2
Smart grid project development in China spans the spectrum from early stage research and 
development to full-scale technology implementation. On the research and development side of 
the spectrum, both State Grid and China Southern Grid have invested significant time and money 
into producing and vetting technologies, ranging from MW-scale energy storage systems to 1000 
kV UHV direct current (DC) transmission. On the full-scale installation and implementation side, 
State Grid and China Southern Grid have made significant progress with smart meters and EV 
charging infrastructure deployment. On both sides, a great deal of emphasis has been placed on 
the development of standards to support the smart grid: by 2015, State Grid aims to develop 93 
standards across the value chain.207 
State Grid and China’s Southern Grid’s procurement process plays a dominant role in shaping the 
market. For construction contracts over US$ 300,000 and equipment purchase contracts over 
US$ 150,000, State Grid holds an open bidding process, which is intended to ensure fairness and 
transparency. SGCC follows a centralized approach, selecting suppliers at the national level, while 
CSG follows a more localized approach, CSG’s central office creates lists of eligible suppliers and 
provincial level grid companies select from these lists.208 Technology quality verification and 
general project requirements are formulated by SGCC’s and CSG’s engineering research institutes, 
China EPRI and CSG EPRI respectively. Since State Grid began procurement in 2009, its emphasis 
has shifted from low costs to technology quality.209 There are several examples of foreign 
companies supplying smart grid components, such as ABB and Siemens. Most available data for 
smart grid bidding is related to smart meter purchases, which have been dominated by domestic 
suppliers. However, foreign suppliers have had success via their Chinese joint ventures. For 
example, Echelon’s JV with Holley Metering received a 30,000 meter order in October 2012 that is 
expected to have a considerably larger follow-up in 2013. 
Four organizations are tasked with ensuring that preferential treatment is not given during the 
procurement process. These agencies are the National Development and Reform Commission, 
China Electric Instrument Association, General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection 
and Quarantine and the National Institute of Metrology. Despite supervision, unfair practices still 
206 This stance, although not an official policy, was widely acknowledged by State Grid researchers and was referred to as
自发自用-“Self produce, self consume.” State Grid originally argued that small-scale distributed generation would affect 
power flows and destabilize low voltage power systems. 
207 . “国家电网智能化规划总报告”, China State Grid, www.sgcc.com.cn , Feb. 2012. 
208 “CGTI Electric Power Infrastructure Opportunity Assessment: China’s Strong and Smart Grid Investment Plan Update,” 
China Greentech Initiative, Dec. 27 2011. 
209 In late 2009 CSGG gave price a 55% weighting and technology a 35% rating but by mid-2010 the weightings shifted to 
55% technology weighting and 35% price weighting. (CGTI) 
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 exist and SGCC and CSG are generally powerful enough to overrule complaints from these 
organizations. Preferential treatment for domestic suppliers is also an ongoing issue.   
8.2.1 Zhangbei National Wind Solar and Energy Storage Demonstration Project 
This pilot project calls for 100 MW wind, 40 MW solar and 20 MW energy storage.  Primarily an 
engineering test bed, the Zhangbei project was designed to test dispatch methodologies for a 
combined energy storage and renewable energy generation system. As of May 2013, 16 MW of 
energy storage are currently in operation, featuring 14 MW/63-MWh of lithium iron phosphate 
battery systems from four Chinese suppliers and one 2 MW/8-MWh vanadium redox flow battery 
from Prudent Energy.  The project has a stated phase one investment of RMB 8 billion.210 China 
EPRI is currently planning the next phase of this project. 
As of the end of 2011, China’s advanced energy storage installed capacity reached approximately 
35 MW, with a majority of projects utilizing lithium iron phosphate (LFP) battery energy storage 
systems. The dominance of LFP in the early stages of China’s energy storage market reflects the 
close connections between China’s electrical vehicle and energy storage development as well as 
the fact that China lacks a diverse set of energy storage technologies when compared to the U.S. 
or Europe. 
 
BREAKDOWN OF CHINA 2011 INSTALLED ENERGY STORAGE CAPACITY BY TECHNOLOGY TYPE 
 
Source: Azure International 
210 “CGTI Electric Power Infrastructure Opportunity Assessment: China’s Strong and Smart Grid Investment Plan Update,” 
China Greentech Initiative, Dec. 27 2011. 
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 Based on market forecasts performed by Azure International in 2012, over the next five years 
China’s installed energy storage capacity will expand rapidly due to growing policy support 
resulting in more demonstration projects at the local and national level. Azure projects that the 
Chinese energy storage market will grow at a 92% compound annual growth rate from 2012 to 
2016, with annual sales reaching US$ 482 million in 2016. In that year, the total installed capacity 
will exceed 750 MW. Lithium-ion and lead acid will take the largest share of the market, unless 
other technologies achieve rapid progress during this period. 
 
CHINA OVERALL INSTALLED CAPACITY FORECAST 2011-2016, MW 
 
Source: Azure International 
8.2.2 Jindongnan-Jingmen UHV AC 1000-kV Demonstration 
Built in 2009, this 640 km line was State Grid’s first proof of concept for its ambitious UHV AC 
plans. This line, which has a rated capacity of 5 GW, serves as a critical connection between 
China’s North and Central power grids. However, lower than expected performance and higher 
than expected costs from this first project has caused China’s national government to reconsider 
its UHV plans.211 Since the completion of this project, only two other segments have been 
approved by the NDRC, well behind the schedule original laid out in State Grid’s 2009 Strong and 
Smart Grid Plan.212 
211 “23位电力专家为何上书反对建 ‘特高压’?,” China Smart Grid, www.chinasmartgrid.com.cn, March 3, 2013. 
212 Min Li, “Yuanta Greater China Energy Industry Update,” The Yuanta Group, Nov. 2, 2011. 
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 8.2.3 Smart Substation Project 
As of September 2011, China State Grid had 74 digital stations either currently operating, under 
construction, or in the planning phase, 11 of which are at the 500-kV level.213 By 2015, all smart 
substations should be operational.  State Grid plans to build 11 at the 500-kV level, four at the 
330-kV level, 22 at the 220-KV level, 32 at the 110-kV level and five at the 66-kV level. An 
important aspect of these projects has been the adoption of unified standards: all of these 
projects utilize the IEC61850 protocol. 
8.2.4 Distribution Automation 
China State Grid has established automated distribution systems in 23 municipalities and plans to 
expand to 53 in 2013.214 Distribution automation projects are primarily designed to address 
reliability and voltage issues in 35 kV and under networks. Through better monitoring and 
automated switchgear, Chinese grid operators can significantly lessen the scope and duration of 
power outages in rural grids, which average over 20 hours a year nationally. 
8.2.5 Nationwide Smart Meter Deployment 
China has been installing smart meters at a pace of 50-60 million a year. Unlike U.S. and European 
markets, many of these meters are AMR-type one-way communication devices that have limited 
functionality. GTM Research predicts that 300 million meters will be installed by 2015, with the 
average price of a residential meter being US$ 26. The Yuanta Group estimates that the smart 
meter market will be worth RMB 53 billion by 2020, with RMB 12 billion going toward three-phase 
meters for commercial and industrial loads and RMB 42 billion for single phase meters.215 
8.2.6 Intelligent Communities Projects 
State Grid planned to establish 25 intelligent buildings/communities by 2011, with initial pilot 
projects occurring in Beijing, Chongqing, Hebei and Shanghai.216 These communities utilize two-
way communication devices that pave the way for demand response applications. However, due 
to flat electricity rates for residential power consumers and limited consumer engagement, it is 
unclear how State Grid will use these initial pilot projects to create a commercial market for 
residential demand side management. 
213 Min Li, “Yuanta Greater China Energy Industry Update,” The Yuanta Group, Nov. 2, 2011. 
214 “社会责任报告 2012,” China State Grid, www.sgcc.com.cn, Feb. 2013. 
215  Min Li, “Yuanta Greater China Energy Industry Update,” The Yuanta Group, Nov. 2, 2011. 
216 Robert Earley et al., “Electric Vehicles in the Context of Sustainable Development in China,” Innovation Center for 
Energy and Transportation, www.icet.org.cn, May 2, 2011. 
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 8.2.7 Micro-grid Deployments 
Although not explicitly defined in the Strong and Smart Grid plan, micro-grid deployment has 
become a significant emerging trend in China. The central government has called for 130 projects 
by 2015. These projects-like the Sino-Singaporean Tianjin Eco-city Project that features a 2 MW 
lithium ion BESS-are important technology testing platforms for energy storage and small-scale 
renewable energy resources. Thus far, a majority of projects have been developed in rural and 
island locations. 
8.2.8 Pumped Hydroelectric Energy Storage 
China is well on its way to becoming the leading operator of pumped hydroelectric energy storage. 
As of March 2012, there were 20.3 GW in operation. This is expected to double or triple to 40-60 
GW by 2020, where it will make up 2-3% of the total generation mix. Growth is likely to continue 
well beyond 2020 as the central government has identified 247 potential sites with over 310 GW in 
cumulative capacity.217 
 
PUMPED HYDROELECTRIC STORAGE INSTALLED CAPACITY 1990-2020, GW 
 
 
Source: Azure International 
217Kevin Popper, Anders Hove and Dongliang Zhang, “China Grid-scale Energy Storage: Technology and Markets 2012-
2016,” GTM Research, www.gtmresearch.com, June 2012. 
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  Key players 8.3
8.3.1 Domestic 
Domestic suppliers currently dominate the UHV transmission, transformation and smart meter 
markets.   
Wasion Group: Leads the smart meter market. Works with Siemens and Cogo Group to offer 
higher-end AMR and AMI products. 
Huawei: Huawei has partnered with State Grid to lead the communication equipment market with 
offerings covering the entire grid-from generation to end-user, comprehensively called its “One 
Net” solution.218 
XJ Electric: This transmission and distribution equipment supplier is majority owned (60%) by State 
Grid. It has is expected to continue to be a key supplier for transmission and distribution 
substation projects. It was one of the top five smart meter suppliers in 2010.219 XJ is also involved 
in the energy storage market, having been the lead developer of the Xue Jiadao Intelligent 
Charging and Battery Swap Storage Integration Demonstration Station in Qingdao, which features 
a 2 MW/6-MWh lithium ion BESS using second life batteries. 
BYD: BYD is a key player in both the electric vehicle and energy storage markets.  It has launched a 
number of MW-scale energy storage demonstration projects in China, including a 6 MW/36-MWh 
lithium ion battery energy storage system for the National Zhangbei Wind, Solar and Energy 
Storage Demonstration Project. 
8.3.2 International 
The world’s leading transmission and generation infrastructure companies have targeted the 
Chinese smart grid market with varying degrees of success. As a general trend, after several 
cooperation projects, a domestic supplier-often receiving State Grid investment-will develop a 
competing solution and displace the original foreign supplier. This is what happened in the UHV 
transmission market; Over 90% UHV AC technology and 70% UHV DC technology is now sourced 
domestically.220 Sales prospects have gradually been limited to core technologies that are too 
complex for domestic manufacturers or emerging segments where foreign companies boast more 
experience and/or novel technologies. Energy storage, information management systems, electric 
vehicle battery management and demand side management fall into the latter category. 
ABB: ABB has been in the Chinese market since 1974 and supplies a range of transmission and 
distribution equipments. In 2012, ABB’s China sales reached US$ 5.2 billion.  Recently, ABB has 
seen its UHV DC market share diminished by domestic suppliers who have developed their own 
218 “Power Grid Network Solution Overview,” Huawei Technologies, www.huawei.com, 2011.  
219 “State Grid Takes Control of XJ Electric,” Caixin Online, www.english.caixin.com, June 23, 2010. 
220 Min Li, “Yuanta Greater China Energy Industry Update,” The Yuanta Group, Nov. 2, 2011. 
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 thyristor technology but it continues to expand into related markets, like building energy 
management. 
Siemens: Siemens first entered the Chinese market in 1872 and has had strong ties ever since.  In 
2012, Siemens China sales topped US$ 8.2 billion.221 Siemens is aiming to capitalize on China’s 
urbanization trends, supplying smart logistics services, building energy management systems and 
distribution level grid infrastructure. 
GE: GE has participated in a number of smart grid collaboration projects in China.  In January 2010, 
it formed a smart grid demonstration center with Yangzhou Beichen Electrical Equipment 
Company, a subsidiary of SGCC.222 GE is bringing a wide array of smart grid solutions to the 
Chinese market, including wireless smart meters, residential demand energy management, 
automated outage management systems, network software and EV management systems. 
8.3.3 Joint Ventures 
Joint ventures have reemerged as the preferred way for foreign technology providers to enter the 
Chinese market. A well-structured joint venture offers foreign firms-especially smaller firms-a 
greater degree of intellectual property enforcement and a better chance of being selected during 
the procurement process. Recently announced joint ventures have focused on information 
management, smart metering and energy storage segments. 
Atos Origin: Formed JV in May 2011 with telecom equipment provider ZTE to deliver smart meter 
management and other IT solutions for the electric power industry.223  
Echelon: Formed JV in March 2012 with Holley Metering to target the smart meter market.224 
ZBB Energy: Formed JV in September 2011 with Xinlong Electrical and Wuhu Huarui Power to 
target the grid-scale energy storage market. 
Siemens: Announced JV in September 2012 with Wasion Group to target smart meter data 
management and analysis segment.225 
ABB: Formed JV in September 2011 with State Grid Nanjing Automation to research, develop and 
produce transmission and distribution level equipment. 
 
 Future strategy and potential cooperation 8.4
Norway’s smart grid industry can be broken down into three broad fields: 
221 Liu Jie, “Siemens Sets Sights on China’s Rapid City Growth,” China Daily, www.chinadaily.com.cn, Dec. 12, 2012. 
222 “GE to Build China Smart Grid Demo Center,” UPI, www.upi.com, Jan. 12, 2010. 
223 “CGTI Electric Power Infrastructure Opportunity Assessment: China’s Strong and Smart Grid Investment Plan Update,” 
China Greentech Initiative, Dec. 27 2011. 
224 Jeff St. John, “Echelon-Holley JV Lands Smart Meter Pilots in China,” Greentech Media, www.greentechmedia.com, 
Oct. 8, 2012. 
225 Ibid. 
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  The transmission grid: Norway’s transmission system includes advanced switching and 
software, which are used for frequency regulation, monitoring and optimized operations 
under wholesale power markets. Norway’s universities and research centers have 
contributed to the development of these advanced grid technologies. 
 The distribution grid: Norway has advanced software and other tools for monitoring and 
managing the distribution network. Most companies active in this area are small and 
geared mainly for the domestic market. 
 Meters: Scandinavia has relatively advanced metering technology, and the Nordic meter 
vendors generally already manufacture the meters in China. The Norwegian component 
consists of providing comprehensive metering solutions, including software, monitoring 
and analysis tools. 
China’s large smart grid market appears to offer several niches where collaboration with other 
countries would benefit market development: 
 There are prospects in demand side management but not demand response. Motivated by 
energy intensity reduction goals, increased adoption of time-of-use rates at commercial 
and industrial loads as well as the prospect of growing power shortages, there remains a 
significant opportunity to participate in the end-user segment of the smart grid market 
through software, monitoring and services.  
 Data management, analysis and visualization: A number of foreign technology companies 
have technology offerings to contribute to this segment; however, a primary concern for 
the national Chinese government will be data security. While there will be opportunities to 
participate at the municipal and provincial level, it is highly unlikely that foreign firms will 
be able to manage this sensitive information at the national scale. 
 Energy storage and EV technology are promising but both fields have yet become fully 
commercial markets, so companies will likely have to partner with Chinese firms to 
participate in government supported demonstration projects. 
In terms of collaboration potential between Norway and China, there are clear areas of 
overlapping interests. In particular, Norwegian companies are strong in software and monitoring 
for the end-user segment as well as data monitoring at the grid level. However, intellectual 
property remains a challenge, particularly for smaller Norwegian firms. Few of Norway’s smart grid 
companies have taken steps to enter the Chinese market. For any small Norwegian equipment or 
software solutions provider entering China, they would face competition from some of the existing 
multi-national companies like ABB, Siemens, and Schneider Electric.  
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 9 Conclusion and recommendation on market entry 
There appear to be multiple synergies between Norwegian clean energy engineering and 
operational excellence and China’s policy-driven rush to invest in clean energy technology and 
generation capacity. These include especially the following: 
Tidal 
Norwegian companies are at the forefront of applying knowhow from the offshore oil and gas 
industry to developing and commercializing underwater tidal turbine technology. A handful of 
developers are pursuing this technology on a demonstration basis and service and equipment 
providers in Norway will stand ready to profit if the industry takes off. China’s targets and tariffs 
for tidal are at an early stage but the potential for using Norwegian technology and services, or 
acquiring Norwegian companies in this field, could be high if the government ultimately 
establishes attractive policies. However, many Norwegian companies active in this field are small 
and unable to move into international markets at this stage. 
PV 
Norway established an early lead in the production of solar grade silicon, as well as a full supply 
chain for solar PV from ingots, wafers, and modules to deployment. However, the Norwegian solar 
industry has been hard hit by global trends of overcapacity in silicon and PV module capacity, with 
REC moving production offshore while Elkem’s silicon operations have been acquired by a Chinese 
firm. In terms of future collaboration potential, research and development in high-efficiency solar 
silicon manufacturing is a key area of Norwegian strength that could attract funding and 
acquisition interest from major Chinese solar developers and power companies. 
Hydro 
Norway’s long-established hydro industry is already a world leader in the development and 
operation of hydro facilities, including many facilities in Asia. Norway’s experience in both 
equipment (turbines, pipes, drills) as well as construction of all types of hydro plants is widely 
recognized. Norwegian hydro facilities are operated at high levels of efficiency, providing ample 
opportunities for transfer of knowhow to Chinese operators. Pumped hydro is also a major 
strength of Norway, both in terms of operation and construction. However, many Norwegian 
hydro facilities and service providers are currently small and focused only on the domestic market. 
Smart grid 
Norway and China are both in the early stages of rolling out a variety of smart grid technologies, 
ranging from meters to smart substations and switches to energy storage. In many cases, the 
equipment (such as meters) is made in China already. Norway’s specialty lies more in software and 
knowhow in terms of the highly integrated and sophisticated domestic wholesale power market in 
Scandinavia. In many cases, Norwegian service and equipment providers may be too small and 
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 focused on the domestic market for collaboration at an international level, but in some cases of 
software, integration, data analytics and monitoring, Norwegian companies are world leaders and 
operate outside the domestic market. Given the need for advanced technology in China, there 
could be multiple opportunities for collaboration in this field, ranging from R&D to acquisitions. 
Intellectual property remains a major issue for many software and analytics providers. 
Offshore wind 
Norway has a lot of experience with several parts of the offshore wind value-chain, specifically 
those that are related to maritime and offshore operations. A study of the Norwegian and Chinese 
sectors shows a significant degree of complementarity, with Norwegian strengths focusing on 
project planning and optimization; certification and risk assessment; operation & maintenance; 
vessel and foundation design/engineering; energy systems; electric infrastructure and offshore 
cabling solutions etc. Chinese strengths, on the other hand, focus on turbine design and 
manufacturing; fabrication of foundations, vessels, blades, generators, gearboxes; as well as 
access to trained personnel. If these different strengths can be combined in an efficient manner, 
both domestic and international market opportunities would be substantial. For Norwegian 
companies to coordinate their efforts in the Chinese market, and to be able to offer complete 
solutions, it is recommended to establish a Norwegian wind cluster.  
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 10 Appendix 
 
Appendix 1 
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 Appendix 2 
 
Offshore Wind Projects in China - Early Stage of Development 
CPI Binhai South offshore 
wind farm 450  
China Power Investment Co. 
(CPIC) Jiangsu 
Application 
submitted 
CPI Binhai South offshore 
wind farm - Pilot 48  
China Power Investment Co. 
(CPIC) Jiangsu 
Application 
submitted 
Dacheng Island - Xiamen 100  TBC Fujian Application submitted 
Datang Laizhou Bay 
Demonstration Project 200  China Datang Co. Shandong 
Application 
submitted 
Guodian Zhoushan Putuo #6 
Offshore Wind Farm 250  
Guangdong Power 
Development Co.Ltd. (China 
Guodian Co.) 
Zhejiang Application submitted 
Jiangsu Guangheng New 
Energy Rudong 300MW 
offshore wind farm 
300  Jiangsu Guangheng New Energy Co., Ltd.  Jiangsu 
Application 
submitted 
Jiaxing #2 Offshore Wind 
Power Project 300  
China Wind Power 
Zhejiang Jiaxing Government 
Zhejiang M&E Group  
Zhejiang Application submitted 
Laoting Bodhi Island Offshore 
Wind Power Demonstration 
300MW Project 
300  
Guangdong Power 
Development Co.Ltd (China 
Guodian Co.) 
Huaneng Renewables Co., 
Ltd. (China Huaneng Group) 
Hebei Construction, & 
Investment, Group Co., Ltd. 
Laoting County Government 
of Hebei Province  
Hebei Application submitted 
Lianyungang 200  Guodian Corporation Jiangsu Application submitted 
Shengsi #5 Offshore Wind 
Power Project 150  
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Group Zhejiang 
Application 
submitted 
Zhejiang Daishan 1# offshore 
wind farm 300  
China Hydropower 
Construction Group Energy 
Development Co., Ltd.  
Zhejiang Application submitted 
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 Cangnan #1 Offshore Wind 
Power Project 300  China Datang Corporation Zhejiang 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Cangzhou - Area 1 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Cangzhou - Area 2 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Cangzhou - Area 3 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Cangzhou - Area 4 200  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Cangzhou - Area 5 (intertidal) 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Cangzhou Offshore Wind 
Farm 1 000  
Shenhua Guohua Energy 
Investment Co.,Ltd (Shenhua 
Group Corporation Limited) 
Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Caofeidian Offshore VAWT 
Windfarm 450  
Floating Windfarms 
Corporation  Hebei 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Changxing Floating Modular 
Foundation Demonstration 
Project 
18  
Shandong Changxing Wind 
Power Technology Co., Ltd. 
(CX WindTech) 
Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Pingtan Dalian Island 
200MW offshore windfarm 
200  China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group Fujian 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Cixi III 95  
New Energy Development 
Co., Ltd. (China Three Gorges 
Project Corporation 
Zhejiang Early planning, concept stage 
CNOOC Weihai - Rushan - 
Southern Block 700  
China National Offshore Oil 
Corp(CNOOC) Shandong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
CNOOC Weihai - Wendeng - 
Eastern Block 100  
China National Offshore Oil 
Corp(CNOOC) Shandong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Datang Nanao Offshore wind 
farm 200  
China Datang Corporation 
Renewable Power Co., Ltd. Guangdong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Dongtai wind farm - phase 4 302  
Shenhua Guohua Energy 
Investment Co.,Ltd (Shenhua 
Group Corporation Limited) 
Jiangsu Early planning, concept stage 
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 Dongtai wind farm - phase 5 300  
Shenhua Guohua Energy 
Investment Co.,Ltd (Shenhua 
Group Corporation Limited) 
Jiangsu Early planning, concept stage 
Dongtou offshore wind farm 100  Dongtou Development and Reform Bureau Zhejiang 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Fengxian 100  TBC Shanghai Early planning, concept stage 
Fengxian Large Scale 300  TBC Shanghai Early planning, concept stage 
Fuqing Haitan Strait Offshore 
wind farm 300  
Huadian Power International 
Co., Ltd. Fujian 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Ganyu - phase 1 400  Renewable Energy Asia Group Ltd. Jiangsu 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Ganyu - phase 2 1 000  Renewable Energy Asia Group Ltd. Jiangsu 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Golden Bay   
Mingyang Wind Power 
Industry Group Co., Ltd. 
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Group 
Guangdong Early planning, concept stage 
Guanyun 800  China Guodian Co. Jiangsu Early planning, concept stage 
Guodian Nanao Offshore wind 
farm 200  
Guodian United Power 
Technology Co., Ltd. (China 
Guodian Corporation) 
Guangdong Early planning, concept stage 
Hainan Floating Wind Farm 
Demo Project - Phase 1 20  
Haikou Hainan Floating 
Windfarms Ltd. Hainan 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Hengsha 200  TBC Shanghai Early planning, concept stage 
Huadian and Mingyang 400  
Mingyang Wind Power 
Industry Group Co., Ltd. 
Huadian Power International 
Co., Ltd. 
Jiangsu Early planning, concept stage 
Huadian International 
Shandong Jimo offshore wind 
farm - Phase 1 
100  Huadian Power International Co., Ltd. Shandong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
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 Huadian International 
Shandong Jimo offshore wind 
farm - Phases 2/3 
200  Huadian Power International Co., Ltd. Shandong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Huadian Nanao Offshore wind 
farm 200  
Huadian Power International 
Co., Ltd. Guangdong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Huadian Yuhuan Offshore 
Wind Farm - Phase 2 300  
Huadian Power International 
Co., Ltd. Zhejiang 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Huaneng and Mingyang 300  
Mingyang Wind Power 
Industry Group Co., Ltd. 
China Huaneng Group 
Jiangsu Early planning, concept stage 
Huaneng Hainan Wenchang 
1# offshore wind farm 200  
Huaneng New Energy 
Industrial Holdings Ltd. Hainan 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Jiangsu Rudong Offshore 
(Intertidal) Demonstration 
Wind Farm - phase III 
(Jiangjiasha Offshore Wind 
Farm) 
300  China Longyuan Power Group Co., Ltd. (China Guodian Co.) Jiangsu 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Jiaxing #1 Offshore Wind 
Power Project 200  TBC Zhejiang 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Jiaxing #3 Offshore Wind 
Power Project 200  
China Wind Power 
Zhejiang Jiaxing Government 
Zhejiang M&E Group  
Zhejiang Early planning, concept stage 
Laoting Intertidal 200  
Guangdong Power 
Development Co., Ltd. (China 
Guodian Co.) 
Laoting County, People's 
Government of Hebei 
Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Laoting Offshore 
Development 1 000  
Guangdong Power 
Development Co., Ltd. (China 
Guodian Co.) 
Laoting County, People's 
Government of Hebei 
Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Long Island County - Phase II 252  Sanrong Shandong Early planning, concept stage 
Longyuan Putian Nanri Island 
Project 350  China Guodian Co. Fujian 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Lufeng Lake Bay Wind Farm 1 250  Lufeng Baolihua New Energy Electric Power Co., Ltd. Guangdong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
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 Nan'ao VAWT Offshore Wind 
Project 20  Yixiong Renewable Energy Guangdong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Nantong Haian Xiehe 
Windfarm -phase 2 24  China Wind Power Jiangsu 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
National Offshore 
Demonstration Project 
Ningde (extension) 
1 800  
China Energine 
China Technology Market 
Association (CTMA) 
Fujian Mindong Electric 
Power Co. 
Ningde Municipal People's 
Government 
Fujian Early planning, concept stage 
NPC Nanao Offshore wind 
farm-phase 1 50  
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Group Guangdong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
NPC Nanao Offshore wind 
farm-phase 2 150  
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Group Guangdong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
NPC Qidong 200MW offshore 
wind farm 200  
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Group Jiangsu 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Pingtan Offshore Wind Farm 400  China Guodian Co. Fujian Early planning, concept stage 
Quangang Shanyao offshore 
wind farm 80  TBC Fujian 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Quanzhou Bay offshore wind 
farm 150  TBC Fujian 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Shengsi #1 Offshore Wind 
Power Project 400  
Zhejiang Government 
Zhejiang Provincial No. 1 
Water Conservancy and 
Electric Power Construction 
Group Holdings Co., Ltd. 
Zhejiang Early planning, concept stage 
Shengsi #4 Offshore Wind 
Power Project 200  
Zhejiang Government 
Zhejiang Provincial No. 1 
Water Conservancy and 
Electric Power Construction 
Group Holdings Co., Ltd. 
Zhejiang Early planning, concept stage 
Shengsi #7 Offshore Wind 
Power Project 200  
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Group Zhejiang 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Sheyang North Area H1# 150  TBC Jiangsu Early planning, concept stage 
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 Sheyang North Area H2# 300  TBC Jiangsu Early planning, concept stage 
Sheyang North Area H3# 300  TBC Jiangsu Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 1 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 2 200  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 3 200  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 4 - phase I 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 4 - phase II 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 5 - phase I 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 5 - phase II 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 5 - phase III 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 6 - phase I 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 6 - phase II 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 6 - phase III 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
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 Tangshan - Area 6 - phase IV 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 7 (intertidal) 100  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 8 (intertidal) 200  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tangshan - Area 9 (intertidal) 300  TBC Hebei Early planning, concept stage 
Tianjin Hangu 200  Huadian Power International Co., Ltd. Tianjin 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Tongzhou 100  Renewable Energy Asia Group Ltd. Jiangsu 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Yangjiang Hailin Island 
Concession Project 50  TBC Guangdong 
Early planning, 
concept stage 
Zhangpu Liuao offshore wind 
farm demonstration project 
phase 2 
150  TBC Fujian Early planning, concept stage 
Zhejiang Daishan 2# offshore 
wind farm demonstration 
project 
201  
Yangtze New Energy 
Development Co., Ltd. (China 
Three Gorges Project 
Corporation) 
Zhejiang Concept stage 
Lubei 4# offshore TBC TBC Hebei Development zone 
Xiangshan Offshore 
Development 1 600  
China Guodian Co. 
Xiangshan County Zhejiang Development zone 
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power East China Sea 351  
China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Group Zhejiang Dormant 
GC China Turbine - Dafeng 
Offshore Wind Power Project 500  GC China Turbine Co. Jiangsu Dormant 
Kaomen Haitang 200  Zhejiang Green Energy Investment Co., Ltd. Zhejiang Dormant 
Total 28 311      
 
 
 
 
Source: Innovation Norway, www.4coffshore.com 
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